
1 Let us add a little note on the title of the paper before we start. Read as one complete sentence, it actually makes up an instrumental
serial verb construction itself, with take and light up constituting the two verbs and serials being what Baker (1989) calls the ‘shared
object’, meaning something like ‘light up the middle with (the aid of) serials’. This meaning it basically shares with the more salient reading

Take serials light up the middle
Marcel den Dikken & Rint Sybesma

1 Introduction

This paper has a strongly interrelated set of objectives. Starting out from the perspective of the properties of
so-called Theme-take serial verb constructions (SVCs), illustrated by the Fongbè and Mandarin Chinese
examples in (1), we will present an extended argument for the representation of transitive sentences in terms
of a ‘light verb’  (v) projection dominating a projection of the base verb (cf. Chomsky 1995:Chapter 4). The
take type verb in Theme-take serial verb constructions will be argued to be the independent lexical realisation
of this ‘light verb’ , serialising languages differing from non-serialising ones such as English in their inability
to spell out the v–V combination as one single lexical element (cf. Collins 1993 and Sybesma 1994 for
proposals in the same general spirit).

(1) a. Kòkú só àsó dó távò-jí (Fongbè)
Koku take crab put table-on
‘Koku put the crab on the table’

b. Zhang San ba pangxie fang zai zhuozi-shang (Mandarin)
Zhang San take crab put at table-top
‘Zhang San put the crab on the table’

c. Zhang San ba zhei-ge zhaiyao kan-wan-le (Mandarin)
Zhang San take this-CL abstract read-finished-PRF

‘Zhang San read this abstract’

After developing this analysis of take SVCs and stating the case for the Chomskyan representation of
transitive sentences in sections 2 and 3, we then proceed, in sections 4 and beyond, to an investigation of the
nature of the VP embedded under the ‘light verb’ . The properties of take SVCs will help us argue that this
VP can occur on its own, and when it does, a middle construction or genitival nominalisation (often called
‘passive nominal’ ) results — cf. (1c) and (2a,b). Given that it is the light verb projection that brings in the
external argument of transitive sentences, this paper thus argues for a representation of middles and ‘passive
nominals’  which radically lacks an external 2-role bearer. In this regard it agrees with lexical accounts of
these constructions (cf. esp. Williams 1981), but from these it differs in representing the surface subject of
a middle/‘passive nominal’  as an internal argument, raised via syntactic movement.

(2) a. this abstract reads easily
b. the abstract’ s perusal

While this paper can be read as presenting an analysis of Theme-take SVCs and of middle constructions,
what we would like it to be is an attempt at piecing evidence from apparently unrelated domains of empirical
enquiry together to make the general theoretical point that transitive sentences should be structurally
represented in terms of a double-layered V–projection of the type proposed in Chomsky (1995:Chapter 4).
The analyses of take SVCs and middles proposed here should each survive in their own right, but first and
foremost they should conspire to carry the general point home.1
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(for English speakers) in which ‘take serials’  is the subject of ‘light up the middle’ . And there is a third reading of the title which tells us
something about the structure of serial verb constructions — ‘take serials: light up the middle’ , which purports to say that the structure
of take serials involves a light verb projection up (i.e. on top of) a medial VP.

2 The literature on SVCs either lumps all SVCs together (cf. e.g. Baker 1989) or it makes a distinction between two or more types (cf.
Déchaine 1993, Law & Veenstra 1992, Veenstra 1996, Collins 1993, 1997); our take on take SVCs, according to which Theme serials
should be set apart from all other SVCs (which may very well differ among themselves as well), takes Lefebvre’ s (1991) lead. It is worth
stressing at this point that this is an entirely reasonable delineation of the domain of enquiry — as we will show, Theme-take SVCs are
a well-defined construction with a coherent set of properties which make it entirely legitimate (and, in fact, fruitful) to study them on their
own. This paper certainly is about serial verb constructions, albeit only about a subset thereof: the set whose properties are an important
eye-opener for the analysis of middles and nominalisations.

2 On take serials and so-called ‘subject sharing’ and ‘object sharing’

2.1 It ‘takes’ two

Theme-take serials are SVCs in which V1 is a verbal element (originally) meaning ‘take’  and the NP
following it is interpreted as the object, the Theme, of V2. Theme-take SVCs express a single event.

(3) Theme-take SVCs — the crucial properties
a. V1 = ‘take’
b. ‘sandwiched’  NP = V2’ s Theme
c. single event

At the outset, we would like to emphasise that we believe that the different types of sentences that are
generally lumped together under the umbrella header of ‘serial verb constructions’  should not all receive the
same analysis. Thus, the analysis to be presented in what follows applies to Theme-take SVCs but in all
likelihood should not be taken to extend to other SVCs, including Instrument-take SVCs and the cases which
the literature on SVCs (cf. e.g. Baker 1989, Lefebvre 1991, Déchaine 1993, Collins 1997) calls multiple event
structures in which V1 and V2 appear to share an object.2

In this subsection we would like to present some general observations regarding Theme-take SVCs,
mainly to make sure that the discussion in subsequent sections is focused on the right aspects of the SVC
issue. We start out from some observations regarding Mandarin Chinese, one of the ‘paradigm cases’  in this
paper.

Mandarin has two verbs meaning ‘take’ , ba and na. In modern Mandarin, only the latter, na, is a full-
fledged verb; the former, ba, though originally a full verb meaning ‘take’  as well, can no longer be used as
an independent verb: its use in present-day Mandarin is limited to some fossilised expressions and the ba
construction —  the latter being our Theme-take SVC.

The ba construction is exemplified in (4):

(4) a. wo ba tang he-guang-le
I take soup drink-up-PRF
‘I finished the soup’

b. wo ba Zhang San gan-zou-le
I take Zhang San chase-away-PRF

‘I chased Zhang San away’

As is clear from these examples, the ba construction is a typical Theme-take SVC as defined above: V1 is
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3 There is a two-way split within the group of serialising languages with respect to the question of whether the ‘take’  verb they use in
take SVCs can be used as an independent verb meaning ‘take’ , combining with the same objects that it teams up with in take SVCs, or not.
Like Mandarin is Akan (Campbell 1989), and Carstens’  (1997) remarks about Yoruba and Ijo suggest much the same is true for these
languages as well. But from the discussion of Ewe ts �  ‘take’  in Collins (1997) and Carstens (1997), the conclusion emerges that the Ewe
‘take’  verb used in SVCs is a full-fledged thematic verb meaning ‘take’ . We will return to this dichotomy further below.

the verbal element ba (originally) meaning ‘take’  and it is followed by an NP which is understood as the
Theme of the V2 complex.

Na, the other ‘take’ , can also occur in serial verb constructions. We present some examples in (5):

(5) a. wo na/*ba dao qie cai
I take knife cut vegetables

b. wo na/*ba mutou zuo yi-ge chuang
I take wood make a bed

c. wo na/*ba cai qu ziyou-shichang
I take vegetables go free-market

None of these sentences are Theme serials: ‘take’  in these examples marks the instrument (as in (5a)) or the
material (5b), or it is used as what is sometimes called a ‘come/go causativiser’  (as in (5c)). As is indicated
in the examples, ba cannot occur in these contexts.

Besides the serial functions in (5), na ‘take’  can also occur in Theme serials, but only in those in which
the object is involved in a more or less literal transfer. Thus, it is fine in triadic and locative resultative Theme
serials, as is shown in (6a,b), but not in non-locative resultatives, like (6c):

(6) a. ta na/ba shu gei wo
he take book give me
‘he gave the book to me’

b. Zhang San na/ba pangxie fang zai zhuozi-shang (cf. (1b))
Zhang San take crab put at table-top
‘Zhang San put the crab on the table’

c. wo *na/ba tang he-guang-le (cf. (3a))
I take soup drink-up-LE

‘I finished the soup’

A reasonable assumption to make is that na ‘take’  is no good in non-transfer Theme constructions because
it retains its full ‘take’  meaning. As a general rule of thumb, we will use precisely those SVCs in which ba
cannot be replaced with na as paradigm cases of pure Theme-take serials —  it is these constructions which
will be our primary focus.3

A related difference between full ‘take’  and ba is the following. With the exception of one category of
sentences (the locative resultatives, to be discussed in section 8.4), sentences with ba have a counterpart
without ba with exactly the same meaning:

(7) a. wo ba tang he-guang-le
I take soup drink-up-PRF

b. wo he-guang-le tang
I drink-up-PRF soup
‘I finished the soup’
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As Da Cruz (1992) notes, Fongbè has a similar ‘take’ /non-‘take’  alternation, but the meaning is not the same
in the two variants: with só ‘take’  the sentence necessarily expresses a volitionality that is only optional in the
sentence without só. This is illustrated in (8). This contrast is absent in Mandarin: (9) can mean that Zhang
San broke the glass unintentionally, despite the presence of ba.

(8) a. Kòkú gbà kòfú ó (Fongbè)
Koku break glass the
‘Koku broke the glass’  (accidentally or on purpose)

b. Kòkú só kòfú ó gbà
Koku take glass the break
‘Koku broke the glass’  (on purpose)

(9) Zhang San ba beizi da-sui-le
Zhang San take cup hit-break-PRF
‘Zhang San broke the cup’  (accidentally or on purpose)

The conclusion that ensues, then, is that ba is perfectly empty, at least insofar as its contribution to the
meaning of the sentences in which it occurs is concerned:

(10) ba lacks the lexical semantics of ‘take’

2.2 On so-called ‘object sharing’ in Theme-take serials

We will return later to the question of what ba does have, but for the moment capitalise on the conclusion
in (10) to find an answer to the important question of whether the NP following ‘take’  in Theme-take SVCs
is thematically marked by the ‘take’  type verb or not, or, phrased differently, whether or not Theme-take
SVCs involve so-called ‘object sharing’ .

In many discussions of take SVCs in the (generative) literature, the noun phrase sandwiched between the
‘take’  type verb and the second verb is referred to as the ‘shared object’  (cf. e.g. Baker 1989, Collins 1997)
—  in an intuitive sense, this NP bears a relationship of objecthood to both verbs present in the sentence: in
an example like (1a,b), the crab is the element taken and the element put on the table. Baker (1989) translates
this intuition that the sandwiched NP is the object of both verbs in very concrete syntactic terms, and presents
an analysis of serial verb constructions in which ‘object sharing’  —  i.e. the assignment of a 2-role to the
sandwiched NP by both verbs in (1) —  is made possible, and in fact obligatory. Baker develops a structure
of SVCs in which the VN projection of the second verb is a sister of both the first verb and the sandwiched
NP, in a ternary branching structure of the type in (11). Baker’ s formulation of the 2-Criterion and the
Projection Principle then ensures, given the structure in (11), that SVCs must involve ‘object sharing’ .

(11) [V1 �  V1 NP [V2 �  V2 PP]]
       ���� ��������
         2       2

The analysis of SVCs in (11) departs from some standard assumptions in the theory (the binary branching
restriction, for example, which follows from antisymmetry (Kayne 1994) as well as — in large measure —
from Chomsky 1995:Chapter 4), and it also makes serialising languages differ radically from English type
languages in their representation of sentences with the meaning ‘he put the crab on the table’ . If available,
an analysis that posits a much less fundamental difference between serialising and non-serialising languages,
and which renders the former compatible with standard assumptions about phrase structure, should be
preferred.
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4 The fact that Mandarin ba behaves basically the same way as its Akan counterpart, which is a verb by all available diagnostics, should
be sufficient to forestall objections to our treatment of ba as a serial verb (rather than, say, as an ‘object marker’ ; cf. e.g. Whitman
1998–paper presented at DIGS; other refs?).

5 Baker (1989:fn. 15; 1991:89) is aware of this problem for his analysis, and in response attempts to trivialise it by saying that ‘selec-
tional restrictions are slippery things’  (1991:89), and by drawing attention to the fact that a similar effect seems to be found in English:

(i) Cartier took French #(to the New World)

But this is exactly the point —  in the variant of (i) lacking the PP, took takes French as its complement and the result is ‘weird’ , as Baker
(1991) puts it; but with PP included the sentence is fine precisely because in that case took does not select French, taking the prepositional
small clause [French to the New World] as its complement instead. Lefebvre’ s selection argument is very real, and in fact further supported
by the independently plausible small clause analysis of English constructions of the type in (i) (with the PP).

And as a matter of fact, it turns out that some languages provide direct empirical evidence against an
approach to the structure of SVCs along the lines of (11), or any other analysis which treats the sandwiched
NP as a thematic dependent of the first verb. Mandarin is one of them. For we have just seen that Mandarin
ba lacks all the earmarks of a 2-assigning verb. And if we are right that ba is not a full-fledged verb, it is
most unlikely that the NP following it could possibly be selected by it. The same can be said with reference
to Akan (Campbell 1989), whose ‘take’  verb in SVCs has essentially the same ‘impoverished’  character as
Mandarin ba.4

A particularly interesting argument against general ‘object sharing’  in Theme-take SVCs is presented by
the facts of Fongbè, a Kwa language spoken in Benin. Lefebvre (1988, 1991:55) notes that Fongbè has two
verbs meaning take that take part in serialisation, só and zé, and that these verbs impose slightly different
selectional restrictions on their complement NP outside the serial verb construction —  zé but not só can take
an abstract Theme such as flãsé(gbè) ‘French’ , as seen in (12). Interestingly, in SVCs featuring these verbs,
an abstract NP like flãsé may perfectly legitimately follow só (as well as, of course, zé):

(12) Kòkú {*só/zé} flãsé (Fongbè; Lefebvre 1991:55)
Koku take French

(13) a. Kòkú {só/zé} flãsé hélé Àsíbá (Fongbè; Lefebvre 1991:59)
Koku take French teach Asiba
‘Koku teaches French to Asiba’

b. Jacques Cartier {só/zé} flãsé yì Québec (Fongbè; Lefebvre 1991:71)
Jacques Cartier take French go Québec
‘Jacques Cartier brought French to Québec’

What this shows, according to Lefebvre, is that in take SVCs the sandwiched NP must not be an argument
of the first verb.5 Sybesma’ s (1992) study of the Mandarin ba construction further confirms this argument
against proposals which postulate a thematic relationship between V1 and the sandwiched NP in all serial
verb constructions, such as Baker’ s (1989). We take the Fongbè facts in (12) and (13) to constitute sufficient
evidence against an analysis of take SVCs which necessarily has the sandwiched NP 2-marked by the take
verb.

This is not to say that all serialising languages should necessarily behave the way Mandarin, Akan and
Fongbè do. Though for these languages it is very unlikely that there is anything like ‘object sharing’  going on,
it is perfectly conceivable that some sort of ‘object sharing’  (construed not in terms of a Bakerian structure
but in terms of control, as in Collins 1997, Carstens 1997) is found in some serialising languages. Collins
(1997) presents an argument to the effect that in Ewe the ‘sandwiched object’  in a take SVC is 2-marked
both by the second verb and by the take verb (which is ts] in Ewe). He does so on the basis of the distribution
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6 Collins postulates a structure of take SVCs in which the ‘shared object’  is represented twice: once as the ‘object’  of take (projected
in the specifier position of a ‘VP shell’  structure à la Larson 1988), and a second time as the pro ‘object’  of the second verb (also a ‘VP
shell’  specifier). The ‘object sharing’  effect is the result of the fact that pro is coindexed with the object of V1, the latter controlling the
former and this control relationship being responsible for the lower VP’ s being interpreted as a predicate of the ‘shared object’ . This
coindexation of pro and the sandwiched NP is in fact the most serious theoretical problem that Collins’  (1997) analysis of SVCs runs up
against —  the Binding Theory as standardly understood (also in Larsonian ‘VP shell’  representations) would effectively seem to
categorically rule out coindexation of the pronoun pro and the sandwiched NP, which is pro’ s local c-commander. Since for Collins it
is crucial, for other reasons, that the empty category in VP2 is pro, we do not see how Collins might circumvent this collision with the
Binding Theory.

We note as well that, though he himself presents his account as a significant theoretical improvement over Baker (1989) when it
comes to the formulation of the 

�
–Criterion (which Baker was forced to loosen up, allowing a single argument to receive multiple 

�
-roles),

in actual fact his analysis fares just as poorly as Baker’ s in the thematic domain. For Collins, ‘object sharing’  is the consequence of the
control relationship between the internal argument of take and the pro in the lower VP; this control relationship makes the lower VP
function as a predicate of the ‘shared object’ ; as a result, the ‘shared object’  is both 

�
-marked by take and, under predication, by the lower

VP, violating a strict ‘one-to-one’  
�

–Criterion basically  in the same way as Baker’ s analysis does. Moreover, the ‘subject sharing’  effect
of SVCs Collins treats in terms of percolation of the lower verb’ s external 

�
-role to the projection of the take verb, which assigns an

external 
�

-role of its own, the two being jointly assigned to the subject, again much as in Baker (1989). We fail to see, therefore, how
Collins (1997:473–74) can rightfully claim that ‘given the analysis of SVCs proposed here, it becomes possible to maintain a one-to-one
relation between 

�
-roles and arguments’ .

As a possible alternative to Collins’  approach to yi we may mention Da Cruz’ s (1994) idea that Fongbè ná (glossed as ‘with’ ), whose
distribution is highly similar to that of Ewe yi, is a ‘real’  adposition; note Clements’  (1972:214) observation for Standard Ewe that
‘doubling yi’  in instrumental constructions is in complementary distribution with PPs headed by kple ‘with’ . 

of an apparently semantically empty element which shows up (optionally) in a subset of Ewe serial verb
constructions: the marker yi. We will briefly address Collins’  approach to Ewe yi here.

The generalisation, in a nutshell, is that in Ewe the ‘shared object’  of a serial verb construction can
optionally trigger the presence of the element yi in the lower VP if the lower verb is either not a Case-
assigner or assigns its Case-feature to some overt noun phrase following it. To account for this state of
affairs, Collins assumes that yi is a dummy Case-marker, and that it gets generated in the lower VP for the
purposes of Case-assignment to a pro in the lower VP which is associated to the ‘shared object’  upstairs.
The argument looks reasonable.6 But there are two things that should be carefully taken into account.

First, as Carstens (1997) points out most forcefully, in the other West-African serialising languages,  this
dummy Case-marker is conspicuously absent, nor do any non-African serialising languages seem to evince
it; and moreover, while in Ewe all the facts seem to be compatible with the take verb in an SVC 2-marking
the ‘shared object’ , we have seen evidence that in several other serialising languages the take verb clearly
does not engage in a 2-relation with the sandwiched NP. So if we are to conclude from Collins’  discussion
of yi in Ewe that the ‘shared object’  really is 2-marked by the take type verb, then we should definitely
devise a different analysis for other take-serialising languages. This is, in fact, exactly what Carstens (1997)
does —  she presents two alternative analyses for SVCs, one (employed by Ewe) in which the empty category
in the lower VP is pro and in which the sandwiched object is really and truly a shared object (à la Collins),
and one (instantiating SVCs in most other serialising languages)  in which there is an NP–trace in the lower
VP, bound by the raised sandwiched object, which hence (since it is raised into the take verb’ s domain)
cannot entertain a 2-relationship with the take verb. We refer the reader to Carstens’  original paper for
details.

Irrespective of these details, a second point that needs stressing is that yi does not occur in Ewe Theme-
take SVCs. Thus, Felix Ameka (p.c.) has pointed out to us that in an example like Koku take the book read
in Ewe, no yi can be inserted in the second VP. If the second verb in constructions of this type is actually
transitive (as assumed by Collins), the absence of yi here will be in line with Collins’  overall proposal —  it
will be the lower verb itself which Case-marks the pro in the lower VP, hence there is no need for a dummy
Case-marker yi, which, as a consequence, is prevented from being inserted. But we will see shortly that in
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Fongbè there is ample evidence to show that the second verb in Theme-take SVCs of this type is not actually
transitive (but instead much more similar to an English middle type construction). If any of Lefebvre’ s (1991)
arguments for Fongbè to this effect should turn out to carry over to Ewe, the systematic absence of yi from
Theme-take SVCs in Ewe can then no longer be ascribed to Case. Instead, we will presumably have to admit
that Theme-take SVCs are really different in structure from the causative type serial verb constructions
which are the focus of attention in much other work on serialisation.

The focus in the present paper is on Theme-take SVCs; and since in these, no yi occurs, even in Ewe,
we will set aside the potential complications that yi introduces for the analysis of serialisation in Ewe. We will
not declare it a non-issue in general, and stress again that we do not in any way wish to slam the door on
different analyses of demonstrably different subtypes of serial verb constructions; but it is a non-issue from
the perspective taken in this paper. And concomitantly, so is ‘object sharing’  —  in genuine Theme-take SVCs
there is no such thing; the ‘sandwiched object’  is not a ‘shared object’  at all, receiving a 2-role from the lower
verb exclusively, as we have seen, particularly clearly, from the facts of Fongbè in (12) and (13), above.

2.3 On so-called ‘subject sharing’ in Theme-take serials

Another alleged property of take SVCs which figures prominently in the literature is their ‘subject sharing’
—  the first and second verbs are said to share their external arguments (if the latter has any). Thus, our
earlier example in (1a) has an interpretation according to which the one responsible for the taking is also the
one taking charge of the putting. From Baker’ s (1989) perspective on the structure of SVCs (see (11)), this
‘subject sharing’  characteristic is entirely straightforward: the external 2-roles of both verbs percolate up to
the VN that dominates them, and are jointly assigned to the external argument (see fn. 6 for discussion of
Collins’  1997 analysis on this point). Analyses which assume that the second verb defines its own maximal
projection, either in the complement of the first verb or in some other position relative to the first verb’ s
projection (as an adjunct, for example), would have to envisage other ways of capturing this property of
SVCs, for instance by postulating an empty subject in the second VP (cf. Veenstra 1996).

But an important question that should be asked is whether it is really and truly the case that take SVCs
are characterised by ‘subject sharing’ . Here again an observation due to Lefebvre (1988, 1991) is of
paramount importance. Lefebvre notes that there are interesting restrictions on possible V2 types in take
SVCs in Fongbè. The one that is most immediately relevant is the one given in (14):

(14) V2 must not require the participation of an overt Agent or Actor

A consequence of this restriction is that take-verbs should be unable to associate with verbs which have an
obligatory Agent/Actor. To show that this is indeed the case, Lefebvre draws our attention to the example
in (15a), which, although closely resembling a run-of-the-mill serial verb construction, differs crucially from
a true take SVC in that it receives a multiple-event interpretation — (15a) expresses a situation in which two
successive events are taking place, in contrast to what happens in true take SVCs, which have a single-event
interpretation (more on this in section 9).

(15) a. Kòkú só cícì kpó xò (Fongbè; Lefebvre 1991:63)
Koku take glasses look-at house
‘Koku takes glasses and looks at the house’ /’ Koku takes glasses in order to look at the house’
6 multiple-event interpretation only (*’ Koku looked at the house with glasses’ )

b. *hwè kpó Kòkú
house look-at Koku
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7 Quintessential ergatives like die cannot figure as the second verb in a Theme-take serial in languages like Edo or Mandarin, for reasons
to which we return in section 6. In the Mandarin ba construction the ‘support verb’  da ‘hit’  must be inserted when die type verbs are
embedded under ba.

8 The verb walk is not inherently ergative in languages like Dutch or Italian; it can be ‘ergativised’ , however, via the addition of a
resultative small clause complement (cf. Hoekstra 1984, Hoekstra & Mulder 1990).

9 An example like Saramaccan (i), from Veenstra (1996:84), would at first blush seem to overthrow the prediction that unergatives (i.e.,
verbs assigning an external � -role) cannot be V2 in SVCs. But notice, first, that this example does not involve a take SVC; and serial verb
constructions featuring a verb other than take as V1 presumably should not be treated on a par with ‘pure’  take SVCs (cf. the point about

The fact that (15a) does not allow the single-event interpretation typical of true SVCs is due, according to
Lefebvre, to the fact that the verb kpó ‘look-at’  is an active verb requiring an Agent/Actor, as shown by the
ungrammaticality of the Theme externalisation attempt in (15b).

In Mandarin, the second VP of a Theme-take SVC also occurs on its own. And just like in Fongbè, such
a VP lacks an external argument. Here are some examples:

(16) a. Zhang San gan-zou-le
Zhang San chase-away-PRF

‘Zhang San got chased away’
b. tang he-guang-le

soup drink-finished-PRF
‘the soup is finished’

c. tudou shao-hu-le
potatoes cook-burnt-PRF

‘the potatoes got burnt’
d. shoujuan ku-shi-le

handkerchief cry-wet-PRF
‘the handkerchief got cried wet’

Let us stress that some of the translations here are misleading in that these sentences do not express passive
semantics in any sense: no external argument is present, not even implicitly. Also, note that the NPs in
sentence-initial position in (16) are really in subject position and not in topic position (for arguments, see Cheng
1989, Mulder & Sybesma 1992).

Returning now to the question of whether Theme-take SVCs involve ‘subject sharing’  or not, observe that
the fact that the VP2 of take SVCs necessarily lacks an Agent or Actor argument (cf. (14)) would be
entirely unexpected from the perspective of analyses of these constructions which postulate some sort of
‘subject sharing’  —  either assignment of the two external 2-roles of the two verbs by a coprojected VN, as
in Baker’ s (1989) analysis, or assignment of the external 2-role of the second verb to some empty category
in V2's projection (PRO). On the other hand, it would be a natural consequence of an analysis of SVCs
according to which the second verb effectively ‘drops’  (or cannot assign) its external 2-role. So we are led
to conclude that the so-called ‘subject sharing’  property of take SVCs is illusory as well, just like its purported
‘object sharing’  characteristic. The second verb in a take SVC, though apparently transitive, is different from
the latter in not having an external 2-role to assign.

Entirely consistent with this is the fact that, in SVCs featuring an intransitive second verb, V2 as a rule
belongs to the class of ergative verbs.7 Thus, Sebba’ s (1987) complete list of possible intransitive V2s in
Sranan SVCs, reproduced here as (17), consists exhaustively of verbs which are (or at least can be8) ergative
in English type languages.9
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the distribution of Ewe yi in Collins 1993, 1997, above). And besides, upon reflection it seems likely that the second verb in this example,
pása ‘pass’ , is effectively ergative. Crosslinguistic support for this view comes from the fact that in Dutch, the transitive verb passeren
‘pass’  can select zijn ‘be’  as its auxiliary of the perfect (alongside hebben ‘have’ ). Auxiliary zijn is selected by ergatives only. In the light
Dutch (ii) with zijn, we suggest that apparently transitive pass type verbs at least can exhibit ergative properties.

(i) dí wómi skópu dí bálu pása mi (Saramaccan; Veenstra 1996:84)
the man kick the ball pass me
‘the man kicked the ball past me’

(ii) de man heeft/is mij gepasseerd (Dutch)
the man has/is me passed
‘the man passed me’

10 Transitive (18b) is possible even in the absence of the directional small clause predicate down the street; the same is true for the motion
verbs jump (as in jump the horse (over the fence)) and march (as in march the soldiers (down the street)). Directionality is always implicit
in the transitive cases, though, as opposed to their intransitive counterparts. This is particularly clear in the case of jump —  while the
horse jumped can mean ‘jump up and down in one and the same spot’  or ‘make a jump in some direction’ , he jumped the horse necessarily
implies that the horse jumped in a certain direction. It seems that English allows motion verbs to shift to ergative syntax even in the
absence of an overt small clause predicate in their complement. (On transitive jump, walk, march etc., also cf. Voskuil & Wehrmann
(1990).

11 In adult English there is one exception to the ban on lexical causativisation of unergatives (to burp the baby), which we will set aside
as an isolated quirk. We know from language acquisition studies, however, that children produce things like I sneezed the doll (meaning
‘I made the doll sneeze’ ) fairly frequently. This need not contradict our presentation of the facts for adult English —  in particular, it is
perfectly compatible with the text discussion if the child, at the point at which it produces sentences like these, misanalyses the unergative
verbs on which these lexical causatives are based as unaccusatives. There is some very suggestive evidence that this is the right way of
looking at the problem posed by children’ s I sneezed the doll. In particular, Hans Bennis has found, in the spontaneous speech of both of
his children, that acquirers of Dutch make auxiliary selection mistakes with the verbs in question. Thus, for Dutch niezen ‘sneeze’ , which
is robustly unergative in the adult language and accordingly  selects hebben ‘have’  in the perfect, Bennis’ s children produced ik ben geniesd
‘I am sneezed’  rather than adult-Dutch ik heb geniesd ‘I have sneezed’ . If this is what underlies things, the overgeneralisation of lexical
causatives problem evaporates as a non-issue.

We return in section 5 to the question of why not all unaccusatives form the input to lexical causativisation (*John entered Bill,
meaning ‘John made Bill enter’ ). We will see there that a somewhat more abstract analysis of verbs like enter or arrive featuring a null
particle —  which is independently plausible —  allows us to rule out such lexical causatives with an appeal to the ban on zero-derivation
of an already zero-derived word (cf. Myers 1984, Pesetsky 1995).

(17) intransitive V2s in Sranan SVCs (Sebba 1987:41)
tanapu ‘stand’ , kba ‘finish’ , komoto ‘come out of, exit’ , komopo ‘come from’ , fadon ‘fall’ , opo ‘arise’ , gwe ‘go-
away’ , kon ‘become’ , go ‘go’ , kon ‘come’ , waka ‘walk’ , didon ‘lie (down)’

The fact that the set of intransitive verbs eligible for use as the second verb in a Theme-take SVC is precisely
(a subset of) the set of ergative (or unaccusative) verbs is what we expect in the light of Lefebvre’ s (1991)
observation in (14).

But now that we know this, we realise that restriction (14) does not in fact hold exclusively of V2 in take
SVCs at all —  in non-serialising languages such as English, we find the same restriction at work in the domain
of lexical causatives. While ergative (18a) (cf. waka in the Sranan list in (17)) alternates perfectly readily
with the lexical causative in (18b),10 unergative (19a) does not —  (19b) is ungrammatical.11 

(18) a. the dog walked down the street
b. the man walked the dog down the street

(19) a. the child laughed
b. *the man laughed the child
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What this parallel between English and serialising languages tells us is that the restriction Lefebvre’ s
(1991) observation in (14) is not in fact an isolated quirk of Fongbè Theme-take SVCs, or even of the whole
set of Theme-take SVCs in general, but characterises the class of transitive sentences in all languages of the
world —  put differently, that this restriction is a UG restriction on transitive clauses. This then leads us to look
for the explanation of (14) in the structural representation of transitive sentences. And Chomsky’ s
(1995:Chapter 4) structure is particularly suitable to this end. As we will see in the next section, Chomsky’ s
representation of transitive sentences will give us the answer to the question of what it means, from an
analytical perspective, to say that V2 in a take SVC ‘drops’  its external argument (if it has one).

3 Transitivity in Chapter 4 and the analysis of Theme-take serials

3.1 Transitive sentences in Chapter 4

From the late ’ eighties, generative thinking has fruitfully exploited structures projected by abstract functional
heads labelled ‘Agr’  (AgrS, AgrO and further Agr-types, if/as needed). From the perspective of the ‘virtual
conceptual necessities’  that drive and curb derivational and representational complexity, however, Agr plays
a somewhat dubious role, in particular because it does not receive an interpretation at LF, thus threatening
to violate Full Interpretation. While there are ways of getting around this problem in an Agr-based system,
a more parsimonious, minimalist theory would dispense with Agr if at all possible. And ideally, the successor
of the Agr-based system would yield a payoff beyond the elimination of Agr as well —  empirical headway
in particular.

Chomsky (1995:Chapter 4) replaces the Agr-based system with one in which, between Comp and the base
VP, there are only two ‘non-substantive’  categories —  Tense and the so-called ‘light verb’  v. The latter’ s
projection sits on top of the projection of the base verb, and creates the configuration necessary for external
2-role assignment. That is, the external argument receives its 2-role in the specifier position of the light verb
projection. The light verb v will hence be present in the structure of unergative and transitive constructions
only; and given that Chomsky localises the accusative Case feature in v, the prime effect of Burzio’ s
Generalisation is immediately captured on this approach. The basic structure of a simple transitive sentence
thus reads as in (20):

(20) [vP 2ext [v �  v [VP V NP]]]

In a language like English, the base verb and the light verb amalgamate in syntax, via V–movement to v,
and get spelled out on the surface as a single lexical verb. We might expect languages to differ, though, with
regard to the question of whether v and V always get realised as a unit. There might exist languages which,
for instance, do not necessarily raise V to v, not amalgamating the two heads but instead lexicalising each on
its own, as an independent word. It is our aim in these pages to develop arguments to the effect that serialising
languages are like this, spelling v out independently as take.

3.2 Object sandwiching — Merge or Move?

Lexicalising v and V independently will not in and of itself be enough, however, to accommodate the serial
verb construction. Apart from the fact that take SVCs involve verbs in series, the take verb and the lower
verb must also be separated by some NP, the ‘sandwiched object’ . The structure in (20) does not ensure this
as things stand. Two options now deserve exploration:
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12 Lefebvre (1991:68) similarly uses evidence from tonal domains to argue that the ‘sandwiched NP’  in take–SVCs in Fongbè behaves
like a subject vis-à-vis the second verb —  this is compatible with the analysis of take–SVCs presented in this paper, with ‘subject’  read as
‘specifier’  (which is an interpretation of Lefebvre’ s point which leaves its essence entirely unaffected).

• (i) the NP in the structure in (20) is in fact in the wrong position and should occupy a specifier position
to the left of V (e.g. SpecVP) in the base, or

• (ii) (20) is basically correct as far as the underlying representation is concerned but there will be
movement to a position (not SpecVP) between v and V in the course of the derivation

The first tack is taken in recent work on serial verb constructions by Baker & Stewart (1998). The
alternative, in virtue of the fact that it postulates that sandwiching is the result of movement, will have to make
sure that the movement operation(s) in question can be feature-triggered movements —  which, on
Chomsky’ s (1995) assumption that feature checking is possible in the checking domain of non-substantive
categories only, eliminates SpecVP as a landing-site for movement on the second scenario.

Choosing between the two options is not an easy matter, and depends to some extent on theory-internal
considerations. But we believe that a decision on this question can be taken on the basis of an inspection of
the distribution of tonal sandhi in Saramaccan, a serialising tone language spoken in Surinam. Roundtree
(1972:314) observes that in Saramaccan, which underlyingly has three types of tone (changeable low,
unchangeable low and high), ‘[a]ll changeable tones between the highs in successive morphs in certain
syntactic positions are changed to high, unless there are also unchangeable lows between the highs’
(emphasis ours). Veenstra (1996) interprets Rountree’ s careful investigation of Saramaccan tonal sandhi in
such a way that one of the prime syntactic determinants of the process is adjacency —  two elements
undergoing tonal sandhi must be adjacent at some point in the syntactic derivation. This said, it is interesting
to observe that all Saramaccan serial verb constructions allow the verbs to undergo the sandhi process, in
spite of the fact that they are linearly separated by the ‘shared object’  in the surface string. The sandhi
phenomenon is illustrated in (21), where the a–example represents the underlying phonological representation
and the b–sentence shows the result of the sandhi process (the changed vowel is underlined):

(21) a. take<high tone> NP V2<changeable tone><high tone> (XP) (Saramaccan tonal sandhi;
téi koósu butá        a dí sónu Veenstra 1996:108–11)

b. take<high tone> NP V2<high tone><high tone>       (XP)
téi koósu bútá        a dí sónu
take cloth put        in the sun

The significance of the Saramaccan tonal sandhi phenomenon for the choice between options (i) and (ii),
mentioned above, should now be clear. If the ‘sandwiched object’  found itself in a position between v
(lexicalised by téi in (21)) and V (butá) in the base, as (i) would claim, we would expect it to either undergo
the tonal sandhi rule or to block its application to V2. Since tonal sandhi does occur on V2 in SVCs and since
the ‘sandwiched object’  is not an undergoer, however, we are led to conclude that the two verbs of a take
serial construction are adjacent underlyingly (at the point at which the tonal sandhi rule applies), the
‘sandwiched object’  being squeezed between them in the course of the syntactic derivation. This is the
conclusion that Veenstra (1996) draws from the facts in (21). It directly supports (ii) over (i).12

The question that comes up next is where the sandwiched object moves to end up between the serial
verbs. We have already pointed out that, given that movement must be feature-driven and that feature
checking in SpecVP is impossible on standard assumptions (Chomsky 1995), SpecVP does not qualify as a
landing-site for movement. Moreover, there is good reason to believe that the sandwiched object does not
raise overtly to a Case-checking position above the first verb (v) either. Such movement would only result
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13 Lefebvre says that V2 requires a Theme of change of location, but in several of her grammatical examples of take SVCs in Fongbè
classifying the sandwiched object as a Theme of change of location would involve considerable stretches of the imagination. DaCruz (1992)
reports that the sandwiched NP in Fongbè can also be a Theme of change of state. Lefebvre (p.c.) tells us that there is systematic speaker
variation in this domain.

14 It is also ‘strong’  in the sense of Barwise & Cooper (1981), which suggests a link with ‘scrambling’  phenomena; cf. De Hoop (1992),
Diesing (1992). We do not mean to suggest, though, that ‘scrambling’  targets the SpecFP position in our structures —  there is no obvious
link between ‘scrambling’  and aspect/affectedness. We have not found Fongbè (or, more generally, Kwa) ‘sandwiched’  objects to be subject
to a ‘strength requirement’  of this sort, and hence do not believe this to be a general feature of Theme-take SVCs.

in sandwiching if V1 moved up itself; but as we will see in section 9, serialising languages (certainly the
creoles among them, like Saramaccan) typically do not feature overt verb movement to Infl. So argument
‘sandwiching’  must be the result of a rather more local NP–movement operation, which takes place entirely
within the confines of v’ s complement, and targets the specifier position of some functional projection. To find
out what that position is, we can again take the lead of an important observation due to Lefebvre (1991),
about the take serial verb constructions of Fongbè.

3.3 Sandwiching and ‘affectedness’

Lefebvre (1991) notes that (14), above, is not in fact the only restriction on the second verb in a Fongbè  take
SVC. In addition, there is a second constraint on V2, which can be formulated as in (22):

(22) V2 must take a Theme argument13

Thus, Lefebvre (1991:64) observes that a Fongbè verb like yi ‘receive’  does not figure in the take SVC, as
seen from the ungrammaticality of (23).

(23) *Kòkú só àkwé yi Àsíbá (Fongbè; Lefebvre 1991:64)
Koku take money receive Asiba

The Mandarin ba construction is like Fongbè Theme-take SVCs with respect to this Theme restriction
as well —  the ba–NP is necessarily a Theme, or an ‘affected’  object (in the sense of Tenny 1994).14 That
this Affectedness Condition should be stated at the level of the second VP is evident from an observation that
emerges from a closer inspection of the Mandarin examples in (16), of which (16a) is repeated here.

(24) Zhang San gan-zou-le (= (16a))
Zhang San chase-away-PRF
‘Zhang San got chased away’

The head of the VP in these examples is complex: it invariably consists of a V with the head of its small
clause complement incorporated into it (for similar ideas, see Collins 1997). Crucially, the same is true for all
Mandarin Theme-take SVCs as well —  the second VP in these SVCs is always of the type exemplified in
(24), featuring a complex V–head consisting of a nonverbal part of this complex V (zou in (24)) which is
plausibly analysed as an incorporated small clause head, plus the aspectual particle le (glossed as ‘PRF’ )
marking completion or delimitation of the event (cf. Sybesma & Vanden Wyngaerd 1997 for an analysis of
le from this aspectual perspective).

Let us take this le particle as our guide and assign it a position of its own in the syntactic structure. In
particular, let us assume that it represents an aspectual functional head ‘F’ . And let us assume in addition that
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15 Egerland’ s (1998) proposal is very congenial to ours; he locates his AspP with the [+delimited] feature outside the root–VP and below
the projection of Borer’ s (1993, 1995) ‘Asp–Originator’ , which introduces the Agent (cf. the Chomskyan v). Unfortunately, however,
he chooses to ‘simplify representations by omitting the light V of Chomsky (1995)’  (p. 33), which makes it impossible to ascertain the
potential parallels between his account of middles and passive nominals and ours.

16 As it stands, though, our enhanced structure of transitive sentences does not ensure that the ‘sandwiched object’  must be ‘affected’ .
That will follow only once we can force the presence of FP between v and the projection of the second verb. So one last question that still
needs to be addressed is why FP apparently must be present (in this position) in Theme-take SVCs. We return to this point in section 9.

the ‘affected argument’  must be raised to the specifier position of this aspectual projection in syntax, either
because F has a feature which attracts affected arguments to its specifier position (cf. Egerland 199815), or,
put differently (in terms of a ‘syntax of interpretation’  approach to movement à la Barbiers 1995), because
the interpretation of an NP as an affected object is the semantic reflex of its being moved into the specifier
position of an aspectual functional projection. With FP embedded immediately below the ‘light verb’  v, (25)
emerges as our representation of transitive sentences (resembling closely the structure originally proposed
in Travis 1991; also cf. Koizumi1993 and Borer’ s 1998 ‘AspE’ ). It is this structure which will now furnish an
account of the Theme-take serial verb construction, as in (26):

(25) [vP 2ext [v �  v [FP Specaff.obj [F �  Fasp [VP V NP]]]]
(26) [vP 2ext [v �  v [FP NPi [F �  Fasp [VP V ti]]]]

With NP in (26) raising to SpecFP, and with v lexicalised as the take type verb, we capture (i) the word order
of SVCs (with their typical ‘sandwiching’  of the object) and (ii) the affected interpretation of the ‘sandwiched
object’ .16

3.4 Conclusion

Our analysis of Theme-take SVCs built on an enhanced version of Chomsky’ s (1995:Chapter 4)
representation of transitive sentences thus explains all the key properties discussed so far of Theme-take
SVCs of the Fongbè and Mandarin type, which we take to be representative of an important subclass of serial
verb constructions. A couple of questions, mostly about specific properties of Mandarin ba constructions, still
remain, but we will postpone raising them till we have enough knowledge and technical machinery to be able
to properly address them (see sections 6.2–6.4 and 9.4).

At the end of the discussion of take serial verb constructions, let us emphasise that the analysis of take
SVCs outlined here manages to keep clause structure in serialising and non-serialising languages entirely
parallel. In this regard it differs from many extant approaches to serial verb constructions, which typically end
up assigning SVCs structures which make them differ wildly from their cognates in non-serialising languages.
This in itself we consider to be a significant advantage of our approach to take SVCs over and above rivalling
analyses. But more importantly, the account of take SVCs that we have outlined here allows us to draw
important parallels between the properties and structural representation of (the second VP of) take SVCs
and constructions in non-serialising languages such as English —  specifically, the middle and the genitival
nominalisation (or ‘passive nominal’ ) constructions. In the next section we will draw attention to these
parallels, proceeding in section 5 to the development of a typology of verbs which enables us to accurately
curb the distribution of medialisation and genitival nominalisation.
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17 We will return to the difference between causative and agentive external arguments in section 5.10, below.

4 Transitivity alternations — Middles and genitival nominalisations

4.1 From serials to middles — The middle as an ‘unenlightened’ transitive

From the above discussion of take serial verb constructions, the conclusion emerges that take SVCs are
transitive sentences ‘spread out’  across two morphologically and syntactically independent verbs:

(27) take SVCs are analytic transitive sentences, with v and V spelled out independently

It is the higher, ‘light’  verb v which is responsible for the introduction of the external argument of the subject
of the sentence. The lower verb (to which we will henceforth refer as the ‘root verb’ , ‘ � V’  for short; cf.
Pesetsky 1995 for the notation) does not possess an external 2-role inherently, in its lexical entry.

What does this mean for a take SVC of the type in (1c) (repeated below as (28)), in which the second
verb looks transitive?

(28) Zhang San ba zhei-ge zhaiyao kan-wan-le (= (1c))
Zhang San take this-CL abstract read-finished-PRF
‘Zhang San read this abstract’

We are not used to thinking of verbs like read as lacking an external 2-role inherently —  read type verbs
are not ergative but transitive. This is what makes a simple translation of a take serial construction into a
CAUSE+V frame (à la Sybesma 1992)  impossible. But Chomsky’ s (1995:Chapter 4) representation of trans-
itive constructions gives us an easy way out of this problem. In this representation, the root VP consistently
lacks an external 2-role. The external 2-role is added only as the root VP is combined with the higher ‘light
verb’  —  ‘the v–VP configuration can be taken to express the causative or agentive role of the external
argument’  (Chomsky 1995:315).17 A transitive verb like read is listed in the lexicon without an external
argument; in effect, external arguments are not listed in the lexicon at all if they are taken to be the expression
of the v–VP configuration.

The root verb, which lacks an external 2-role, is realised independently and does not raise in a take SVC.
In English type languages, on the other hand, it raises up to v, a transitive verb such as read resulting from
the combination of � read with the abstract light verb v. So transitive read is a result of the syntactic
derivation, not an atomic lexical entry.

Suppose, though, that we did not combine � read with a light v ‘shell’ , instead building a projection of Infl
right on top of its VP. What would be the result? The answer is simple: the result of merging the � read VP
with Infl will be a read construction lacking an external argument and lacking an objective Case checker. In
such a construction, the internal argument of the root verb would hence raise to SpecIP to check nominative
Case. For a � V like read, the result would basically look like (2):

(2) this abstract reads easily

Sentences of this type are referred to as middle constructions. It is our contention that these constructions
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18 See also Khalaily (1997:Chapter 3). We disagree in this department with the otherwise quite congenial proposals in Hale & Keyser
(1993:92), who ‘suspect that the middle is formed from a transitive structure, rather than from the simple intransitive structure’ . What
Hale & Keyser say, while arguably wrong for morphologically simplex or ‘bare’  middles (i.e., middles unadorned with a morphological
marker of the type found in, for instance, Romance middle constructions: the reflexive clitic se/si), may well be right for morphologically
complex middles; we will return to this issue in section 7.2, below, where we will show that morphologically complex middles differ from
‘bare’  middles in a number of respects, which suggest that their structure may be more involved than that of the ‘bare’  middles that are
the focus of our investigation.

are in effect the output of non-merger of a ‘transitive’  root–VP with v.18 Immediate support for this
conclusion can be derived from the fact that middles, just like the second VP in a Theme-take SVC, are
subject to the Affectedness Condition. That is, the ungrammatical Fongbè example in (23), repeated here as
(29a), has a direct parallel in the ill-formedness of the English middle in (30a), alongside that of other ‘non-
affecting’  middles such as (30b–d).

(29) a. *Kòkú só àkwé yi Àsíbá (= (23))
Koku take money receive Asiba

b. *àkwé yi Àsibá
money receive Asiba

(30) a. *money receives easily
b. *anniversaries forget easily
c. *the mountains see best after rain
d. *foreign languages do not speak easily

In effect, it looks like the Fongbè construction in (29b), which seems to realise the lower half of the example
in (29a) in isolation, also has the properties characteristic of middle constructions —  with the sole exception
that the external argument is not actually suppressed (occurring in clause-final position).

So we conclude that Theme-take SVCs and simple transitive sentences in non-serialising languages are
middle-based; and, conversely, that realising the root VP on its own, both in serialising and non-serialising
languages, results in a middle type construction.

4.2 Middles — Some important generalisations

This leads us into a discussion of the syntax of middle constructions. Let us start by enumerating a number
of important empirical generalisations. The first of these is a very general one, concerning both ergative/
transitive and middle/transitive alternations (cf. Van Oosten 1977, Keyser & Roeper 1984, Fujita 1994):

(31) ergatives do not allow for an implicit agent; they do not alternate with agentive causatives
middles always involve an implicit agent; they always alternate with agentive causatives

a. crime stories read easily
b. bureaucrats bribe easily
c. these books shelve easily

aN. *crime stories read yesterday
bN. *bureaucrats bribed last month
cN. *the books shelved

Since, on our approach, both ergatives and middles can serve as the input to transitivisation with the aid of
the transitive light verb v, a question that will call for an answer is why the nature of the role assigned by this
light verb to its subject apparently depends on the nature of the verb phrase that it transitivises.
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19 Note that what will be said in what follows holds perfectly of ‘bare’  middles of the type found English and Dutch, but has been claimed
in the literature not to be true (to the same extent) for reflexive middles of the type found in Romance, German and regional varieties
of Dutch; we will return to this in section 4.8.2 (??).

20 Roberts (1987:195) notes that even negatively quantified subjects and ‘free choice’  any can license a middle, as in not many
bureaucrats bribe or any bureaucrat bribes. We will follow him in assuming that there is some operator head present in the structure of
this type of constructions. Not all speakers readily accept middles of the type in (32b); the same holds for the ones in (32c,d). We will
be concerned with those speakers for whom these examples are acceptable; those who reject them apparently disallow the licensing of
middles by operatores, for reasons unclear.

21 Contrastive focus can be put on the verb, the verb’ s projection or on the surface subject; examples of this third possibility are Hale
& Keyser’ s (1987:18) THIS bread cuts and Steinbach’ s (1998:51) which door opens? take the second one: THAT door opens. Note that
Fagan’ s (1992:188) observation that middles like this dress buttons are grammatical without a manner adverb ‘since it is appropriate to
say that a dress is buttoned rather than zipped shut or fastened in any of the other ways dresses are typically secured’  falls into place from
the focus perspective as well: the grammaticality of this kind of middle is dependent on the construction of an alternative set (in this
particular case, a set of alternative ways of fastening a dress); the necessary construction of alternative sets is a hallmark of focus.

22 Two notes are in order here. First, despite their genericity, middles do not allow the iterative simple present (Keyser & Roeper 1984,
Roberts 1987): *bureaucrats bribe easily every year at Christmas. An apparent exception here is books sell well every day (Roberts
1987:257, n. 4); Roberts suggests that this instantiates an ergative construal of sell, not a middle form, showing that sell passes all the tests
for ergatives (and, correlatively, fails all the diagnostics for middles). A second note concerns the fact that the deviance of (33) is not
overwhelmingly robust (though it is often asserted; cf. Keyser & Roeper 1984, Roberts 1987:194). And besides, the ban on the progressive
seen in (33a) might actually be a subcase of a broader generalisation about -ing —  as Roberts (1987:229) and Borer (199x) point out, verb
forms affixed with -ing resist middle formation elsewhere in the grammar as well (see section 8.2 for discussion):

(i) *books reading easily are seldom found
(ii) *this book’ s reading easily is a welcome surprise
(iii) *the reading book (cf. the falling leaves)

Apart from the two broad generalisations in (31), there are a number of more microscopic generalisations
about middle constructions which we will need to address.19 One of them concerns the well-known fact that
(2) becomes ungrammatical if the manner adverb easily is left out. We will see that there is a restricted set
of ‘modifiers’  (broadly put) whose presence can make a middle grammatical (cf. (32)), but that not all
members of this set can make each and every type of middle equally ‘happy’ ; there are middles, that is, which
can only be ‘licensed’  by easily type manner adverbs, not by any of the other modifiers listed —  while read
type verbs can take any member of the set, middles formed with verbs of the grow and break types combine
with easily type adverbs only (more on this below).

(32) middles are dependent on one of the following modifiers:
{easily type manner adverbs, negation, modals, focus}

a. linguistics books read *(easily) aN.  roses growMF/breakMF *(easily)
b. linguistics books don’t read20 bN. *roses don’t growMF/breakMF

c. linguistics books might read cN. *roses might growMF/breakMF

d. linguistics books READ... amazing!21 dN. *roses GROWMF/BREAKMF... amazing!
linguistics books DO read! *roses DO growMF/breakMF!

A second property of ‘bare’  middles is their genericity (cf. Keyser & Roeper 1984, Roberts 1987,
Hoekstra & Roberts 1993 and references cited there):22

(33) middles are generic statements; they cannot be used to refer to particular events in time
a. ??this book is reading easily
b. ??yesterday afternoon this book read easily
c. ??tomorrow morning this book will read much more easily
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23 As pointed out in the main text, Keyser & Roeper consider their laugh at example marginally acceptable; Fagan (1992) stresses, how-
ever, that she has managed to find no native speaker who would confirm this judgement. Miller (1993:183) notes two cases of middles
which apparently involve P–stranding, given in (ia,b). Significantly, the ‘prepositions’  found in these examples are identical with particles;
they behave like reanalysed particles in being unmodifiable (cf. (ic)). We will not treat these as instances of P–stranding; unequivocal
P–stranding cases like the ones in (35) are unacceptable middles. (The apparently impeccable status of (ia) is surprising even on an analysis
of over as a particle, though; see (36d), which instantiates the generalisation that resultative secondary predicates spoil the chances of
successful medialisation.)

(i) a. that stove melts over quickly
b. ?that tree climbs up quickly
c. *that tree climbs quickly up

24 Note that middles do not ban the addition of secondary predicates categorically —  depictive secondary predicates are fine, as in Hale
& Keyser’ s (1985) this bread cuts easily hot. Notice also that constructions of this type are quite acceptable in Dutch (dit metaal slaat
gemakkelijk plat ‘this metal hits easily flat’ ), something which may be related to the general freedom of medialisation in this language
as opposed to English (cf. also the existence of ‘adjunct middles’ ; Hoekstra & Roberts 1993). Even in English there are cases that work
quite well: these clothes hang on the line easily is given in Roberts (1987:233); and Hale & Keyser (1987:11) and Carrier & Randall
(1992:191) give a variety of examples similar to (36) which they find impeccable (e.g. new seedlines water flat easily; notice the word-
order difference with respect to the placement of easily). Hale & Keyser (1987:15) even mention cases where a resultative is obligatory:
this metal pounds *(flat) easily; these arguably reduce to the Affectedness Condition (the resultative making the metal an affected object).
We return to the roots of the (variable) ban on resultatives in middle constructions in 6.5.

While the previous two generalisations concerned the syntax of middles outside their own verb phrase,
inside the � VP of middles we find that there is a severe constraint on middle formation, too —  one which we
have already made our acquaintance with in the above:

(34) middles are subject to the Affectedness Condition —  V must be an ‘affecting’  predicate (in the
sense of Tenny 1994): the event that the verb phrase denotes must be temporally ‘delimited’

a. this city destroys easily
b. this book peruses/reads easily
c. mobsters assassinate  easily
d. such a project completes easily

aN. *this wall kicks easily
bN. *French knows easily
cN. *this play enjoys easily
dN. *this tower sees easily

As a subgeneralisation coming under the general umbrella of the Affectedness Condition we note that middles
also ban P–stranding. Though Keyser & Roeper (1984) give (35a) just two question marks, there is a general
consensus in the literature on middles that P–stranding in what Roberts (1987:222) aptly calls ‘pseudo-
middles’  as a rule yields an unacceptable result:

(35) middles do not allow P–stranding23

a. ??little children laugh at easily (cf. they laugh at little children)
b. *this analysis does not decide on easily (cf. they decided on this analysis)
c. *this problem refers to easily (cf. they refer to this problem)

The reason why (35) should be viewed as a subpart of (34) is that P–objects are never affected arguments
—  so the examples given under (35) inevitably violate the Affectedness Condition.

A property of middles which seems to fly straight in the face of the Affectedness Condition is the fact that
they ban resultative secondary predicates associated to the affected argument (i.e., the surface subject of
the middle construction). That is, all of the examples in (36) are reported to be bad in the literature on middles
(the present examples coming from Roberts 1987:202, 221–22; cf. Hale & Keyser 1985).24
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25 Stroik (1992) presents examples (involving binding and control) which he takes to show that the external argument is syntactically
represented and active in a middle; see Ackema & Schoorlemmer (1995) and Steinbach (1998), however, for critical discussion of Stroik’ s
evidence and the conclusion he draws from it.

26 There is an interpretation of the distribution of rationale clauses seen in (38a,b) which does not appeal implicit agents but to event
control instead (see Williams 1985, Lasnik 1988): the rationale clauses would be licensed by there being an event denoted by the matrix
predication which can serve as the controller of the rationale clause’ s event. See Roberts (1987:113–14), however, for a compendium of
arguments against an event control approach (mostly due to Osvaldo Jaeggli), the most significant of these being the anaphor binding facts
in pairs like the President was impeached publicly (by the Republicans) PRO to secure themselves extra votes versus *the President was
impeached publicly PRO to reveal/expose itself to the electorate  (an anaphor in the control clause can be coindexed with argument-
controlled PRO but not with putatively event-controlled PRO, even though the President was impeached publicly in order for his

(36) middles do not allow resultative secondary predicates
a. *this metal hammers easily flat (cf. one can hammer this metal flat easily)
b. *books send to libraries best in boxes (cf. one can send books to libraries best in

boxes)
c. *this book puts on the shelf easily (cf. one can put this book on the shelf easily)
d. *this room cleans up easily (cf. one can clean this room up easily)

The reason why the ungrammaticality of these examples is surprising from the perspective of the Affected-
ness Condition should be clear. The subject of a resultative predicate is a quintessential affected argument
by all extant tests; indeed, adding a resultative secondary predicate often results in temporal delimitation. Yet,
despite the fact that middles abide strongly by the Affectedness Condition, one of the best ways of ‘making’
an affected argument is blocked in these constructions. We will have to pay close attention to this property
of middles in our account, not least because it seems to run counter not just to the Affectedness Condition
but also to our assimilation of the lower VP in a take serial verb construction and the middle —  indeed, our
very first example of a take SVC in the paper features a resultative secondary predicate, távò-jí ‘on the
table’  in (1a). We return to this in section 6.5, below.

Two last properties of middles that we would like to draw attention to at the outset of the discussion of
middle formation are the ones in (37) and (38). Middles, as opposed to passive constructions, show no signs
whatsoever of an implicit external argument in their syntax. The lack of implicit agent effects is an immediate
indication that the structure of a middle construction harbours no bearer of an implicit external 2-role —  no
external 2-role ever gets projected at all in middles.25 Passives, on the other hand, are formed on the basis
of full v–VP configurations —  their external argument is syntactically represented (as a PRO or pro (see
(99), below); the choice is immaterial here).

(37) middles do not allow the addition of a by-phrase, in contrast to passives
a. this city was destroyed (by the enemy)
b. this city destroys easily (*by the enemy)

(38) middles do not allow the addition of a rationale clause or agent-oriented adverbial, in contrast
to passives

a. this city was destroyed [to prove a point]
aN. this city was intentionally destroyed
b. this city destroys easily (*[to prove a point])
bN. this city (*intentionally) destroys easily

Our analysis of middles as ‘unenlightened’  transitives, viewed from the perspective of the Chomskyan struc-
ture of clauses, yields an immediate explanation for the generalisations in (37) and (38).26
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impeachment to reveal/expose itself to the electorate is grammatical) and the fact that *the house was struck by lightning PRO to start a
fire is ungrammatical, even though there is in fact an event (‘the house being struck by lightning’ ) which should be able to control PRO.
We take this to constitute sufficient evidence against an event control approach; yet we point out that the analysis of middles to be
presented even accounts for (38) if event control is involved: middles are non-eventive; their event role is bound hence incapable of
controlling the rationale clause.

27 Yet on p. 241 he writes that ‘there are no active–middle alternations in NP’ . This does not contradict his middle approach to ‘passive
nominals’  if we take this statement to indicate that Roberts does not want the pair the enemy’ s destruction of the city and the city’ s
destruction to instantiate a syntactic alternation —  a point that is in fact well taken (cf. Grimshaw’ s 1990 discussion of the many
differences between the two constructions).

4.3 The link with genitival nominalisations

Most of what was said about middles in the previous subsection carries over to genitival nominalisations like
the city’ s destruction, discussed in Chomsky (1970) and, more recently, in work by Kayne (1984), Roeper
(1987), Roberts (1987), Grimshaw (1990), Hoekstra & Roberts (1993), Borer (199x) and Marantz (1997),
among others. So what we will end up concluding is that in the bulk of cases genitival nominalisations are the
DP– internal counterparts of middle constructions. The point that middles and genitival nominalisations are
parallel is credited to Tom Roeper in Borer (199x), but the true father of the idea seems to be Roberts (1987),
who claimed that middles and genitival nominals are both derived via Williams’  (1981) ‘Externalise Theme’ .27

More recently, Schoorlemmer (1998:5)  confirmed the parallel between middles and nominalisations. Viewed
this way, the name by which what we call genitival nominalisations are commonly known in the literature,
‘passive nominals’ , can be seen to be partially right and partially wrong —  it is right in that the genitive is the
internal argument of the nominalised verb but it is wrong in that no passivisation (no syntactic operation
causing the promotion of the object to subject position) is involved in their derivation.

In the remainder of this section, we will first of all replicate those properties of middles summed up in
section 4.2 which are shared by genitival nominalisations (section 4.3.1), then proceeding to a discussion of
these empirical observations in section 4.3.2. Section 4.3.3 will subsequently list a number of important ways
in which genitival nominalisations are even more restricted than middles.

4.3.1 The empirical parallels between middles and genitival nominalisations

In our survey of characteristic properties of middle constructions in section 4.2 we started out observing that
middles always involve an implicit agent and always alternate with agentive causatives. For genitival
nominalisations, this point can be replicated with reference to the fact that, to the extent that these
constructions allow for a by-phrase at all, this by-phrase is restricted to an agentive interpretation (cf.
Rappaport 1983, Roberts 1987:29, Grimshaw 1990:138; also see fn. 31, below).

(39) genitival nominalisations always involve an implicit agent
a. the city’ s destruction by the enemy
b. ??the book’ s publication by The MIT Press
c. *dislike of flying by many people (cf. flying is disliked by many people)

The implicit subject of destruction in (39a) is a quintessential agent; the one in (39b) is a causer (cf. The MIT
Press (??intentionally/??deliberately) published the book), which are substantially less eligible for overt
realisation in a by-phrase; and the experiencer subject of dislike in (39c) cannot be realised in the form of
a by-phrase at all. The interpretive restrictions on the by-phrase in genitival nominalisations recall the
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28 Even in nominalisations featuring the object in a postnominal of-phrase, the by-phrase is basically restricted to the agent, instrument
and creator roles. From this, Fox & Grodzinsky (1998:325) draw the conclusion that what they call ‘ � -transmission’  (the transmission
of the suppressed external � -role to the by-phrase) cannot take place in nominals. This is compatible with the present paper’ s claim that
no external argument role is represented in (passive) nominals at all; see below. Precisely how the thematic restrictions on by-phrases in
nominals can be made to follow (and whether they are reconcilable with a reduced-relative approach as tentatively suggested in the main
text) remains to be investigated. (See also fn. 25 (??), below.)

The behaviour of by-phrases when it comes to thematic restrictions is remarkably different from that of the prenominal genitive.
While (39d) is ungrammatical with the by-phrase included, it is fine with by NP replaced with NP’ s in prenominal position: many people’ s
dislike of flying. Grimshaw (1990) approaches the problem posed by the by-phrase and the difference in distribution in passive clauses and
passive nominals by drawing up two lexical entries for by (p. 140), of which nominalisations can use only one, not the other; for
prenominal genitives there is no similar multiplicity in lexical entries, so no difference between clauses and nominals is found there. We
have no better insights to offer with respect to the difficult questions posed by the batch of data reviewed in this note, and relegate the
problem to some later occasion.

restriction on middle formation codified in (31), above.28

The modifier restriction on middle formation (cf. (32)) has no counterpart in the realm of genitival
nominalisations, for reasons that will become clear later in the paper. But the fact that middles never refer
to particular events in time (33) is parallelled by the non-eventivity of genitival nominalisations, evidenced by
the impossibility of adding modifiers like constant, frequent, ongoing or ‘time frame’  adverbials like for/in
x amount of time to a genitival nominalisation (cf. Grimshaw 1990).

(40) genitival nominalisations cannot be eventive
a. *the city’ s constant/frequent/ongoing destruction (by the enemy)

(cf. the constant/frequent/ongoing destruction of the city)
b. *the city’ s destruction {in/for} five days

(cf. the destruction of the city {in/*for} five days)

From the ungrammaticality of (40) we can conclude that genitival nominalisations lack eventivity (cf. Roberts
1987:248 for the same conclusion, based on different and less transparent data). And in this respect, they
once again resemble middle constructions, which are likewise non-eventive —  though middles do in fact allow
the addition of aspectual in x amount of time adverbials, something to which we will return in section 4.3.3,,
below.

The parallel between middle formation and genitival nominalisation extends to the realm of affectedness
and P–stranding. As Mona Anderson (1979) first noted, nominalisations are like middles in being subject to
the restriction that the internal argument raised into the genitival Case position must be an affected argument
(in the sense of Tenny 1994) —  to see this, compare the two columns in (41) with those in (34), above. And
in line with this, we see in (42) that, just like middle constructions resist P–stranding, as shown in (35), so do
genitival nominalisations.

(41) genitival nonimalisations are subject to the Affectedness Condition
a. the city’ s destruction
b. the book’ s perusal
c. the mobster’ s assassination
d. the project’ s completion

aN. *the wall’ s kick
bN. *French’ s knowledge
cN. *the play’ s enjoyment
dN. *the tower’ s sight/view

(42) genitival nominalisations do not allow P–stranding
a. *little children’ s laughter at
b. *this analysis’ s decision on
c. *this problem’ s reference to
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29 In the course of his work on middles, Ian Roberts radically changed his mind about the acceptability of examples like (44b) with the
rationale clause included —  in Roberts (1987:249) that type of construction was deemed fine, but in Hoekstra & Roberts (1993:206) it
is rejected (in line with Roeper 1987). We will follow the Williams judgement here (cf. also Roeper 1987), noting that apparently it is
not overwhelmingly stable.

30 Of course,  it does so only on the assumption that control of rationale clauses is a matterl of control by the implicit external argument
(Baker, Johnson & Roberts 1989, i.a.), not event control; see fn. 25, above, for critical discussion of the latter, but even if event control
should turn out to be the better way of looking at this issue, the analysis of nominalisations to be outlined below will still capture the

We noted in section 4.2 that, in the light of the Affectedness Condition, it seems to be a bit of surprise that
middles disallow resultative secondary predicates. The mysteriousness of this restriction is alleviated once
we realise that genitival nominalisations share it with middles:

(43) genitival nominalisations do not allow resultative secondary predicates
a. *the metal’ s hammering flat
b. *books’  shipment to libraries
c. *the book’ s placement on the shelf
d. *the room’ s cleaning up

So at least the behaviour of middles and nominalisations in this domain is parallel, which is a further
encouragement to the hypothesis that middles and genitival nominalisations are two sides of the same coin.

One last characteristic of middles discussed in section 4.2 was the fact that they resist the addition of a
by-phrase, rationale clause or agent-oriented adverbial, as seen in (37) and (38). We have already pointed
out (see (39)) that there are severe restrictions on by-phrases in genitival nominalisations, which at the same
time confirm that these constructions are restricted in the interpretations assignable to the implicit subject and
suggest that those by-phrases that are available in genitival nominalisations are not the ‘garden variety’  ones.
This is confirmed by the fact that by-phrases in genitival nominalisations distribute differently from by-phrases
in ‘simple’  noun phrases like a book by Chomsky when it comes to copular sentences and extraposition, as
Roeper (1987) and Grimshaw (1990:144–45) have pointed out: the book is by Chomsky but not *the
destruction of the city was by the enemy, and a book appeared by Chomsky but not *an attack occurred
by the enemy (see also Grimshaw 1990:56 and Borer 199x for distributional differences between the two
constructions in Spanish and Hebrew, respectively). We will not take a stand here on the representation of
the English by-phrase, which raises questions well beyond the scope of the present investigation; but we do
reiterate that, to the extent that a by-phrase is possible in genitival nominalisations at all, it has (i) a
thematically restricted distribution (see (39)), and (ii) syntactic properties which set it apart from ‘garden
variety’  by-phrases. We conclude, therefore, that genitival nominalisations, like middles, do not accept by-
phrases. And they are also on a par when it comes to the ban on rationale clauses or agent-oriented
adverbials, as the ill-formedness of (44) shows (cf. Williams 1985 for the original observation).29

(44) genitival nominalisations do not allow the addition of a rationale clause or agent-oriented adverb
a. the destruction of the city (to prove a point)
aN. the intentional destruction of the city
b. the city’ s destruction (*to prove a point)
bN. the city’ s (*intentional) destruction

So the point to note is this: genitival nominalisations do not have a syntactically active external argument,
as is evident (i) from the fact that there are thematic restrictions on the by-phrase that occurs in them, and
(ii) from the impossibility of control of rationale clauses. The latter point reinforces the conclusion drawn on
the basis of by-phrase distribution, and reconfirms the link with middle formation.30
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distribution of rationale clauses, genitival nominalisations being non-eventive, featuring a bound E-role, just like middles.

The ban on rationale clauses and agent-oriented adverbials in genitival nominalisations and the severe
restrictions on by-phrase distribution conspire to make a case against an analysis of so-called ‘passive
nominals’  that would be true to their name —  one in terms of passivisation. Genitival nominalisations simply
lack the crucial earmarks of passives, as is further confirmed by the following observation.

As Grimshaw & Vikner (1993) have pointed out, although by-phrases are typically optional in passives,
there are contexts in which they (or, in their absence, some other modifier) are required to be present for
aspectual reasons. An example is (45a). Interestingly, however, in the genitival nominalisation corresponding
to such examples the by-phrase is never obligatory (cf. (45b)).

(45) a. the house was constructed *(by a famous architect)
b. the house’ s construction (by a famous architect)

In the light of the distribution of rationale clauses and by-phrases, then, we can safely discard a passive
analysis of ‘passive nominals’ , a middle approach asserting itself in view of the parallels between middles and
genitival nominalisations.

4.3.2 ‘Passive nominals’  and event and argument structure

For middles we have argued that they are built on the basis of the root–VP which, in transitive sentences, is
combined with the light verb v. That root–VP has argument structure —  in particular, it features the internal
argument. For genitival nominalisations, we would like to assume essentially the same: they, too, are built on
the root–VP. This will imply that these nominalisations have argument structure. So what about Grimhaw’ s
(1990) arguments to the effect that ‘passive nominals are not complex event nominals and they never have
argument structure’  (p. 80)? Let us take a quick look at each of them:

• there are nouns that take no arguments (i.e., are always result nouns) but nonetheless do allow for
‘passive nominal’  (the solution to/*of the problem, bad with of ‘for many speakers at least’  (p. 82), has
a corresponding ‘passive nominal’  this problem’ s solution); with the ‘passive nominal’  derived from the
active case, the former should only allow for the argument-less result noun interpretation

• unambiguous complex event nominals do not form ‘passive nominals’ , gerunds being the crucial case in
point (*the city’ s destroying)

• the Agent cannot be expressed in a ‘passive nominal’  (this is especially clear in ‘passive nominals’  that
feature a ‘group adjective’  interpreted as the internal argument —  *Reagan’ s liberal defeat has no
reading where Reagan and liberal are both arguments of defeat; similarly, *the liberal defeat by
Reagan is ungrammatical; and in the liberals’  defeat by Reagan the by-phrase is very difficult to license
in general, as seen in (39)) but it can in complex event nominals (Reagan’ s defeat of the liberals)

• pluralisation is grammatical with ‘passive nominals’  (Reagan’ s defeats) but not with complex event
nominals (*the liberals’  defeats of Reagan); so ‘passive nominals’  are not complex event nominals

• modification by frequent/in x amount of time/rationale clauses is bad in ‘passive nominals’  (*the city’ s
destruction in a day; cf. (40)) but fine with complex event nominals (the destruction of the city in a
day)
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Of these arguments, the first is potentially the strongest since, if it went through, it would show that
‘passive nominals’  have no argument structure whatsoever. But the argument cannot go through —  it will
deliver the conclusion that ‘passive nominals’  are argument-less only on the assumption that they are derived
from their active counterparts (i.e., on a truly passive approach to ‘passive nominals’ ), but the whole point
of Grimshaw’ s discussion is precisely to show that the two are not transformationally related.

This leaves us with the remaining four arguments, of which the first touches on the tip of a much larger
iceberg —  the impossibility for gerunds to deliver ‘passive nominals’  is part of a broader generalisation
covering middles: just like it is impossible to affix -ing to a ‘passive nominal’ , so also do middles categorically
reject gerundial forms (cf. e.g. *bribing too easily, this bureaucrat will lose his job soon —  we return
to this fact in section 8.2, below). Once we realise that this property of ‘passive nominals’  is a property of
middle constructions, we can draw two conclusions: (i) ‘passive nominals’  do not involve passive but
medialisation (see the parallels between the two phenomena enumerated in the above); and (ii) ‘passive
nominals’  do have argument structure. After all, regardless of one’ s favourite approach to middle formation,
there is a general consensus in the literature that middles have argument structure —  there must be a Theme
argument eligible for either externalisation, on a Williams type lexical approach, or movement to subject
position, on a syntactic analysis of middles. If anything, therefore, the fact that ‘passive nominals’  ban
gerundial -ing (which they share with middles) is an argument for their having argument structure. Or, at
least, a partial argument structure presentation: ‘passive nominals’  (and middles) have an internal argument
but they arguably lack an external one. This latter point is exactly what Grimshaw’ s third argument tells us
—  but since it is specifically about external arguments, it does not allow us to draw the more general
conclusion that ‘passive nominals’  lack argument structure altogether.

While the second and third arguments listed above do indeed tell us something about the argument
structure of ‘passive nominals’  (though not quite what Grimshaw claims they do),Grimshaw’ s remaining two
arguments show us little if anything about argument structure. The fourth argument could inform us  about
argument structure only if there was an inextricable link between argument structure and pluralisation —  but
there is no reason to think there is. The distribution of pluralisation is presumably a fact about the amount of
nominal functional structure (in particular, the presence/absence of a NumP), which for ‘passive nominals’
is apparently larger than for complex event nominals. Put differently, nominalisation presumably takes place
at a rather low level in the structure in the case of ‘passive nominals’ , as a result of which they behave like
NP externally. From this it does not follow, however, that ‘passive nominals’  can have no internal VP syntax;
it does not follow that ‘passive nominals’  are ‘pure’  NPs with no verbal syntactic structure whatsoever. The
conclusion that ‘passive nominals’  have no argument structure will ensue only if pluralisability is tantamount
to absence of VP syntax; but since there is no necessary connection between these two at all, the conclusion
does not follow. (In fact, we will see in what follows that there are ample indications that ‘passive nominals’
do have a VP as a subpart of their structure, which in turn suggests that they do have argument structure.)

Grimshaw’ s last argument shows convincingly that ‘passive nominals’  are non-eventive, but it can give
rise to the conclusion that that they lack argument structure only on the premise that eventivity is a
precondition for the possession of argument structure, which is in no way a necessary one. We obviously do
not contest the non-eventivity of genitival nominalisations —  the facts in (40) strongly assert their non-
eventiveness, and the link with middles does, too. But as we have just pointed out, there turns out to be no
compelling need to deny that ‘passive nominals’  have some degree of argument structure —  on the contrary,
though they certainly do not have all of it (the external argument being radically lacking, just as in middles),
they have enough to resemble middles at their core.

The question of whether genitival nominalisations have argument and/or event structure comes into play
in connection with Anderson’ s (1979) observation that these constructions (like middles) are subject to the
Affectedness Condition —  a robust restriction on both these constructions which has always remained a bit
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31 Grimshaw (1990:112) claims that complex event nominal formation ‘suppress[es] the external argument of a base verb’ ; the formation
of complex event nominals based on unaccusative/ergative verbs is hence predicted to be categorically impossible. She herself notes that
this prediction is problematic in the light of gerunds like the (rapid) melting of the ice; but these she might still set aside as being gerunds,
hence ‘different’  in some sense. But the existence of ergative-based complex event nominals like growth (as in the (rapid) growth of
tomatoes) seems to posit insurmountable counterevidence to Grimshaw’ s general claim.

of a mystery, in two respects: (i) why should it hold in the first place, and (ii) why is it that this condition
apparently constrains precisely genitival nominalisation and middle formation, and no other syntactic
transformation.

Her central claim that ‘passive nominals’  have neither argument structure nor event structure leads
Grimshaw to the general conclusion that ‘affectedness cannot be a matter of a-structure or of event struc-
ture’ . She suggests instead that it must be ‘the lcs-representation that distinguishes affected participants from
unaffected [ones]’  (p. 94). But this cannot be right, as a quick glance at a Dutch example like Jan rookt zijn
kinderen het ziekenhuis in  ‘John smokes his children into hospital’   shows rightaway. Here, an NP (zijn
kinderen ‘his children’ ) that is not plausibly represented in the lexical-conceptual representation of the verb
(after all, one does not need children to be able to smoke) is responsible for event delimitation. So we
conclude that relegating affectedness to the realm of lexical-conceptual structure is not an option.

Nonetheless, Grimshaw’ s claim that genitival nominalisations lack event structure is certainly right, in the
light of the facts. And though we contest her claim that genitival nominalisations have no argument structure
whatsoever, that does not help when it comes to affectedness, which is not a matter of argument structure
—  it is a matter of aspect, which is in turn a matter of event structure. So once we concur with Grimshaw
that genitival nominalisations have no event structure, we seem to be stuck with the question of how they can
be subject to the Affectedness Condition.

Upon closer scrutiny, it turns out, however, that genitival nominalisations are in fact subject to restrictions
tighter than those imposed by the Affectedness Condition, and that these restrictions ‘conspire’  to give the
impression that the Affectedness Condition is at work in these constructions. We illustrate these tighter
restrictions in the next subsection.

4.3.3 Further restrictions on nominalisation

Genitival nominalisations abide by the Affectedness Condition in one direction —  all noun phrases which can
show up in the prenominal possessor position in ‘passive nominals’  are affected arguments of the derived
nominal, but conversely it is not true that all affecting verbs are eligible for ‘passive nominalisation’ . Being
an affecting verb is not a sufficient condition on nominalisation, as the following data, taken from Marantz
(1997), show (see also Harley & Noyer 1998 for a somewhat different interpretation of the facts; cf. fn. xx
(??), below):

(46) destroy/destruction
a. the enemy’ s destruction of the city
b. the city’ s destruction

(47) ERGATIVE grow/growth31

a. the growth of tomatoes
b. tomatoes’  growth

(48) TRANSITIVE grow/growth
a. *the farmer’ s growth of tomatoes
b. *tomatoes’  growth
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(49) ERGATIVE break/break
a. *the break of the glass (cf. the break in the glass)
b. *the glass’ s break

(50) TRANSITIVE break/break
a. *the man’ s break of the glass
b. *the glass’ s break

of–nominalisation genitival nominalisation

destroy T T

ERGATIVE grow T T

TRANSITIVE grow * *

ERGATIVE break * *

TRANSITIVE break * *
TABLE 1

So genitival nominalisations abide by the Affectedness Condition more or less ‘by accident’ , as a reflex of
the fact that all verbs which allow for genitival nominalisation are also affecting verbs (but not vice versa).
The restrictions illustrated in (46)–(50) will be seen to be a consequence of the fact that the structure of
genitival nominalisations is very small.

The paucity of structure of genitival nominalisations is confirmed most forcefully by another respect in
which these constructions are more constrained than middles or ergatives —  the distribution of reflexive
markers. While in many languages both middles and ergatives (can) feature a reflexive marker (cf. French
(51) and German (53)), the reflexive is always absent from the corresponding nominalisations, as seen in (52)
and (54).

(51) a. la porte s’ ouvre
the door SE opens

b. cette ville se détruit facilement
this city SE destroys easily

(52) a. la (*se) ouverture de la porte
the SE opening of the door

b. la (*se) destruction de la ville
the SE destruction of the city

(53) a. die Tür öffnet sich
the door opens SE

b. diese Stadt zerstört sich leicht
this city destroys SE easily

(54) a. die <*sich> Öffnung <*sich> der Tür
the SE opening SE of-the door

b. die <*sich> Zerstörung <*sich> der Stadt
the SE destruction SE of-the city

It seems reasonable to suppose that the reflexive marker is introduced into the syntactic structure in a position
located outside the projection of the root–VP (see 7.2 for some discussion) —  after all, the root–VP
accommodates just the internal argument(s) of the verb, and for the reflexive marker found in middles and
ergatives it has been argued in the literature (cf. Cinque 1988, Kayne 1990, Hulk & Cornips 1998) that it
either corresponds to an external argument or sits in some � VP–external aspectual position. We need not
make a choice between the two options at this time (but see section 7.2 for a brief discussion of reflexive
middles and the status of the reflexive); what matters is that, in all likelihood, the reflexive marker is not
located inside the root–VP. The fact that SE is obligatorily absent from nominalisations, as shown in (52) and
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32 Viviane Déprez (p.c.) points out in connection with (52) that it is also impossible to use the ‘reflexive prefix’  auto- ‘self-‘ in these
examples. This confirms the claim (see (39), above) that nominalisations always involve an implicit agent —  see the difference in English
between *the city’ s self-destruction and the boy’ s self-destruction: only in the latter are we dealing with agentivity.

33 See also Roberts’  (1987) claim that genitival nominalisations lack an Infl node.

34 It has been claimed in the literature (e.g. Borer 199x) that frequently type adverbs can also be added to middles —  Borer’ s example
is bureaucrats frequently bribe easily between Thanksgiving and New Year. Notice, however, that frequently does not (and cannot) act
as an event modifier in such examples: what the example says is that, between Thanksgiving and New Year, the possibility of bribing
bureaucrats presents itself frequently. This is a case of modification (quantification) of the modality inherent in middles rather than
quantification of an event. Since, on the ensuing reading of the example, there is no sense of event quantification, we will leave this use
of frequently aside as irrelevant in the context.

(54), then indicates that the structure of these non-gerundive/infinitival nominalisations is presumably very
small —  the smallest of all verbal structures: just the root–VP.32 This conclusion is consonant with the one
reached in Borer (199x) and Schoorlemmer (1998) —  there is no aspectual FP present in the structure of
nominalisations.33

This said, we can return to a left-over of the discussion in section 4.3.1, where we compared genitival
nominalisations and middles. We observed there that the ungrammaticality of the examples in (40), repeated
below, is evidence for the non-eventivity of genitival nominalisations, on a par with middles. But we pointed
out immediately that (40b), while confirming one important parallel between middles and genitival
nominalisations, also introduces an intriguing difference between the two. After all, middles do allow the
addition of aspectual ‘time frame’  adverbials of the in x amount of time type, as seen in (40bN).

(40) genitival nominalisations cannot be eventive
a. *the city’ s constant/frequent/ongoing destruction (by the enemy)

(cf. the constant/frequent/ongoing destruction of the city)
b. *the city’ s destruction {in/for} five days

(cf. the destruction of the city {in/*for} five days)
bN. this city destroys easily {in/*for} five days

So genitival nominalisations are once again more restrictive in their behaviour than middles.34

We can now make sense of difference between middles and genitival nominalisations in the same way
that we captured the fact that the latter, unlike middles, categorically resist the reflexive marker SE, as seen
in (52) and (54) —  by postulating that genitival nominalisations have less structure than middles. In particular,
they lack the aspectual FP. This will make it absolutely impossible for genitival nominalisations  to be modified
by ‘time frame’  type adverbials, whose distribution is entirely dependent on the aspectual properties of the
constituent they combine with, and which —  hence —  are plausibly analysed as adjuncts to (or modifiers of)
FP, not the root–VP.

By lacking FP, genitival nominalisations show not a single earmark of eventivity —  neither eventivity at
the TP level (‘sentential aspect’ : progressive, perfect) nor eventivity at the aspectual FP level (‘inner aspect’ :
temporal delimitation). Middles, by contrast, while being non-eventive at the TP level in being unable to refer
to real-time events, do nonetheless allow aspectual ‘time frame’  adverbials  since their structure features a
projection of the ‘inner aspectual’  F–head.

So while middle formation is a quite restrictive phenomenon in itself, genitival nominalisation is more
restrictive still. The more constrained the phenomenon, the more it can tell us about the nature of constraints
on somewhat more liberal constructions. It will be useful, then, to investigate the restrictions on middle
formation in tandem with those on nominalisations. This is the topic of the next section, which will teach us
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35 For the sake of avoidance of possible confusion, we emphasise here that in the discussion to follow, whenever we discuss
nominalisations, we are referring to genitival nominalisations of the type discussed in the foregoing —  constructions like the city’ s
destruction. Though we will make occasional forays into the realm of genitival nominalisations with an agentive possessor (the enemy’ s
destruction of the city), our primary focus is on ‘passive nominals’ . All ‘passive nominals’  share their non-eventiveness. For Grimshaw
(1990) they also lack argument structure categorically, but we have seen that there is in fact no reason to deny these nominalisations a
syntactically represented internal argument.

We should also make it explicit that we believe it is entirely legitimate to discuss ‘bare’  nominals like breakN in tandem with
morphologically derived nominalisations like destruction. Grimshaw (1990:67) sets the former aside, stipulating that ‘zero derivation
introduces R’  (Williams’  1981 ‘referential’  external 	 -role of nouns), not her ‘Ev’  (the external role of complex event nominals). We
will not impute any such mysterious handicap to bare nouns like break; in fact, we will analyse breakN not as a zero-derived noun but as
a basic noun (with verbal break derived from it), from which the special properties of nominal break in comparison with other
nominalisations will be seen to follow naturally.

36 In the text, whenever we refer to event roles in general (generalising over dependent and independent specimens), we will use the
notation ‘E-role’  (without the angled brackets); whenever the notation ‘<E>-role’  pops up in the text, it should be taken to refer specific-
ally to independent E-roles; the notation ‘< >-role’  (alongside the phrasing ‘dependent E-role’ ) is used for dependent E-roles.

some very detailed lessons about the classification of verbs and the types of syntactic processes that their
projections can undergo.35

5 Verb typology — The binding theory of event roles

5.1 The binding theory of event roles

Destroy and verbs belonging to the same class are ‘external cause’  verbs in the terminology of Levin &
Rappaport (1995). Grow, on the other hand, is classifiable as an ‘internal cause’  verb. Whereas any event
of destroying is necessarily set in motion by some external instigator, growing typically takes place ‘all by
itself’ , instigated ‘from within’ . From the perspective on the structure of transitive VPs developed in the work
of Hale & Keyser (1993) and Chomsky (1995), what this distinction between destroy and grow type verbs
can be taken to mean is that the ROOT–VP of verbs of the destroy type is DEPENDENT —  it typically needs
to be embedded under a light verb which brings in the ‘external causer’  which these verbs require —  while
that of grow type verbs is INDEPENDENT.

A question that arises immediately is how this (in)dependence of root–VPs can be encoded in the lexical
representation of the verbal roots. We propose that the proper way of encoding it is in terms of EVENT ROLES.
In particular, we introduce a two-way split in the set of event roles between independent and dependent
E-roles, the latter being ‘outlined’  by way of typographical convention:36

(55) the binding theory of event roles
a. DEPENDENT E-role < > — anaphoric 6 subject to BT–A
b. INDEPENDENT E-role <E> — R–expression 6 subject to BT–C

The dependence of the root VP of verbs like destroy (put differently, the fact that destroy type verbs involve
‘external causation’ ) will now be viewed as a consequence of the fact that the root–V destroy (annotated
as � destroy; cf. Pesetsky 1995) has a dependent E-role:

(56) � DESTROY < >

Grow type verbs, on the other hand, express events with an ‘internal cause’ , which, from the perspective of
our binding-theoretic typology of event roles, translates as the assignment to the root of grow of an
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INDEPENDENT E-role:

(57) � GROW <E>

This in and of itself is still nothing more than a notational device to make the desired distinction between
different types of verbs. The lexical typology of event roles will only start to yield a pay-off once we devise
a specific theory about what can happen to E-roles. We will do so forthwith.

From work in the domain of 2-theory, we know that there are three things that can happen to 2-roles, of
which the first is entirely familiar, the latter two originating in the work of Higginbotham (1985):

• 2-assignment
• 2-binding
• 2-identification

We will have no business in this paper with 2-identification (but see Kratzer 1996 for the idea that 2-
identification has a match in the E-role domain: ‘event identification’ ); we will show, however, that both
assignment and binding are attested in the realm of event roles as well, these roles thereby asserting their
parallel with  2-roles. So E-roles can be assigned or bound. When they are assigned, they are assigned to
Tense in clauses or Tense’ s counterpart in nominalisations (presumably Num). This is possible for independ-
ent E-roles only; dependent E-roles are handicapped precisely in being incapable of being assigned. Hence
binding is the only option for dependent E-roles; but binding is not an option only for dependent E-roles:
independent E-roles can be bound as well, so long as they abide by the binding theory of E-roles.

• E-role assignment — possible for independent E-roles only; is responsible for eventivity
• E-role binding — possible for all E-roles (in keeping with (55)); results in non-eventivity

We have given our distinction between dependent and independent E-roles in (55) shape in binding-
theoretic terms — dependent E-roles are anaphoric, hence need to be locally bound; independent E-roles,
on the other hand, are R–expressions in the binding-theoretic sense of the term, hence cannot be bound from
a c-commanding position. Taking the lead of Hoekstra & Roberts (1993), but developing their  approach in
nontrivial ways, we submit that binding of E-roles is possible in either of two ways:

(58) binding of event roles
a. 2-binding (Higginbotham 1985; coindexation of grid positions, no c-command required)
b. syntactic binding (under c-command)

For each dependent E-role, then, BT–A of our binding theory of E-roles will have to identify some local
binder; but for each independent E-role, the syntactic structure must ensure that no c-commanding binder is
found. For independent E-roles this entails that they will either be assigned (to T, or its counterpart in DP
(Num)) or end up bound via (58a) (which, not involving syntactic binding, will not contravene BT–C). We will
fruitfully exploit these consequences of our binding theory of event roles in the account of the restrictions on
verb types in nominalisations and middles in what follows.

But before we continue, let us make it clear ‘which line’  we are following here when it comes to E-roles
— the Higginbotham (1985) line, according to which all and only verbs possess an E-role, or Kratzer’ s
(1989) approach, which has it that all and only stage-level predicates have an E-role (as opposed to
individual-level predicates), regardless of their verbality. We basically represent the Kratzer line, in the sense
that E-roles are not strictly confined to verbs: non-verbal predicates have E-roles as well, if they are stage-
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37 E-role binding by Neg/Mod/Foc (and similarly, by D in (62b)) is a purely structural device applied to license the otherwise illegitimate
dependent E-role. Dependent E-roles need to be bound; any binder which induces no violation of the binding theory of event roles will
do. The uniform interpretive result of E-role binding is non-eventivity.

level. But at the same time, as a consequence of the typology of verbs that we will expound below (according
to which some ‘verbs’  are not verbal in the base at all), there is a link with Higginbotham’ s original approach
to the distribution of E-roles: in our theory, all verbs which are verbal ‘at core’  possess an E-role (either
dependent or independent). Not all entities which function as verbs on the surface possess an E-role, however
—  stative ‘verbs’  are E-role-less, as a  consequence of the fact that, on our analysis, they have a nonverbal
root. This said, let us proceed to the classification of verbs, starting with destroy.

5.2 Destroy or ‘what happens to the projection of a dependent E-role verb?’

The root of destroy, as said, has a dependent E-role, which, in virtue of its being anaphoric, must be locally
bound. One way of binding the dependent E-role of 
 DESTROY is to have it coindexed with a c-commanding
independent E-role —  specifically, the E-role of the light verb v whose projection is built on 
 VP. This light
verb introduces, alongside an E-role which can bind the root verb’ s dependent E-role, an external 2-role and
an accusative Case-feature. The result of building a projection of v on top of the VP of 
 DESTROY will hence
be a transitive sentence, as shown in (59) (see section 9 for a slight modification of (59b) for English type
languages, irrelevant at this point):

(59) a. they destroyed the city
b. [vP NP [v �  v<2, Ei> (...) [VP [V �  V<2, i> NP]]]]

Embedding the root–VP of 
 DESTROY directly under Infl, which does not harbour a binder for the root
verb’ s dependent E-role, is possible in very limited circumstances —  precisely those in which the dependent
E-role can find a binder via either of the two scenarios in (58). Following Hoekstra & Roberts’  (1993) original
proposal, we propose that it is the 2-binding option (58a) which is operative in quintessential middle
constructions featuring a manner adverb, such as (60a) —  here the dependent < >-role of the verb root is
2-bound by the Theme role in the adverb’ s grid, as illustrated in (60b):

(60) a. this city destroys easily
b. [VP [V �  V<2, i> NP]] Adv<2, 2i>

Developing Hoekstra & Roberts’  analysis to accommodate middle constructions such as (61a–c) (cf. e.g.
Keyser & Roeper 1984, Hale & Keyser 1987, Ackema & Schoorlemmer 1995), which lack a manner adverb
introducing a 2-role which can bind the verb’ s E-role, we capitalise on the alternative way of binding the
dependent < >-role brought forth by (58): syntactic binding under c-command, by negation, modality or
focus. The structure in (61d) illustrates this syntactic binding.

(61) a. this city doesn’ t destroy
b. this city might destroy
c. this city DESTROYS... amazing!
d. [XP Negi/Modi/Foci  (...) [VP [V �  V<2, i> NP]]]

The postulation of a dependent E-role for 
 destroy thus allows us to accurately explain the restrictions on
Middle Formation with this type of verb.37
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Ours is a significant improvement over Hoekstra & Roberts’  (1993) syntactic analysis of middles, schematised in (i). According to
their analysis the external argument of the medialised verb is syntactically represented as a pro in the specifier position of VP. This pro
is assumed to be content-licensed via � -identification, in Higginbotham’ s (1985) sense —  pro’ s � -role is identified with the Experiencer
role of an adverb like easily. This is taken to explain the obligatoriness of the modifier in a middle construction. And the fact that the
adverb is a two-place predicate allows Hoekstra & Roberts to also explain the stativity of middles. They assume that the adverb’ s other

� -role � -binds (again in the sense of Higginbotham 1985) the event role of the verb. As a consequence of the � -binding relationship that
it entertains with one of the modifier’ s roles, the verb’ s event role is prevented from being assigned to Tense. The result of the fact that
the verb’ s event role is not assigned to Tense is a non-eventive interpretation.

(i) [VP pro [V   [V   V< � k, � , Ei> NP] Adv< � k, � i>]]
(i-subscripting marks � -binding; k-superscripting marks � -identification)

Ackema & Schoorlemmer (1995:179) point out two problems for the � -identification relation that Hoekstra & Roberts assume to
exist between the verb’ s external argument and the adverb’ s experiencer role. Technically, Hoekstra & Roberts’  appeal to � -identification
in this context is not warranted since the verb’ s external � -role is effectively assigned, to pro. And empirically it is problematic in the
light of the fact that middles can also be ‘licensed’  by modifiers which do not obviously possess an experiencer argument at all —  see
examples like this city doesn’ t destroy; cf. (61). This part of Hoekstra & Roberts’  proposal thus seems difficult to uphold. But notice that
no need for anything like � -identification of the verb’ s external role arises anyhow on the approach to middles taken in this paper —  the
verb in a middle construction radically lacks an external � -role. (Khalaily’ s 1997:Chapter 3 analysis of middles, which takes issue with the
Hoekstra & Roberts analysis mostly in taking middles to be nominally rather than verbally rooted, shares with the Hoekstra & Roberts
approach its strong reliance on the adverb restriction (the modifier being analysed by Khalaily as an adjunct to the NP on which the middle
is built). It hence encounters the same empirical problem in the face of (61).)

The other part of Hoekstra & Roberts’  (1993) approach to middles, concerned with their non-eventivity, is more promising, although
as it stands it fails to accommodate the fact that modifiers other than � -grid bearing adverbials can ‘license’  middle constructions as well
(cf. (61)). The analysis we have put forth, which is based on a binding theory of event roles, sets straight this deficiency of the Hoekstra
& Roberts approach. We will return to the non-eventivity of middles in section 7.1.

Embedding the root–VP of � DESTROY directly under a determiner, as in nominalisations, reduces the
options of licensing the dependent event role even further. Recall that we had concluded in section 4.3.3 that
the verbal structure of a nominalisation is the smallest of all verbal structures: just the root–VP. Let us
assume, in line with Chomsky (1995), that adjunction to a thematically ‘active’  constituent is illegitimate. This
is why we placed the adjunct easily in (60b) outside the brackets surrounding the root–VP; easily’ s projection
is adjoined to some functional projection outside VP. When we now return to nominalisations, we come to
the conclusion that, since adverbial adjunction to the root–VP fails, there will be no way of licensing the
dependent E-role of the root verb in nominalisations via 2-binding — there simply isn’ t anything which could
2-bind the < >-role. The only option left, then, is for the dependent E-role to be bound under syntactic c-
command by some operator. The obvious candidate is the determiner. So in the city’ s destruction, whose
structure reads as in (62b), < > is bound by D.

(62) a. the city’ s destruction
b. [DP Di [VP [V �  V<2, i> NP]]]

So in both middles and genitival nominalisations based on verbs like destroy, we are dealing with structures
in which a dependent E-role is bound in one of the ways made available by the binding theory of event roles
in (58). The fact that the verb’ s E-role is bound rather than assigned is responsible for the non-eventiveness
of middles and genitival nominalisations.

The implicit agent of destruction and middle-destroy is not syntactically represented in the structure: as
there is no vP present in the structure, there is no place for an external argument. In both middles and
nominalisations, the structural absence of the agent is evidenced by the fact that it is impossible to insert
rationale clauses or agent-oriented adverbs like intentionally, as shown in (38) and (44), above.
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38 It is also this link which is responsible for the restricted set of interpretations that the genitive can receive in nominalisations —  the
interpretation of the genitive has to be compatible with the conceptual semantics of the � VP. Something similar should perhaps be said
with reference to the by-phrase inside nominals, whose interpretation is more restricted than that of by-phrases in clauses (cf. also fn. 19
(??), above).

39 Probably some additional functional projection(s) intervene(s), most notably one for Aspect; but this does not affect the story.

40 See Szabolcsi (1994) for the parallelism between the inflectional domains of clauses and nominal phrases; see Kayne (1989–Engl. agr.)
for evidence for a link between Aspect and Num (Newfoundland English–check). In (64) the lines represent assignment of the <E>-role,
not binding.

In nominalisations, the implicit agent can be introduced in the form of a genitival possessor, or it remains
entirely abstract. Whenever there is a prenominal genitive that is construed as the agent of the nominalised
event, as in the enemy’ s destruction of the city (46a), there is a syntactic link established between the
possessor and the E-role of the nominalised event —  the enemy is sitting in SpecDP (or at least ends up in
SpecDP at the end of the derivation, possibly only at LF), entertaining a Spec–Head agreement relationship
with the D–head of the construction; with Spec–Head agreement involving coindexation (Chomsky 1986),
and with the D–head binding the E-role of the verbal proposition (cf. (62b)), the possessor in SpecDP is
connected to the verbal proposition, as desired —  see (63). Thanks to this link the possessor can be
pragmatically interpreted as the instigator of the event (cf. also Borer 199x).38 

(63) [DP POSSESSORi [D �  Di [VP [V �  V <2, i> NP]]]

In middles, the implicit agent can be introduced in the form of an experiencer–PP associated to the adverb,
as in this book reads easily even for little children, or, again, it remains abstract. In much the same way
as in the case of the genitival possessor of nominalisations, the experiencer argument of the adverb  can be
linked to the medialised event, thanks to the fact that it is a co-argument of the adverb whose other 2-role
binds the medialised verb’ s dependent E-role, as depicted in (58b).

5.3 Grow and the representation of ergative verbs

While destroy’ s root–VP cannot occur on its own, without the assistance of binding, that of grow can —  and
when it does, an ergative or unaccusative sentence results. Its structure simply involves a root–VP with an
independent event role (cf. (57)) which is assigned to Tense, which embeds the root–VP.39 The derivation
of (64a) is then straightforward. That of (64b) introduces a question with respect to the way in which the E-
role is assigned —  we will assume, without specific argument, that there is a counterpart of T inside the
nominal phrase to which the E-role of growth is assigned; we will label this head ‘Num’  (cf. Ritter 1991).40

(64) a. tomatoes grow T (...)      [VP V<E> NP]]]
 �������������������

b. tomatoes’  growtherg Num (...) [VP V<E> NP]]]
   �����������������

Transitive grow we will set aside for the moment; we will return to it in section 5.10. First, we would like
to discuss middle-grow, whose structure, just like that of middle-destroy, is built on just the root–VP of the
base verb; no light verb structure is present in the structure of middles, as we have argued all along. The root
of grow differs from that of destroy in that it has an independent E-role, not a dependent one. This is why,
as we have seen, grow’ s root–VP can be directly embedded under Infl without the need arising for some
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41 For many speakers we have asked, there is a significant difference between these books don’ t read and these tomatoes don’ t grow, the
former being fine (and only being interpretable as a middle, read not having an ergative incarnation) and the latter being perfect as well,
but not on a middle reading. Ian Roberts (p.c.) has suggested an interesting way of teasing the two readings apart. He points out that
(passives and) middles differ from ergatives in allowing a sluice with a by-phrase in it to follow them, as in (i). This is a test which we can
use to distinguish between middles and ergatives. When we now look at (ii) we see that while the a–example, featuring an unequivocable
middle, is quite acceptable according to Roberts, the b–example is entirely impossible (though we hasten to add that many speakers find
no such a contrast, rejecting both (iia) and (iib)). For those speakers for whom this test works, it confirms that grow does not allow Middle
Frmation , as predicted by the analysis.

(i) a. this boat was sunk, but I don’ t know who by
b. ?this boat sinks easily, but I don’ t know who by
c. *this boat sank, but I don’ t know who by

(ii) a. ?Chapter 4 doesn’ t read, no matter who by
b. *these tomatoes don’ t grow, no matter who by

binder of the event role. The result of direct embedding under Infl of grow’ s root–VP is an
ergative/unaccusative construction. The question that now arises is how the middle construction tomatoes
grow easily is derived. The base structure is the same; the event role is independent, hence subject to
Principle C; yet middles are characterised, on our approach to these constructions, by the fact that the event
role of the verb is bound in either of the two ways listed in (58). How do we reconcile these apparently
contradictory requirements of independence and binding?

We do this by binding the E-role of root grow in the one way which does not lead to a violation of
Principle C —  2-binding, a case of coindexation of two 2-grid positions, not conditioned by syntactic c-
command, as in (65a). This is the only way in which, on our analysis, grow should be able to form a middle;
binding of grow’ s independent E-role by some c-commander should result in a violation of Principle C, which
should hence rule the result out. The prediction we make, therefore, is that, unlike in the case of verbs like
destroy, verbs like grow should be unable to form middles lacking adverbs like easily and instead featuring
some syntactic c-commander binding the E-role, such as negation, focus or modality. Interestingly, this
prediction appears to be borne out: while fine on an ergative reading, a sentence like these tomatoes don’ t
grow is very difficult if not impossible to interpret as a middle. The structural representation in (65b) of the
grammatical sentence tomatoes don’ t grow is ungrammatical, accounting for the deviance of the middle
reading of the example.41

(65) a. tomatoes grow<Ei> easily<2i>
b. *tomatoes don’ ti grow<Ei>

We also predict that it should be impossible for grow’ s E-role to be bound by the c-commanding D–head
in nominalisations: the structural representation in (66) should be ill-formed.

(66) *tomatoes’  Di growth<Ei>

This prediction is again confirmed —  the nominalisation tomatoes’  growth (cf. (64b)) is grammatical per se,
but it crucially lacks a ‘transitive’  counterpart, which, in the light of our earlier observations about the
structural poverty of nominalisations, should be analysed as the nominal counterpart of a middle construction
(cf. section 4.3, above).

The analysis of grow type verbs thus correctly predicts the behaviour of their genitival nominalisations,
and it has also led us to discover an interesting constraint —  hitherto unnoticed in the literature, to our
knowledge —  on middle formation: verbs of the grow type can form middles in only one of the ways in which
destroy type verbs can form middles, viz. ‘the adverbial way’ . This is correctly ensured by our binding
theoretic approach to event-role typology.
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42 Harley & Noyer (1998) insist that the farmer’ s growth of tomatoes is in fact NEVER ungrammatical —  they argue that nominalisations
of this type are syntactically and semantically well-formed, but happen not to have an interpretation that converges with speakers’  real-
world knowledge. Their case turns on the existence of verbs like explode, accumulate, separate and (re)unify, which are similar to grow
yet differ in denoting events which are not necessarily internally caused —  while an event of growing necessarily takes place all by itself
(‘internal cause’ ; see section 4.5.1 (??)), a ‘unify’  event can be conceived of as either taking place spontaneously (with the possible
assistance of an external causer; cf. (ia)) or being wholly externally caused (cf. (ib)). Concomitantly, a nominalisation like (iib) is felicitous,
unlike (46a) in the text, because speakers of English know ( �  real-world knowledge) that for a reunification no ‘internal cause’  is necessary;
and (iia) allows a causative (as well as —  unsurprisingly —  an ergative) interpretation: it is basically ambiguous between (ia) and (ib).

(i) a. the two Germanies reunified
b. Kohl reunified the two Germanies

(ii) a. the two Germanies’  reunification
b. Kohl’ s reunification of the two Germanies

In essence, we concur with Harley & Noyer’ s line of thought; in particular, we agree that real-world knowledge plays a crucial role in
this domain. Yet at the same time we insist that the difference between grow and destroy, and between grow and explode, is of a gram-
matical nature —  � destroy always has a dependent E-role, � grow always has an independent E-role, and � explode is halfway between the
two in accepting either a dependent or an independent E-role. (Note that this does not duplicate the lexical entry of � explode —  an
objection which Harley & Noyer raise —  if we assume that E-roles (perhaps thematic roles as well; cf. i.a. Manzini & Roussou 1997) are

One more thing needs to be said about grow type verbs —  we have seen (cf. (48a)) that grow does not
just block nominalisations of the type in (66), it also rules out their active counterparts, such as *the farmer’ s
growth of tomatoes. Why are nominalisations like (48a) also ungrammatical? To find the answer to this
question, we should go back to the discussion at the end of the previous subsection, where we addressed the
analysis of the enemy’ s destruction of the city. There we pointed out that, since the verbal structure
dominating destruction is no larger than the root–VP, it does not cater for an external argument, so that
hence the genitive in this kind of DP can only be analysed as the possessor of the nominalisation. As such,
it has no direct link with the verbal base of the nominalisation. Such a link should be established somehow in
the course of the derivation, in order for genitival possessor to be semantically connectible to the nominalised
verbal proposition.

We have seen that in a nominalisation such as the enemy’ s destruction of the city (46a), the enemy is
linked to the verbal proposition thanks to (i) the Spec–Head relationship between the possessor and the
D–head, and (ii) the binding relationship between D and the nominalised verb’ s dependent E-role. Let us
proceed from here to the general claim that, in any nominalisation, a link can now be established between the
possessor in SpecDP and the verbal proposition iff the D–head is linked to the root verb; and this in turn will
be the case iff the D–head binds the E-role of the root verb.

We know that E-role binding in a nominalisation featuring destruction is unproblematic —  in fact, forced.
So establishing the requisite link between the possessor and the nominalised event is straightforward here.
But now consider the case of growth. The root verb in this case differs from that of destruction in that it
has an independent E-role, as argued above. What this means is that the D–head of growth cannot bind the
E-role; as a result there is no link established between D and the root verb, which in turn entails that the
possessor of growth cannot be interpreted as the instigator of the growth, i.e. as the grower. There is only
one way in which *the farmer’ s growth of tomatoes could survive, therefore: the farmer should be
interpreted as the possessor of growth of tomatoes. Such a reading, though not particularly accessible in the
case at hand, is more readily available once tomatoes is replaced with hair (see Harley & Noyer 1998:fn.
6).

Strictly speaking, then, it is wrong to assign a star to the farmer’ s growth of tomatoes —  it is structurally
well-formed as a possessive nominal, on which the farmer owns a particular growth of tomatoes. The star
on (46a) should be interpreted as indicating that this construction is ungrammatical on the intended reading,
where the farmer is interpreted as the grower, not the possessor of growth.42
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like features in being freely assignable to autonomous lexical entries.) It is real-world knowledge which determines whether a given lexical
root has/can have an independent E-role or not; but it is the syntax that is then responsible for the distribution of nominalisations with
the relevant verb roots.

43 One might object that these nominalisations are ungrammatical because they are gerunds —  we know independently that ‘passive
nominals’  are impossible to make with gerunds (cf. the city’ s destruction with *the city’ s destroying). But the fact that there simply do
not exist any non-gerundive nominalisations of take/bring type verbs will serve to confirm the text discussion. A particularly interesting
case is Dutch, where the idiomatic particle-verb opbrengen ‘up-bring, i.e. yield (money)’  has a morphological nominalisation opbrengst
‘yield’  but the verb brengen ‘bring’  itself does not have one: *brengst (contrast this with its intransitive counterpart komst, which is perfect
as expected: Jans komst ‘John’ s coming’ ).

5.4 An excursion to come/go type verbs

Grow and that ilk are quintessential representatives of the class of ergative verbs. These are occasionally
distinguished explicitly from unaccusative verbs, for instance in Hale & Keyser (1985) —  though these two
terms are customarily used interchangeably in everyday practice, Hale & Keyser show that there are ways
in which grow type verbs are different from other verbs whose 2-grid contains only an internal role, like
come, go, depart and arrive. Most importantly from our perspective (which is informed to a significant
degree by the distribution of transitivity alternations), Hale & Keyser claim that while ergative verbs take part
in an ‘A V B – B V’  alternation, unaccusatives do not: alongside John went to the cinema there is no
transitive sentence like *I went John to the cinema.

But is this really true? The ungrammaticality of the transitive sentence given is uncontestible; but we know
that some members of Hale & Keyser’ s class of unaccusatives take part in a transitivity alternation which
is morphophonologically reflected in ablaut —  fall~fell, lie~lay, sit~set. Of course we can claim that this
ablaut alternation is syntactically opaque in present-day English; but in Dutch and German it is still
transparent, and in any event in earlier stages of all Germanic languages the ablaut rule productively
produced transitivity alternations with verbs of Hale & Keyser’ s unaccusative class.

In fact, even come and go alternate with transitive counterparts: instead of *I went John to the cinema
we say I took John to the cinema, and instead of *I came John here (an attempt at transitivising John came
here) we say I brought John here. So what we would like to say is that the difference between ergative
and unaccusative verbs introduced by Hale & Keyser is unnecessary (in fact, impossible to make, it seems,
in terms of the typology of verbs that we are developing here). Like grow type verbs, come/go type verbs
take part in a transitivity alternation; it just so happens that (for reasons which we have no insights to
contribute to) the transitive counterparts of the latter are not morphologically identical, in English, with their
ergative bases (though in Hebrew come and bring have the same root); but the transitives are always
discretely traceable to a unique ergative verb, with take corresponding to go and bring corresponding to
come.

Our contention, then, is that come/go type verbs are non-distinct from grow type verbs when it comes to
their (event-)structural representation. They possess an independent E-role which, inside the nominal phrase,
is assignable to Num, with an ergative nominalisation such as John’ s coming/going/departure/ arrival as
the result; but binding of the independent E-role by D is impossible, just as in the case of grow type verbs,
which is why *John’ s taking (to the cinema) or *John’ s bringing (here) are ungrammatical.43 The
ungrammaticality of middles like *a brown bag lunch does not bring goes along with this. And, on a par
with the acceptability of tomatoes grow easily, we are led to expect that a middle like ??a brown bag lunch
brings easily should be acceptable, which comports reasonably well with speakers’  intuitions, the implicit
directional resultative (you always bring something to some place) presumably being responsible for the
relative degradation of the result, in comparison to the grow example (cf. also section 6.5, below).

This leads us straight to a brief final remark about depart and arrive, which unlike come/go do not
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44 *John entered Bill is ungrammatical on the intended reading, with enter meaning make enter; we will not address here the applicative
constructions that can be formed with enter, which are tangential to our concerns. Notice that the main text adopts a more restrictive
formulation of ‘Myers’ s Generalisation’  than is customarily found in the literature: we are banning zero-derivation of zero-derived words,
not all derivation categorically. The reason for this more restrictive approach lies in the fact that verbs like enter or arrive, while resisting
causativisation, allow perfectly well for derivational nominalisation: entry and arrival are well-formed (on their unaccusative interpretation;
they cannot be causative any more than their corresponding verbs can). Myers (1984) explicitly took his generalisation to refer to
all derivation, to allow it to capture the impossibility of *supportial or *supportious, formed via overt affixation to the zero-derived verb
support, whose nominal base allows for derivation in supportive (-ive is an affix that docks onto nouns while -ial and -ious affixation take
a verbal input). But as Pesetsky (1995:76) points out, ‘Myers’ s study is, unfortunately, flawed by an insufficient number of roots with more
than one derivative’ . The original motivation for ‘Myers’ s Generalisation’  is likely to be wrong, then; but the generalisation per se (esp.
when appropriately restricted in its application) is presumably correct.

45 One thing that an analysis of come/go and grow type verbs will have to address is the fact that the former but not the latter can be
used in there sentences: there came into the room a tall dark stranger but not *there grow in this greenhouse a lot of tomatoes. We do not
see any obvious way in which our approach to these verbs could contribute to an explanation of this difference; we will leave it aside. Note
also there entered the room a tall dark stranger, featuring applicative enter; with both come into and enter, the associate of there must
be clause-final and fairly heavy.

alternate with transitives. We conjecture that this is due to the fact that depart and arrive are complex verbs,
including (or, more technically put, incorporating) an abstract resultative small-clause predicate (cf. the Latin
particles ad and de, respectively; cf. Moro 1997:229 for an analysis of Italian arrive type verbs in these
terms). Let us take the concrete case of the verb enter, which has the same meaning as the particle verb
come in. We would like to suggest that, underlyingly, enter is to be represented just like its ‘analytic’
counterpart, featuring an abstract particle which necessarily incorporates into the verb, zero-deriving ergative
enter. The ungrammaticality of *John entered Bill then follows from the ban on zero-derivation of an already
zero-derived word (cf. Myers 1984, Pesetsky 1995).44 Confirmation of this morphology driven approach to
the non-existence of transitive enter (in the sense of make enter) comes from the fact that, while *John
entered Bill is bad, John brought Bill in (the transitive/causative counterpart of Bill came in) is perfect —
here we are not dealing with a zero-derived input to the transitivation/causativisation process: the verbal
particle in in come/bring in is a separate lexical item, unlike the abstract particle found in enter. Mutatis
mutandis, the same point can of course be made with reference to go/take in(side) as well.

This is all we will say about come/go verbs here, leaving a more detailed investigation of their properties
for some future occasion.45 The thing to reiterate at the end of this brief excursion, though, is that there seems
to us to be no reason to make a typological distinction between ergative and unaccusative verbs. The claim
that come/go type verbs do not take part in transitivity alternations is arguably incorrect; and the inability of
arrive type verbs to alternate with transitives is arguably a consequence of their morphological complexity
(involving zero-derivation).

5.5 Break and the non-verbal origin of some verbs

Moving on to break type verbs, what we have observed is that these do not form any genitival nominalisations
at all —  the only nominalisations that they form the input to are argumentless ones, such as the break in the
glass, where in the glass is an adjunct, not an argument of break. The conclusion to draw from these
observations, from our perspective, is that apparently there simply is no verb break which is embeddable
under D.

We can take this conclusion one step further by saying that there is no verb break, period (cf. Hale &
Keyser 1987, 1993, Khalaily 1997, i.a.). That is, verbal break is the result of the incorporation of a noun
break into a ‘light verb’ , as in (67). This meshes well with Levin & Rappaport’ s (1995) characterisation of
these verbs as verbs which focus on the (non-verbal) ‘end state’  of the event.
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46 The head of this FP attracts the affected object to its specifier (see section 4.6 (??) on affectedness and the role of F). This attraction
takes place in overt syntax in serial verb constructions of the Chinese/Yoruba type, and perhaps also in English (though discussing the case
of English will lead us too far afield; cf. Johnson 1991, Costa 1997, Koizumi 1993, Boškovi �  1997, Takano, to appear, i.a. for discussion
of the question of whether English has overt ‘object shift’  or ‘short scrambling’ ).

47 In support of this claim, we offer observations from two recent studies of nominalisations. Schoorlemmer (1995, 1998) argues on the
basis of the properties of Russian complex event nominalisations (like English destruction) that FP —  her AspP, which is the ‘lowest level
of structure dominating VP in clauses’  (Schoorlemmer 1998:15) —  is absent in nominalisations. And Harley & Noyer (1997) take the
ungrammaticality of (i) to lead to the same conclusion.

(i) *Chris’ s writing of the paper up
(ii) Chris [vP wrotei [FP [the paper]j [F �  F [VP ti [PrtP Prt tj]]]]]

On the assumption that (a) the inner particle construction reflects the base-generated order of particle and object (cf. also Den Dikken
1995), and that (b) outer particle constructions involve movement of the particle’ s complement (the object) to the specifier of an FP
(their label; same as ours) plus movement of the � V up to v, and that (c) no FP is present in the structure of nominalisations, the
ungrammaticality of (i) follows straightforwardly. (Note that Harley & Noyer (1997:3) assume that SpecFP is the position of structural
accusative Case checking; we disagree, and follow Chomsky in assigning the accusative Case-feature to v. But nothing turns on this
disagreement in this context.)

(67) a. DP1 get a break 6 ERGATIVE break
b. DP2 give DP1 a break   6 TRANSITIVE break

We will represent the ‘light verb’  get as an aspectual functional head, to be labelled F. F takes a dative small
clause as its complement (cf. the representation of possessive constructions in Den Dikken 1995). The subject
of this small clause is the projection of the noun break; the predicate harbours the eventual surface subject
of the construction, the glass in the glass broke, which is structurally represented as in (68). The transitive
counterpart of (67a)/(68) (he broke the glass) is made by embedding the FP in (68) under a transitive light
verb v, as shown in (69). An analysis of break type verbs along these lines thus vindicates our conclusion
(see section 3) that in the v–� VP structure of transitive constructions a functional projection (of an aspectual
kind) intervenes between the root–VP and the transitive light verb v.46

(68) a. [FP Spec [F �  F<E> [SC NP (break) [PP Pdat DP1]]]]
b. [FP [PP tj DP1 (glass)]i [F �  F<E>+Pj+breakk [SC [NP tk] ti]]]

(69) a. [vP DP2 [v �  v [FP Spec [F �  F<E> [SC NP (break) [PP Pdat DP1]]]]]]
b. [vP DP2 [v �  v [FP [PP tj DP1 (glass)]i [F �  F<E>+Pj+breakk [SC [NP tk] ti]]]]]

Grimshaw (1990:59) presents clear evidence to the effect that simple nouns have no E-role. Even simple
nouns which denote an event are still not eventive in the relevant sense (i.e., they do not qualify as
Grimshaw’ s complex event nominals) — simple nouns like trip, event or process can take neither modifiers
like frequent (cf. *the frequent trip/event was a nuisance) nor time frame modifiers (cf. *Jack’ s trip
in/for five hours was interesting). So simply by virtue of being a simple noun, breakN will radically lack an
E-role. This will be sufficient to account for the fact that break does not form event nominals of any kind,
if we can ensure that the F–head which introduces an E-role in verbal break constructions cannot figure in
nominalisations. Put differently, we should ensure that the FP in (68) is unembeddable under the D–head.47

This makes immediate sense. After all, this F–head is an aspectual head; more specifically, F harbours
inchoative aspect in the structure of break type constructions. Inchoativity has no counterpart inside the
(non-gerundive) nominal phrase; since embedding an inchoative FP directly under D would not yield any
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48 In gerunds, inchoativity presumably does play a role. As Grimshaw (1990:122) notes, -ing nominalisation of unaccusatives seems to
be limited in English to inchoatives (cf. the melting of the ice, the freezing of the lake versus ?the dropping of the stone, ?the arriving of
the train). This fits in with the text discussion on the plausible assumption that gerunds involve more structure between D and � VP. What
the text precludes is for FP to be directly embedded under D; it leaves open the possibility for FP to be a subconstituent of a larger
constituent which finds itself in the complement of D —  i.c., a gerund.

49 Once again we can test the ban on medialisation of break type verbs with the aid of the by-phrase sluicing diagnostic (see fn. 41,
above), and the outcome confirms the text conclusion: while, as pointed out in fn. xx, ?Chapter 4 doesn’ t read, no matter who by is
reasonably acceptable, *this glass doesn’ t break, no matter who by does not work at all. The effect is subtle (given the fact that even with
true middles these sluices are not perfect), but it is entirely systematic.

sensible interpretation, the result of generating inchoative FP in the complement of D is filtered out.48

So now we know why nouns like break cannot be eventive —  not because of some mysterious property
of zero derivation (as in Grimshaw 1990:67) but because of the simple fact that there is no way for
nominalisations featuring break to ever feature an event role. And now that we know this, we can go on to
answer the broader question of why break does not form nominalisations at all, except for entirely
argumentless ones like the break in the glass. The answer is straightforward: there simply is no way of
making these —  neither on the basis of the FP in (68), which is not directly embeddable under D (as argued
right above), nor on the basis of the bare lexical head, which is a noun in the case of break type ‘verbs’ , and
nouns of this type have no argument structure (cf. Grimshaw 1990 for cogent arguments to this effect).

Let us leave the realm of nominalisations now and return to the structures in (68) and (69). We have
assigned the F–head in these structures an independent E-role. We have done so on the basis of the
observation that verbal break can have an ‘internal cause’  —  something can break ‘all by itself’  (cf. Keyser
& Roeper 1984, for instance). It is this independent E-role which is assigned to Infl in an ergative break
construction like the glass broke. And it is also this independent E-role which must be bound in accordance
with BT–C in a middle construction featuring a break type verb. Just as in the case of grow type verbs (see
the previous subsection), we now predict that there is only one way of making a middle out of a break type
construction; and again, this prediction seems to be confirmed by the facts:

(70) a. glass breaks<Ei> easily<2i>
b. *glass doesn’ ti break<Ei>

Even though glass doesn’ t break is doubtless grammatical, it does not have the structural representation in
(70b) (the representation of a middle); it only has the structure in (68), that of an ergative construction.49 In
this regard break type verbs behave on a par with grow type verbs. The generalisation that emerges is that
verbs which take part in an ‘A V B – B V’  alternation of the type extensively discussed by Burzio (1986)
and others can form middles only with the aid of the addition of a manner adverb, one of whose 2-roles
serves to 2-bind the independent E-role of the root verb/F–head. Syntactic E-role binding, under c-command,
is excluded in these cases, by BT–C.

5.6 Kick and the conative representation of unaffecting activities

Verbs like kick look very similar to break in that they exhibit a morphologically unmarked alternation with
nouns. In the light of the representation of breakV as denominal, proposed in the previous subsection, we are
led to assume a similar approach for kick and other such activity verbs —  verbal kick is give/perform/do
a kick, just like transitive break is give a break.

That may all be well and good, but there are robust differences in behaviour between break type verbs
and kick type verbs when it comes to argument structure changes. While break exhibits a ‘A V B – B V’
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50 Echoing Hale & Keyser (1998:n. 10), we hasten to add that ‘judgments about the Middle are not particularly stable’ , and that not all
speakers find (72a) particularly bad. What makes the case of kick take verbs particularly subtle is the fact that these verbs, though
‘normally’  unaffecting, can be used as affecting predicates, as in John kicked/hit the ball in a ball-game context, where kick/hit participate
in a resultative construction with a null resultative predicate (the null counterpart of a particle like away; cf. Hoekstra 199x). In the ball-
game context, ?(?)this ball kicks/hits easily is acceptable for most speakers; still, the nominalisation *this ball’ s kick (is great) continues
to be impossible. We believe that this is due to restrictions imposed by resultative secondary predication constructions on middle formation
and nominalisation —  cf. section 6.5 for discussion. We do not have a clear perspective to offer on the question of how to analyse
resultative kick type sentences, from the N–based point of view on kick taken here.

51 A question that an analysis of kick à la (73b) poses is the following. While (ia,b) are both fine, there is a clear contrast between (iia),
which is good, and (iib), which is bad (unless the referent of his friend is actually conceived of as an object of the same type as the wall).

(i) a. he kicked the wall
b. he kicked his friend

(ii) a. he kicked against the wall
b. #he kicked against his friend

Apparently, overt against imposes specific selectional restrictions on the objects that it takes in kick constructions. And these restrictions
apparently evaporate in ‘simple transitive’  kick constructions of the type in (i), which, on our approach, have the same underlying
structural representation as the ones in (ii). One way of capturing the difference between (ib) and (iib) would be to say that covert/null P,
due to its lack of (semantic) features, cannot be ‘picky’  with respect to the type of object that it takes. This question deserves more careful
thought.

alternation, kick does not (cf. (71a)) —  in spite of the fact that the analytical paraphrase featuring nominal
kick and the verb get is in fact grammatical, as seen in (71b).

(71) a. *the wall kicked
b. the wall got a kick

Moreover, whereas break at least allows for medialisation ‘the adverbial way’  (this glass breaks easily)
as we have seen, kick type verbs ban middle formation categorically. And the same contrast between break
and kick shows up in the domain of genitival nominalisation.50

(72) a. *this wall kicks easily
b. *the wall’ s kick

The ban on medialisation and genitival nominalisation evinced by kick type verbs is a direct reflex of the
fact that they do not take an affected argument. The argument appearing in the complement of kick does
not delimit the event of kicking —  there is no way of felicitously combining any kick type construction with
an aspectual in x amount of time adverbial. This, in fact, is the one and only difference between break type
verbs and kick type verbs. That is to say, from this single distinction between break and kick can be made
to follow all three key syntactic differences between the two classes of verbs.

The way we propose to accommodate the fact that the object of kick is never an affected object is to
effectively deny that the object of kick is the object of kick. Less cryptically put, what we claim is that the
apparent object of kick is in actual fact the complement of an abstract preposition whose projection serves
as the object of kick. In plain words, then, a sentence like he kicked the wall is represented underlyingly as
John gave a kick against the wall, as in (73). This is basically an instantiation of a conative approach to
kick type verbs, according to which kick underlyingly takes a PP–complement whose head may optionally
fail to get a phonetic matrix (cf. Voskuil 1996:28).51

(73) a. he gave a kick against the wall
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52 That it can be spelled out as apparently triadic give is really deceptive; give in give a kick against the wall is not associated with the
structure of triadicity, seen in (69), just as in mysterious uses of light verb give such as give a cough, where a triadic structure is clearly
inappropriate as well. (We believe that an analysis of cough à la kick (but without the adnominal PP in (73b)) is presumably correct: cough
means ‘perform a cough’ , with ‘perform’  misleadingly realised, in the analytical ‘light verb’  counterpart of verbal cough, as give, just as
in give a kick against NP.) We do not, at this point, understand why it is that give can be used as a light verb in contexts which do not fit
the ‘core’  use of this verb —  the triadic one found in give Mary a book. But this question aside, it is clear in any event that we are not
dealing with triadic give in give a kick against X:  observationally, the periphrastic paraphrase evidently does not make a benificiary
available (*give someone a kick against X is bad unless X is a body part noun inalienably possessed by the indirect object: give someone
a kick against the shin).

b. [NP kick [PP P DP]]

The only thing which (73b) adds to the simple conative approach is the additional claim that kick does not
exist as a verb in the base —  the node dominating kick in (73b) is labelled ‘NP’  rather than ‘VP’ . In this we
merely follow the lead of the analysis of break in the previous section, giving recognition to the fact that kick
type verbs show a productive zero-alternation with corresponding nouns.

This said, the fact that kick type verbs fail to serve as input to middle formation and genitival
nominalisation receives an immediate answer —  the derivation of ungrammatical constructions such as *this
wall kicks easily and *the wall’ s kick involves a violation of the ban on P–stranding in middles and
nominalisations, which in turn follows from the Affectedness Condition, as discussed in section 4.2, above.
The fact that kick does not take part in an ‘A V B – B V’  transitivity alternation either (cf. (72b)), even
though kick against does pseudo-passivise (i.e. allow P’ s object to raise to subject), as shown in (74a), is an
instance of the general ban on ‘pseudo-ergativisation’  (cf. (74b)).

(74) a. the wall was kicked against [pseudo-passive]
b. *the wall kicked against [*pseudo-ergative]

It seems that P–stranding presupposes the presence of a v–projection —  it is possible in transitive sentences
(under wh–movement) and in pseudo-passives (which likewise feature a projection of v; see (111), below,
and the fact that passives have syntactically active implicit agents), but not in ergatives, middles or
nominalisations. The ban on P–stranding in middles and nominalisations is arguably subsumed under the
Affectedness Condition (as said in section 4.2); it does not seem likely, however, that this condition governs
the ergative construction as well (cf. seem, psych verbs, positional and motional verbs like German er ist
gelaufen ‘he ran’ ). Whatever the roots of this generalisation, which should perhaps be made to follow from
the mechanism of ‘V–P reanalysis’  that many researchers have resorted to in the context of P–stranding,
the fact that (74b) is no good will immediately guarantee that (72b) is bad as well, if verbs like kick are to
be represented as in (73b).

What now remains to be determined is how we get from the nominal structure in (73b) to the verbal output
kick the wall. We propose that the nominal phrase in (73b) functions as the complement of a light verb v
paraphrasable as do (cf. Voskuil & Wehrmann 1990) rather than cause.52 That light verb is agentive and
introduces the event role which kick constructions possess. We will return in section 5.10 to the difference
between causative and agentive light verbs which follows from this approach.

This completes our discussion of kick type verbs. Our approach to these verbs and the ban on
medialisation that they evince is robustly different from the one recently unfolded in Hale & Keyser (1998),
in a particular development of the program aimed at the lexico-syntactic representation of verb types that they
embarked upon in the early ’ nineties (cf. Hale & Keyser 1993). We briefly address their analysis here.

Hale & Keyser agree with us in representing kick type verbs as denominal underlyingly. For them, these
verbs are represented as complex lexico-syntactic structures in which an abstract verb takes a PP–SC
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complement whose subject is the ‘kickee’  and the object of P is the kick type noun. The kick type noun
incorporates into P, and the P–complex subsequently raises up to V, the result being spelled out as verbal
kick. All this is entirely parallel to what Hale & Keyser say is going on in the derivation of affecting verb
constructions featuring saddle and the like. Yet, while saddle medialises perfectly well (this horse saddles
easily), kick does not. Hale & Keyser suggest that the ungrammaticality of (72a) is due to the fact that the
‘impact noun’  (kick) has a ‘bracketed subscript ... which must be bound obviatively’  —  that is to say, the
noun kick is lexically marked as needing to be bound to some c-commanding element but not to the closest
one (cf. (75a)). So in (75b), the noun kick is obviatively bound by John, and everything is okay since John
is not the closest potential binder of the index on kick (which is Bill). In the middle construction corresponding
to (75b), given in (75c)l, however, the obviativity requirement on kick is necessarily violated: there is no
external argument to which the index on kick could be linked, so the only potential binder for this index is Bill,
which, however, is local to kick.

(75) a. [V V [P DP [P N{i}]]]
b. Johni [VP [V V [P Billj [P N{i}]]]]
c. *Billi/j [VP [V V [P ti/j [P N{i}]]]] easily

Hale & Keyser (1998) get their inspiration for this inventive analysis of the ban on medialisation of kick
type verbs from the behaviour of verbs like respect, which alternate with periphrastic give constructions:

(76) a. she respects Mary
b. shei gives Mary heri respect
c. *she gives Maryj herj respect
d. *Mary respects easily

A well-known fact about give someone x’ s respect is that the possessor x is obviative: it cannot be linked
to the indirect object: (76c) is ungrammatical. Consonant with this, Hale & Keyser observe, the verb respect
does not allow middle formation: *Mary respects easily (76d) is ill-formed. They seek to derive this from
the obviativity requirement on respect, assuming that this noun has an index which forces it to be bound to
some c-commander other than the local one (cf. (75a)). This will take care of the ungrammaticality of the
middle in the same way as in the case of kick type verbs just discussed.

This analysis of respect and kick, and in particular the link that it establishes with obviativity, looks very
interesting. But the problem with it is that the connection with overt obviativity is less than straightforward.
Recall that Hale & Keyser construct their case on the foundation of the behaviour of give someone x’ s
respect. There it is definitely true that x cannot be linked to someone, the local c-commander. But it is not
true that x must be linked to the non-local c-commander (i.e., the agent): give Mary my respect/thanks/
greetings/congratulations/condolences is fine (unlike *give Mary my kick, which is why the obviation
account may ultimately work out better for kick type verbs than for respect). So the analytical construction
which Hale & Keyser take as their model is not in fact subject to a requirement to the effect that respect be
linked to a non-local c-commander (whenever there is one): the obviative index on respect can be perfectly
unbound in a periphrastic give someone x’ s respect construction. Yet middle constructions like *Mary
respects/thanks/greets/congratulates... easily fail systematically —  something which Hale & Keyser can
make follow only on the assumption that the index on respect (etc.) must be non-locally bound, an assumption
which is not in fact vindicated by the behaviour of the analytical give respect (etc.) construction which they
build their story on.
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53 This conclusion is consonant with Grimshaw’ s (1990:53), with respect to gift. We do not mean to deny that the lexical noun gift
exists; it certainly does exist, but it is not (synchronically) derived from give, which is not a verb (hence cannot form the input to
nominalisation). So in cases like the gift from my mother we are dealing with a simple noun phrase, much as in the present from my mother.

In sum, then, though we find Hale & Keyser’ s approach to the ban on medialisation of kick and respect
type verbs interesting, we fail to see how it is internally consistent in its present form. We will not adopt it at
present, therefore; but we do take advantage of Hale & Keyser’ s give based approach to respect to build
a bridge between the present subsection and the next, which is devoted to give and the problem of triadic
verbs.

5.7 Give and the problem of triadic verbs

With the ‘light verb’  analysis of break and kick in place, the behaviour of triadic constructions featuring
verbs like give immediately comes up for discussion. A conspicuous property of give type verbs is that they
undergo no medialisation or argumental nominalisation at all:

(77) a. we give little children candies
b. little children are given candies
c. *candies are given little children

aN. we give candies to little children
bN. *little children are given candies to
cN. candies are given to little children

(78) a. *little children give candies easily
b. *candies give little children easily

aN. *little children give candies to easily
bN. *candies give easily to little children

(79) a. *our gift of little children candies
b. *little children’ s gift of candies
c. *candies’  gift of little children

aN. *our gift of candies to little children
bN. *little children’ s gift of candies to
cN. *candies’  gift to little children

All of the examples in (78) and (79) come out ungrammatical. Give does not medialise; and the only
grammatical nominalisations involving the noun gift are argumentless ones.53

The discussion of transitive break constructions in terms of a ‘light verb’  give, outlined in the previous
subsection, makes immediate sense of the ungrammaticality of the examples in (78) and (79). Recall, as seen
in the structure of give a break in (69), that give is not itself a root verb; what it is is a surface lexicalisation
of the combination of an F–head and the transitivising v that dominates it —  give is not a verb but a
transitivised aspectual head, basically. The syntactic structure of give constructions hence always includes
a projection of v. There is no way of ‘truncating’  the structure; as soon as the transitivising v is taken out, we
are no longer dealing with a give construction but with a get or have construction instead, as in the structures
in (81).

(80) a. v [FP F<E> [SC NPTheme [PP Pdat NPGoal]]] (‘cause someone to get something’ )
b. v [FP F      [SC NPTheme [PP Pdat NPGoal]]] (‘cause someone to have something’ )

(81) a. I [FP F<E> [SC NPTheme [PP Pdat NPGoal]]] (‘someone gets something’ )
b. I [FP F      [SC NPTheme [PP Pdat NPGoal]]] (‘someone has something’ )

 Here have and get are teased apart by assigning the F–head outside the dative SC an E-role in the case of
get but not in the case of have —  an assumption that is intuitively plausible in the light of the fact that get
constructions are eventive while (possessive) have constructions are not. We will come across additional
evidence for the postulation of an (independent) E-role for get further below.
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When we add this conclusion up to our earlier conclusion that middles and genitival nominalisations involve
a v-less structure, we can now explain the systematic ill-formedness of all attempts at medialising or
genitivally nominalising give. Like break and grow type verbs, give is an ‘affecting predicate’  (cf. Tenny
1994); its severe handicaps when it comes to middle formation and genitival nominalisation are the best
indication, then, that the Affectedness Condition, though definitely a necessary condition on middle formation
and genitival nominalisation, is not a sufficient condition, not even in the case of middles.

Before leaving the topic of give, let us point out that our representation of give in terms of either cause
to get or cause to have (80a,b) affords us an interesting perspective on the ambiguity of give seen in classic
examples such as (82), Nixon gave Mailer a book being ambiguous between an active ‘transferral’  reading
and a causative reading (on which Nixon gave Mailer the plot of a book —  ‘caused’  Mailer a book, as it
were). The alternation between active (83a) and ‘psych’  (83b) is parallel to (82).

(82) a. Nixon gave<active> Mailer a book / Nixon gave<active> a book to Mailer
b. Nixon gave<causative> Mailer a book / *Nixon gave<causative> a book to Mailer

(83) a. the boy gave the girl a book / the boy gave a book to the girl
b. the boy gave the girl a headache / *the boy gave a headache to the girl

Viewed from the perspective of the two representations of give constructions in (80), we can paraphrase
(82a) as ‘Nixon caused Mailer to get a book’ , featuring (80a) as its structure, and (82b) as ‘Nixon caused
Mailer to have a book’ , with structure (80b). By the same token, (83a) can be paraphrased as ‘the boy
caused the girl to get a book’ , while (83b) is paraphrasable as ‘the boy caused the girl to have a headache’ .

This approach to the difference between the active and ‘psych’ /causative readings of give constructions
gives us a window on the question of why the causative give construction should block the P–dative alternant
in the right-hand column of (82)–(83) (i.e., why *the boy gave a headache to the girl is bad). We know
independently, when it comes to the difference between dynamic get and stative be/have (cf. Benveniste
1966 on the be~have alternation), that only the former can be used with a to–PP complement in English:

(84) a. the publisher got the book to the reviewers in time
b. the book got to the reviewers in time

(85) a. *the publisher had the book to the reviewers in time
b. *the book was to the reviewers in time

We can capitalise on this difference between get and be/have to explain the difference between (82/83a)
and (82/83b) in the domain of P–dative constructions —  be/have constructions force Dative Shift in a
language like English, which is why causative *the boy gave a headache to the girl is impossible.

There are two further points of note in connection with these examples. First, it is interesting to see, in
(84), that English get is a Burzio type ‘A V B – B V’  verb (a point also stressed in Hale & Keyser 1998).
From the perspective of our representation of get constructions, as in (81a), where F possesses an
independent E-role, this is perfectly straightforward: get behaves like break, which is likewise a prototypical
‘A V B – B V’  verb. Interestingly, given a representation of get as F<E>, it is expected that get should
undergo middle formation, in precisely one way: via easily modification. This is confirmed —  just as in the
case of break and grow type verbs, there is a contrast between (86a) and (86b) (though here even the easily
middle in (86a) does not seem overwhelmingly felicitous).
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(86) a. ?high grades don’ t get very easily (at this university)
b. *high grades don’ t get (at this university)

The second point to note is that languages differ with respect to whether they allow their be to take a
dative PP complement —  a language like French is perfectly happy with a sentence such as (87a).
Interestingly, the grammaticality of (87a) correlates, in French, with the grammaticality of the causative give
construction in (87b), which instantiates precisely what is impossible in English (82b).

(87) a. le livre est à Mailer
the book is to Mailer

b. Nixon a donné un livre à Mailer (ambiguous between active and ‘psych’ /causative readings)
Nixon has given a book to Mailer

5.8 Frighten and fear and the representation of psychological verbs

With the ‘psych’ /causative give construction represented as in (80a) (and the active one as in (80b)), we can
accommodate ‘psych’  verbs like anger in a parallel fashion, the difference between the newspaper article
angered John and the newspaper article gave John anger being that in the former the subject of the dative
small clause incorporates into the verbal complex. The structure underlying an anger construction thus reads
as in (88).

(88) [vP the newspaper article [v [FP F [SC anger [PP Pdat John]]]]
‘the newspaper article caused anger to John’ , i.e., ‘the newspaper article angered John’

This structure will be applicable to all anger type psych (including frighten and the like), on their non-
active/agentive readings. Alongside the representation in (88), which features the ‘have’  type F–head outside
the dative SC, there is the structure in (89), in which the dative SC is the complement of the eventive F–head
‘get’ . The interpretive difference between these two representations is that the argument in SpecvP is
actively engaged in the event of making John angry, which is why (89) is felicitous only with animate causers
(like the newspaper columnist).

(89) [vP the newspaper columnist [v [FP F<E> [SC anger [PP Pdat John]]]]

What is striking about these psych verb constructions is that, in contradistinction to ‘plain’ , non-
incorporating give type constructions, they undergo middle formation, as seen in (90):

(90) a. politicians anger easily
b. little children frighten easily

Such middles are absolutely unconstruable on the basis of the structure in (88), for the simple reason that
‘bare’  middles by definition involve E-role binding (see section 7), and there is no E-role present in (88)
whatsoever. The ‘cause to get’  structure in (89) does make an E-role available which is eligible for binding.
So an immediate prediction that the present approach to anger/frighten type psych verbs makes is that
middles like (90) should be the counterparts of ‘active/agentive’  anger/frighten. This comports well with
speakers’  intuitions: politicians anger easily for {a newspaper columnist/*for a newspaper article}.

Structurally speaking, (90) features a truncated variant of (89) —  (89) with vP cut off. So essentially, what
(90) is is a get middle like (86a). The difference between (86a) and (90) is that in the latter, the head of the
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SC–subject noun phrase (the nouns anger/fright) incorporates into the F–head spelled out just as get in
(86a). The result of N–incorporation is a complex F–head realised on the surface as verbal anger or
frighten. E-role binding is legitimate in the case of (90); but just like in (86b), it yields a BT–C violation in the
examples in (91), which are predicted to be ungrammatical —  a correct prediction, it seems to us.

(91) a. *politicians don’ t anger
b. *little children don’ t frighten

With anger represented as give anger as in (88) or (89) (depending on the eventivity of the construction)
we can go on to conjecture that the ungrammaticality of (92a) (versus the well-formedness of (92b)),
discussed in detail in Pesetsky (1995) against the background of an approach different from ours, is a
consequence of a ban stranding of PP–dependents of nouns under N–incorporation —  when the noun anger
incorporates into the verbal complex, it must not have any PP–dependents.

(92) a. *the newspaper article/columnist angered John at the government
b. the newspaper article/columnist caused/gave John anger at the government

It is not entirely clear what such a ban on stranding would reduce to; but notice that it holds equally well for
adjectival modifiers, which likewise cannot simply be left behind under N–incorporation, as seen in the
ungrammaticality of (93a), which should be compared to non-incorporated (93b) and adverbial (93c).

(93) a. *the newspaper article/columnist angered John immense
b. the newspaper article/columnist caused/gave John immense anger
c. the newspaper article/columnist angered John immensely

In the latter case, the adjectival modifier of the incorporated noun is ‘lifted’  to the status of a dependent of
the verb phrase, and is realised accordingly, with the -ly suffix characteristic of manner adverbs (cf. Khalaily
1997 for discussion of the idea that adverbs like immensely originate as adjectival modifiers of incorporated
nouns).

Like anger is frighten, which is paraphrasable as ‘cause someone fright/fear’ ; but unlike frighten is fear
—  flying frightens John and John fears flying convey a similar message, but while the former is causative,
the latter clearly is not. We are led to represent the fear construction in terms of a v–less structure —
basically as John has fear of flying. It is this paraphrase which is also applicable to other stative psycho-
logical verbs, like know, with John knows French represented as John has knowledge of French. The
base structure for fear and know constructions is given in (94a), below. Notice that, for reasons which we
fail to understand, it is fear rather than fright which forms the input to the non-causative psych verb —  i.e.,
there is no verb frightenN which means exactly what fear means; nor, in fact, is there a verb fearN which
means what causative frighten means. Since both fright and fear exist as nouns, this is a problem that comes
up for any N–based approach to psych verb constructions. We cannot contribute to its solution here.

(94) a. I [FP F [SC [fear/knowledge of NP] [PP Pdat NPExp]]]
b. I [FP F+Ni (= fear/know) [SC [ti NP] [PP Pdat NPExp]]]
c. [PP tk NPExp]j I [FP F+Ni+Pk (= fear/know) [SC [ti NP] tj]]]

The derivation of these non-causative psychological constructions on the basis of an underlying structure
à la (75b) (cf. (94b,c)) involves (i) incorporation of the head of the dative small clause subject into the verbal
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54 Note that, though it might seem like this derivation violates ‘Myers’ s Generalisation’ , this is only apparent: adjunction to F is not
derivation but inflection, since F is a functional head, not a lexical one. There is precisely one instance of zero-derivation, then: the one
involving N and P..

55 In Den Dikken (1995) I argue that in regular double object constructions like I gave John a book the direct object receives/checks
Case by virtue of being in a coindexation relationship with the shifted dative PP, and does not check a Case feature of its own. The noun’ s
dependent in the examples under present discussion is not in such a coindexation relationship with the shifted dative PP, hence cannot
check Case this way.

(or rather, inflectional) complex,54 and (ii) ‘lifting’  of the dependent of the incorporated noun to become a
dependent of the newly created ‘verb’  (fear, know). ‘Lifting’  the dependent of the incorporated noun to the
status of a surface dependent of the newly created ‘verb’  fear/know is possible since P–incorporation into
the F–complex (an integral subpart of Dative Shift) makes available a structural Case to be checked by the
F–complex, against the erstwhile dependent of the incorporated noun.

Since P–incorporation provides the complex F–head with a Case feature, then, ‘lifting’  the incorporated
noun’ s dependent to the status of a Case-marked ‘complement’  of the F–complex is an automatic and
necessary consequence of the Dative Shift derivation in (94) —  as is confirmed by the ungrammaticality of
*John fears of flying. In the causative psych-verb constructions discussed at the beginning of this sec tion,
by contrast, it is the Experiencer which checks the Case feature of the F–complex; no Case is avail able to
be checked by the incorporated noun’ s dependent, which hence cannot be ‘lifted’ .55 Since stranding the
noun’ s dependent inside the beheaded NP is apparently impossible as well (as independently shown by the
ungrammaticality of things like *the newspaper article angered John immense), there is no grammatical
derivation for something like *the newspaper article angered John (at) the government —  neither with
at nor without does the derivation converge, in the former case because the noun’ s dependent is stranded
inside NP and in the latter because there is no Case available for the ‘lifted’  dependent of the noun.

So it is Case theory that is responsible for the ungrammaticality of *the newspaper article angered John
the government —  and by parity of reasoning, we can then blame the deviance of the example in (95a) on
the Case Filter as well: French, the erstwhile dependent of the incorporated noun knowledge, has no chance
of checking a Case feature, since Mary already checks the only structural accusative Case feature that is
available in the structure. The contrast between (95a) and grammatical (95b,c) is straightforward —  in the
latter two examples, no Case problems arise.

(95) a. *John knows Mary French
b. John caused Mary to know French
c. John caused Mary to have knowledge of French

Finally, let us turn to the question of why stative psychological verbs resist middle formation and genitival
nominalisation, as shown in (96a,b). When we take a closer look at the F–head in the structures in (94), we
realise that it lacks an E-role altogether —  we are dealing here with the stative F–head, as opposed to the
inchoative one we found at work in the structure and derivation of break type constructions. As a
consequence of the absence of an E-role under either F or any other node in the structure, the structure of
stative psychological verbs like know and fear cannot serve as the input to middle formation (cf. (96a)), since
by definition (see section 7.1) MF involves the binding of two E-roles —  where there is no E-role to be
bound, there can be no MF. Nominalisation of the type illustrated in (84b) also fails, FP being unembeddable
under D. What does work fine, however, is embedding of the dative small clause under D; this results in a
possessive noun phrase like (84c) (see Den Dikken 1998 for detailed discussion of possessive genitival
constructions).
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56 The typology is only partial because the achievement verbs (find, recognise) are missing, and so is the recalcitrant verb type
exemplified by push. The correct representation of these types is unclear to us at this time. In any case, since chievement verbs form
neither middles nor genitival nominalisations (cf. *Mary recognises easily and *Mary’ s recognition), they should not fit into any of the
upper three rows of the typology.

(96) a. *French knows easily
b. *French’ s knowledge
c. John’ s knowledge (of French) [John = POSSESSOR]

5.9 Verb typology and the characterisation of affecting verbs

This concludes our discussion of verb types. Adding everything from the preceding discussion together, we
are awarded the following (partial) perspective on verb typology:56

verb type transitive ergative middle nominalisation

‘external causation’
(destroy)

v+Finch+� V< > *Finch+� V< > Finch+� V< i>
[+ binderi]

Di+� V< i>

‘internal causation’
(grow)

v+Finch+� V<E> Finch+� V<E> %Finch+� V<Ei>
[+ binderi]

*Di+� V<Ei>

D+Num+� V
         �<E>�

‘end state’
(break)

v+Finch<E>+� N Finch<E>+� N %Finch<Ei>+� N
[+ binderi]

D+� N
[no arguments]

activity
(kick)

v+� N+PPcon * � N+P+tNP

[* qua verb]
* � N+P+tNP

[* qua verb]
D+� N
[no arguments

stative
(know)

Fstat+� N+PPdat [no represent-
ation possible]

*Fstat+� N
[no E-binder]

D+� N
[no arguments]

TABLE 2 — VERB TYPOLOGY

The layout of this table is relatively straightforward; suffice it to give a couple of useful pointers, though. Dark
shading, seen in some of the cells, is our typographical device for highlighting that a particular structure is
ungrammatical. Light shading, as seen in the cells ‘internal causation’ /middle and ‘end state’ /middle are lightly
shaded since middles can actually be formed on the basis of these structures, but only if the binder is not in
a syntactically c-commanding position (so only via 2-binding, not via syntactic binding). And the fact that the
bottom three boxes in the nominalisation column are cross-striped  indicates that, even though they do form
nominal constructions, the root nouns in question are argument-less; i.e., they do not form ‘complex event
nominals’  of the Grimshavian kind. A final special note is due with respect to the ‘internal
causation’ /nominalisation cell, which appears as a split cell. The reason for this is that nominalisations based
on grow type verbs behave differently with respect to whether grow is construed as a transitive or as an
ergative verb, the former delivering an ungrammatical structure in which the verb’ s independent E-role is
inadvertently bound by the D–head and the latter featuring perfectly well-formed assignment of the root
verb’ s E-role to the noun-phrase internal counterpart of the Tense node (which, in the above, we have taken
to be labelled Num).
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57 The structure in (99) is deliberately vague with respect to the position occupied by the reflexive; it may be that Spanish and Heerlen
Dutch assign different X–bar theoretic status to their reflexives, an issue which we will skirt.

Of the typology in Table 2, the first three categories are usually considered to form the set of affecting
predicates. In our typology this comes out straightforwardly as a natural class —  these are precisely the
predicates which feature a structure including a projection of the aspectual head Finch. The inchoative F–head
is ‘affecting’ ; put differently, the noun phrase that raises to SpecFP is an ‘affected argument’ :

(97) noun phrases raised to/through the specifier position of Finch are interpreted as ‘affected objects’

This particular configurational approach to affectedness tallies well with recent work on the syntax of
‘resultative se constructions’  in Romance and regional Dutch (cf. esp. Cornips & Hulk 1996, Hulk & Cornips
1998, and references cited there):

(98) a. Juan se comió la manzana [Spanish]
Juan SE ate the apple

b. Jan at zich de appel [Heerlen Dutch]
Jan ate SE the apple
‘J(u)an ate the apple up’

For these constructions it has been argued, on reasonable grounds, that the reflexive is an ‘event delimitor’
à la Tenny (1994), on a par with particles like up, but that unlike particles (on an analysis of the type defended
in Den Dikken 1995) they do not find themselves in the small clause complement of the verb but instead
occupy a position in some small-clause external functional projection —  a projection which we identify as our
FP, as in (99) (cf. our discussion of le above; and see Sybesma & Vanden Wyngaerd 1997). We return to
reflexives of the type in (98) in section 7, where we discuss the definition of a middle.57

(99) [vP Juan v [FP se [VP comió la manzana]]]

5.10 Two types of root verbs, two types of transitive light verbs

We have been led to the postulation of two types of root verbs —  one set featuring a dependent E-role,
another featuring an independent one. The dependent E-role must always be bound; it can never be assigned.
Independent E-roles, on the other hand, cannot be bound under c-command, or else BT–C is violated; they
can be assigned to T or they can be bound via 2-binding from a non-c-commanding position.

Taken together, these postulates lead to the conclusion that there should be two varieties of transitive light
verbs as well, in parallel to the two types of root verbs we have postulated. For transitive destroy we argued
in section 5.2 that it is derived by embedding the root–VP, with its dependent E-role, under a light verb v and
having the E-role of this light verb bind the dependent E-role of the root verb. For transitive clauses built on
root–VPs with dependent E-roles this now entails that their v should have an independent E-role which can
act as a binder of the dependent E-role of � V.

Transitive clauses built on root–VPs with an independent E-role, by contrast, cannot feature a light verb
v with an independent E-role of its own. If v did have an independent E-role, it would bind the root verb’ s
independent E-role under c-command, and a violation of BT–C would result; if it did not bind the root verb’ s
E-role, then either both independent E-roles (that of V and that of v) would end up being assigned to Infl, or
one of the two would fail to be assigned —  either way, a violation of the Thematic Criterion would result.

So in transitive constructions featuring root–VPs with independent E-roles the light verb v has no E-role;
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the v of transitive clauses with root–VPs whose E-role is a dependent one, on the other hand, must have an
independent E-role capable of binding the root verb’ s dependent E-role.

5.10.1 Causativity versus agentivity

This, we believe, is an interesting result. It allows us to account for the two generalisations in (31), with which
we opened our discussion of middles (see section 4.2, above):

(31) ergatives do not allow for an implicit agent; they do not alternate with agentive causatives
middles always involve an implicit agent; they always alternate with agentive causatives

These generalisations follow without further ado if we assume that ‘v with <E>’  and ‘v without <E>’  differ
in the following semantic way:

(100)a. v    = causative light verb; assigns a Causer 2-role
b. v<E> = agentive light verb; assigns an Agent 2-role

The fact that ergatives, which have an independent E-role, do not alternate with agentive causatives then
follows from the fact that v<E> cannot be stacked on top of an ergative root–VP; and the fact that middles
as a rule alternate with precisely the agentive transitives follows in large measure from the fact that the
dependent E-role of the root–VP of the destroy type must be bound, in a transitive construction, by the E-role
of the light verb v —  stacking an E-role-less vP on top of a root–VP with a dependent E-role would leave
the E-role of the root verb unlicensed, in violation of BT–A in our E-role typology.

Middles are characterised by their featuring E-role binding (see section 7 for a definition of middles along
these lines). And as a result they are typically formed on the basis of verbal constructions possessing a
dependent E-role —  the one that is most easily bindable, both via syntactic binding and via 2-binding. We
have seen, however, that under limited circumstances E-role binding can also succeed in the case of ‘internal
causation’  and ‘end state’  constructions (see the light shading in Table 2) —  in particular, middles based on
these constructions are well-formed iff the binder finds itself in a non-c-commanding position (i.e., in the case
of 2-binding only).

We thus seem to predict that the implicit instigator of such middles should be able to receive a non-
agentive ‘causer’  interpretation. This would be incorrect; middle glass breaks easily cannot be interpreted
in such a way that the wind or some other inanimate causer is responsible for the event. But here the fact
that grow and break type middles are licensed only via a 2-binding relationship between the verb’ s
independent E-role and the Theme role of the modifying adverb comes to the rescue. For the manner adverbs
licensing middles all have an Experiencer role alongside this Theme role; and Experiencers are typically
animate (this is easy {for me/#for the wind}). So via the 2-binding relationship that is obligatorily established
between the root and the modifying manner adverb in grow and break type middles, we can still capture the
fact that even these only allow for an agentive interpretation of their implicit instigator.

This line of thought essentially follows Hale & Keyser’ s (1987:18) suggestion that the ‘agency’
interpretation of middles is a function of the adverb: ‘One might imagine ... that it is in the semantic interaction
between the adverb and the verb that the agency is introduced. And surely something of this sort is involved
in interpreting the adverb.’  Hale & Keyser immediately follow up on this statement by noting that an easily
type adverb is not present in all middles; so, they conclude, ‘we cannot give total credit to the adverb for the
semantic characteristics of the middle construction’ . On this point, we clearly agree; in effect, the agency
restriction on MF in many cases follows from something else on our account —  from the fact that a � V< >
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58 Notice that the root verb’ s independent E-role is locally assignable to Tense only after � V has raised to v. So E-role assignment cannot
be strictly a matter of initial, underlying representations —  but given Chomsky’ s (1995) abandonment of D–structure there is no reason
whatsoever to expect role assignment (both � -role and E-role assignment) to be a matter of ‘D–structure’  alone. Chomsky (1995:Chapter
3) actually presents the case of tough-movement as a case against strictly D–structure assignment of � -roles. Minimalism thus incurs no

combines with v<E>, not with ‘plain’  v. Hale & Keyser (1987:18) also observe that ‘the “agency” felt to be
present in the middle attenuates considerably in examples like [this bread won’ t cut]’ ; from our perspective
this is due to the fact that, even though an agent is implicit in such constructions due to the fact that � cut has
a dependent E-role, its interpretation is not ‘enhanced’  here by the presence of a manner adverb such as
easily.

Given the links we have drawn between middle constructions and nominalisations, one would expect the
latter to be subject, grosso modo, to the same restriction when it comes to agentivity —  that is, like middles,
nominalisations should involve an implicit agent. There is some evidence that this is indeed the case (though
things are not exactly crystal-clear in this neck of the woods): in nominalisations by phrases can basically
introduce only agents (see (39), above).

There is one domain, however, in which no agentivity effect comes in in the case of nominalisations: the
case of nominalisations based on ergative grow type verbs (such as tomatoes’  growth). This is what is
expected. Unlike middles, nominalisations do not necessarily undergo E-role binding; there is exactly one
context in which the nominalised verb’ s E-role can be assigned within the nominal phrase, to Num, and this
gives rise to the one set of cases in which there is no implicit agentivity effect in nominalisations.

5.10.2 Causativity and (non-)eventivity

The two-way split in the set of transitive light verbs in (100), apart from yielding an explanation for the
generalisations in (31), makes immediate intuitive sense. After all:

(101)a. causative constructions are not necessarily eventive (cf. psych verb constructions; cf.section 5.7)
b. agentive constructions are always eventive; there is no agent without an event

It also follows from the characterisation of the causative light verb as an event-role-less head that causative
constructions which are eventive will have to feature a root verb or F–head embedded under the causative
light verb which possesses an E-role:

(102) eventive causative constructions must feature an E-role embedded under v

Thus, while the causative light verb itself lacks an E-role, the entire V–complex of an eventive causative
construction possesses an E-role, brought in by the complement of v. It is this E-role which is assigned to the
matrix Infl node. The resulting picture of eventivity is that all agentive constructions are necessarily eventive;
that stative constructions, because of the fact that they are radically non-verbal (cf. the representation of
know type verbs in section 5.8), are always non-eventive; and that causative constructions are eventive
depending on whether the complement of v has an E-role to offer or not —  psychological verb constructions
like the newspaper article angered/annoyed/irritated John are non-eventive since v’ s complement lacks
an E-role; but causative constructions built on the basis of a � VP or an inchoative FP are eventive thanks to
the (independent) E-role introduced by v’ s complement. Notice, then, that we are not predicting that
causative constructions are always non-eventive —  sometimes they are (the case of psych verbs), but most
of the time they are in fact perfectly eventive thanks to the presence of an indepencent E-role in the
complement of v, which is assignable to Tense.58
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problems with respect to our claim that in eventive causative constructions it is the root verb’ s independent E-role which is assigned to
Tense: locality is satisfied after � V–raising to v.

5.10.3 On the link between agentivity and causativity

A comment is due at this time with respect to our characterisation of the difference between causativity and
agentivity in (100). To a significant degree, agentivity is a kind of ‘overlay’  on causativity —  many Agents
are also Causers. But it is not true that all Agents are Causers: the Agent of an activity verb like kick is not
a Causer. Our approach to the difference between agentivity and causativity, coupled with our typology of
verbs in Table 2, allows us understand this, if we look a little more closely at the structures that we have
proposed. There is a real sense, on our approach, in which agentivity is an overlay on causativity in the bulk
of cases but not in all. To see this, we need to be more specific with respect to our perspective on the
‘meaning of structure’ : 

(103)a. only constructions featuring a complementation relation between v and F are causative
constructions

b. causative constructions are, in addition, agentive constructions if v possesses an E-role

Causativity, then, is not a feature of the ‘light verb’  per se, but a reflex of the combination of v and the
aspectual head F. Whenever v teams up with F, the construction counts as causative, with an additional
‘agentive overlay’  being provided just in case the light verb also possesses an E-role. This makes the desired
link between causativity and agentivity in destroy type verbs. No such link is established in the case of kick
constructions, however, since in the structure of kick constructions there is no FP present at all. Since v in
this structure has an independent E-role, the subject is interpreted as an Agent; and since the structural
template giving rise to a causative interpretation does not present itself, it is interpreted just as an Agent —
as desired.

6 Some consequences

Now that the typology of verbs and ‘light verbs’  is in place and we have a perspective on the distribution of
the two types of event roles that we have postulated, we can start considering some further predictions and
consequences of the overall approach.

6.1 Causativity and agentivity in take serial verb constructions (I) — Fongbè

In section 2.3 we discussed evidence from Lefebvre (1991) against a ‘subject sharing’  approach to take
SVCs, based on the observation in (14), repeated here:

(14) V2 must not require the participation of an overt Agent or Actor

In the discussion there, we capitalised on the consequence of (14) that was most important at that particular
point —  the conclusion that the lower verb in a take SVC radically lacks an external 2-role. But there is
another side to this coin, one which we will have occasion to consider now.

Notice that Lefebvre (1991) does not just refer to ‘an external 2-role’  in her statement in (14); she
explicitly mentions that the lower verb must not require an Agent/Actor. From this we can draw the
conclusion in (104a) (cf. also DaCruz 1992 and the discussion of the examples in (8) in 2.1, above):
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59 This fact about middle formation actually raises an interesting question. As a leftover of the generative semantics tradition, we are
accustomed to thinking of kill as the transitive member of the suppletive ‘A V B – B V’  alternation between die and kill. If kill = v + � die,
then how can kill undergo middle formation at all, given that it is not a root verb (but rather the suppletive lexicalisation of v plus � die)?
And why can’ t die form a middle (*these chickens die easily —  bad on a putative middle interpretation)?

Of these questions (posed explicitly in Hale & Keyser 1987), the former finds an answer once we dispense with the idea that kill is
indeed a suppletive lexicalisation of v + � die; we assume, in line with the foregoing, that � kill is a root in its own right, like � destroy in having
a dependent < >-role —  as a result, kill surfaces only in transitive or middle constructions, not in ergative constructions. The second
question (why � die does not form middles) is more difficult to answer. Here we will merely offer a tentative suggestion, along the following
lines. The English lexicon has two root verbs with a highly similar lexical semantics: � die and � kill (both basically meaning ‘become not
alive’ , the agentivity of kill being brought in by v); of these verbs, the former has an independent E-role while the latter’ s E-role is a
dependent one. Now suppose that, whenever it is presented with a choice, the grammar prefers to use a � V with a dependent E-role. This
said, the fact that � kill wins over � die in the middle construction will follow; and of course � die is the only candidate in an ergative sentence,
so competition from � kill will never arise there. As to the rationale behind the suggestion that < > is preferred to <E>, consider the fact
that a referentially dependent pronoun is preferred to a repetition of an R-expression in discourse chunks like John left. {He/#John} had
a headache. Independent E-roles are like R-expressions, from the perspective of our binding theory of event roles; the hypothesis that
their use is avoided whenever there is a choice (which will correctly rule out a middle interpretation for these chickens die easily) thus seems
to fit in with what we know, quite independently, about the behaviour of R-expressions.

There is yet a third question to be asked about die/kill pairs —  why is there no verb die �  which is like transitive kill? If, whenever there
is a choice, selection of � V with a dependent E-role systematically takes precedence, the answer to this question reduces to the one just
given for the question of why � die does not medialise. In the case of middles, the choice between the two � V types is all there is to it. But
in the case of transitives, a v is added to these root–VPs; and the nature of v covaries with that of � V: if � V has a dependent E-role, v must
possess an E-role but if � V has an independent E-role, v cannot have an E-role. The nature of v does not influence the choice between � V
types, however: a bottom-up (and numeration-less)  perspective on structure building guarantees that by the time � V has been selected, v will
just have to follow suit.

(104)a. Fongbè take SVCs are necessarily agentive
b. v ‘take’  in Fongbè always has an E-role

Put in terms of our typology of verbs and E-roles, what we can conclude from (104a) is that the v spelled out
as ‘take’  in Fongbè must introduce an E-role (cf. (104b)). This in turn has two important consequences: (i)
the ‘take’  verb used in Fongbè SVCs, since it is a full-fledge agentive verb, should be able to occur on its
own, which indeed it does (see above); and (ii) the lower verb in a Fongbè type Theme-take SVC should
have no independent E-role (or else either Principle C of our binding theory of E-roles or the 2–Criterion
would be violated; see above). And this gives us the result, which is part of (14), that only destroy type verbs
will be eligible for membership of a Fongbè take SVC. Put differently, exactly those verbs which form ‘pure’
middles in English (i.e., allow for middle formation via either of the two ways of E-role binding in (58)) can
occur as V2 in a Fongbè Theme-take SVC. This further enhances the match between middles and the lower
VP in take SVCs.

No doubt the most spectacular consequence of this is that simple unaccusatives like die, which alternate
with transitives like kill, are not embeddable under take in a SVC of the Fongbè type. That is, in order to
express that Koku killed the chickens with the aid of a serial verb construction, a Fongbè speaker would have
to use ‘kill’  rather than ‘die’  as the second verb. This follows directly from (92b) plus the fact that die type
verbs possess an independent E-role while kill type verbal roots do not. And consonant with the connection
between the lower VP in a Theme-take SVC and the middle construction, we find that while kill medialises,
die does not.59

Mandarin ba constructions are like Fongbè type Theme-take SVCs in resisting quintessential
unaccusatives like die as the second verb. All else equal, this will follow straightforwardly. But there is reason
to believe that all is not equal when it comes to the ‘take’  verb in Fongbè and Mandarin, as we will show
directly below. As a consequence, the explanation for the ungrammaticality of ‘take NP die’  SVCs in
Mandarin will ultimately turn out to be different from the one presented for Fongbè —  a difference in account
which will be seen to be firmly grounded in the empirical facts.
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6.2 Causativity and agentivity in take serial verb constructions (II) — Mandarin

Sybesma (1992), in his analysis of the Mandarian ba construction, dubs the projection headed by ba (labelled
vP in our analysis) ‘CausP’ , implying that ba introduces only Causers, not Agents. Sybesma (1992) presents
an important argument for labelling the ‘higher VP’  a ‘CausP’ :

(105) the subject of a ba sentence in some cases cannot be interpreted as an Agent and must be inter-
preted as a Cause

Evidence for (105) comes from clearly non-agentive ba constructions such as (106) (which, by the way, have
simple transitive, non-ba counterparts as well; see Sybesma 1992 for illustration). The idea is that ba
sentences feature a basic structure expressing the meaning that the subject NP causes a certain state of
affairs to come into existence as the result of a certain event. Sybesma suggests that the fact that in the
canonical ba sentences the subject does seem to be in a thematic relation with V is explained with reference
to what Hoekstra (1988) calls a ‘shadow interpretation’ : when we hear that somebody caused a handkerchief
to be wet as the result of a crying event, our knowledge of the world forces us to assume that that person
will have been the crier, despite the fact that no transfer of thematic information takes place. If the subject,
the Causer, is inanimate, as in (106), we are not forced to a similar interpretation. In essence, then, all
Mandarin accomplishments are structurally represented as causatives; they only come to seem agentive
through our knowledge of the world.

(106)a. zhei-pian gaozi ba wode shou xie-teng-le
this manuscript take my hand write-painful-PRF
‘this manuscript wrote my hand in pain = my hand hurts from writing this manuscript’

b. zheijian shi ba Zhang San ku-lei-le
this affair take Zhang San cry-tired-PRF

‘this affair cried Zhang San tired = Zhang San cried himself tired because of this affair’

If this is correct, what it means for the representation of v in Mandarin ba constructions is that, unlike in
Fongbè, it is always devoid of an E-role —  i.e., it is always just the ‘plain’ , causative light verb:

(107) v ‘take’  in Mandarin (= ba) never has an E-role

This makes the grammaticality of (106) understandable; and it also makes immediate sense of the fact that
Mandarin ba cannot be used as an independent verb meaning ‘take’ , which figures in eventive (i.e. E-role
assigning) constructions. But (107) does of course introduce a non-trivial question with respect to the lower
verb. After all, if v never introduces an E-role in a Mandarin ba construction, the observational fact that ba
constructions are eventive leads us to the inevitable conclusion that the lower verb in these constructions must
always possess an independent E-role —  including, crucially, the destroy type verbs, which in English (and
most other languages that we are aware of) have a dependent E-role.

6.3 On the cross-linguistic variation in the freedom of  VP

Though this definitely introduces a serious questions beyond our current understanding, this result in effect
provides an immediate answer to the language-comparative question of why accomplishments in English and
Mandarin should differ in that the latter, but not the former, are easily decomposable into a v and a V that
can occur freely by itself. Recall that ba is always E-role-less. Since ba constructions and their ‘synthetic’
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60 Let us stress here that some of the translations here are misleading in that these Mandarin sentences do not express passive semantics
in any sense: no external argument is syntactically present in these examples at all; the examples to all intents and purposes behave like
unaccusatives. Notice also that the noun phrases in sentence-initial position in (108) are really in subject position and not in topic position
—  for arguments to this effect, see Cheng (1989), Mulder & Sybesma (1992).

counterparts have the same meaning in Mandarin (cf. (9), above), this leads to the general conclusion that
Mandarin v always lacks an E-role. And since v is always E-role-less in Mandarin, as a consequence of
which ! V must always have an independent E-role in this language, all Mandarin ! VPs should be able to occur
freely by themselves, embedded under Infl. In English this is different; English and other languages like it have
a class of verbs (the destroy type verbs) which, in virtue of their having a dependent E-role, are dependent
in their distribution on some licenser of the < >-role. This is why English has no grammatical (direct)
counterparts to Mandarin sentences of the type in (108), below. Note in this context that the observational
fact that it seems difficult to find an unequivocal middle construction in Mandarin may also fall into place
now. Since all Mandarin ! Vs have an independent E-role, there will never be a need to ‘conjure up’  a licenser
(a binder) for a dependent E-role of a root verb; Mandarin ! VPs can always occur on their own.60

(108)a. Zhang San gan-zou-le
Zhang San chase-away-PRF
‘Zhang San got chased away’

b. tang he-guang-le
soup drink-finished-PRF

‘the soup is finished’
c. tudou shao-hu-le

potatoes cook-burnt-PRF
‘the potatoes got burnt’

d. shoujuan ku-shi-le
handkerchief cry-wet-PRF

‘the handkerchief got cried wet’

So the inevitable conclusion emanating from the grammaticality of (108) —  that v is E-role-less in
Mandarin (107) and, hence, ! V must have an E-role —  yields a pay-off in a domain unrelated to ba construc-
tions: the distribution of root–VPs in simple clauses. The connection that our analysis draws between the two
phenomena receives strong confirmation.

6.4 On the impossibility of embedding simple unaccusatives in a Mandarin ba construction

The claim that the Mandarin v is always E-role-less, for which we have found both theoretical and empirical
support, now leads us to return to our earlier observation that, in Fongbè type languages as well as in
Mandarin, it is impossible to embed verbs like die under the ‘take’  verb, unless the ‘support verb’  da ‘hit’  is
inserted:

(109) Zhang San ba Li Si *(da)-si-le
Zhang San take Li Si DA-die–PRF

‘Zhang San killed Li Si’

In the case of Fongbè, we blamed the impossibility of die as V2 on the independently established fact that
v ‘take’  in Fongbè always has an E-role. But for Mandarin we have reached exactly the opposite conclusion:
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61 Note that this predicts that Chinese ‘die’  should differ from its English counterpart in being non-eventive. This is indeed the case —
Mandarins always die ‘on the spot’ , ‘instantaneously’ ; there is no process stage to dying in Mandarin. The same is true for Japanese; see
McClure (1998) and references cited there for exemplification and discussion.

ba lacks an E-role, and hence it would seem unproblematic to embed die type verbs under it.
So a different explanation is needed for the Fongbè and Mandarin facts. That the account of the Fongbè

facts should not run parallel that of the Mandarin data is clear in any event from the observation that the
Mandarin example in (109) in fact turns grammatical with da added. No such ‘trick’  is playable in Fongbè
type languages. We propose to account for the facts in (109) with the aid of our earlier conclusion that v is
always E-role-less, coupled with an ancillary assumption concerning the representation of ergatives like die
in Mandarin:

(110) ‘die’ +le in examples of the type in (109) is non-verbal (instead, more like adjectival ‘dead’ ); it lacks
an E-role

The non-verbal nature of die type ‘verbs’  in Mandarin can now be seen to be responsible for the fact that
in (109) da is needed to bring in an E-role, to make the resulting ba construction sentence eventive.61

The picture resulting from this subsection and the previous two is that Mandarin can use verbs ‘ergatively’
much much more freely than English type languages; but that on the other hand Mandarin seems to lack
verbal counterparts to quintessential ergative verbs like English die. The former we have tried to make sense
of by assuming that Mandarin root verbs differ from English root verbs in always having an independent E-
role; the latter we have approached with the aid of the claim, embodied in (110), that ergatives like die in
Mandarin are adjectives, verbalised by means of the support verb da. Both these assumptions are con-
troversial and raise questions which we cannot answer at this time; they leave the impression that something
still fails to get properly understood about Mandarin. But once made, these assumptions readily team up with
our earlier conclusion that v (ba) is E-role-less in Mandarin to provide (preliminary) answers to the questions
that Mandarin ba constructions pose.

6.5 The ban on resultative secondary predicates

With these Mandarin-specific questions out of the way, let us go back to the ban on resultative secondary
predicates in middles and nominalisations, which we illustrated in (36) and (43), above. A key example from
each is repeated here.

(111)a. *this book puts on the shelf easily
b. *the book’ s placement on the shelf

Roberts (1987:202) offers an explanation for the deviance of (111a) which turns out to be easily updated in
the overall analysis that we have developed.

What Roberts’  account of (111a) is built on is the observation that resultative secondary predicates are
temporally dependent on the verb —  an insight which is found in Guéron & Hoekstra (19xx) and Déchaine
(1993) as well. No temporal dependency between the resultative and the verb is possible, however, in
contexts in which the verb is itself unlinked to Tense. Roberts argues that what characterises middles (along
with statives) is precisely the fact that the verb in these constructions is not linked to Tense. Hence, since V
is not linked to T in middles, nothing can be temporally dependent on V —  in particular, no resultative
secondary predicates. This way, the ungrammaticality of (111a) follows.

The essence of Roberts’  account of (111a) carries over into the present approach. The only thing we need
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62 One more thing to point out in this connection is that analytical causative constructions like one can make children cry very easily
do not medialise —  *children make (to) cry very easily is no good (regardless of whether to, which shows up obligatorily in passive make
causatives, is inserted or not). This follows in the same way as the ungrammaticality of (111) does, on the natural assumption that make
is a verb (a v–" V combination in transitives) which takes a resultative small clause complement whose predicate is verbal. In essence, then,
analytical make causatives in English are resultative constructions. A complication is introduced by the fact that the verbal secondary
predicates embedded under make can possess an independent E-role rather than (in the case of non-verbal resultative secondary predicates)
a dependent one. Binding the lower verb’ s independent E-role to the higher verb’ s E-role should be ungrammatical categorically —  so an
extension of the text proposal to make causatives would seem to make the unwanted prediction that these should be impossible even in
the active voice. For English, a reasonable way out of this problem is the assumption that what is embedded under make is not a plain VP
small clause but an inflectional category; the lower verb’ s E-role is assigned to the head thereof, and we may stipulate that the inflectional
category itself imposes a binding requirement similar to that found with resultative APs and PPs. For the case of Italian fare da ‘make
by’  causatives, a different approach seems called for. As Guasti (1992) has observed, these are subject to the Affectedness Condition, which
will follow if what is embedded under fare (which may be ‘plain’  v) is just a root–VP.

to do is recast temporal dependency in terms of event roles. Specifically, we rephrase Roberts’  original insight
that nothing can be temporally dependent on a verb that is not coindexed with Tense by saying, in our E-role
based terminology, that nothing can be temporally dependent on a verb or F–head whose E-role is not
assigned to Tense. The basic idea behind this is that resultative secondary predicates themselves have a
dependent E-role which must be bound by a higher E-role which is not itself bound. This way the same result
follows for the case of middles —  (111a) and the like are ungrammatical because of the failure of E-role
assignment in middles.

Not all such middles are deemed equally unacceptable by all speakers, however. While (36a) (due to
Roberts 1987), repeated here as (112a), is certainly ungrammatical, the example iimproves to the point of
essentially full acceptability for many speakers when word order is changed as in (112b) (see Hoekstra &
Roberts 1993:197 for the actual example; also cf. Carrier & Randall 1992:191 for several other examples of
resultative middles of this word-order type).

(112)a. *this metal hammers easily flat (= (36a))
b. %this metal hammers flat easily

We believe that the word-order difference between (112a) and (112b) is significant. In particular, we suggest
that the order in (112b) is obtained via what Stowell (1991) called ‘small clause restructuring’  —  the
resultative secondary predicate is incorporated into the verb. As Baker (1988) showed, incorporation (or
‘morphological licensing’ , as he called it) is a pet strategy used by language to salvage constituents which
couldn’ t otherwise be licensed. Let us assume that this applies to the case at hand as well. In particular, let
us assume that, when licensing the secondary predicate via E-role binding fails (as in middles), a converging
derivation can still ensue if the secondary predicate incorporates into the verb. Incorporation, then, is an
alternative way of licensing the secondary predicate (at least for some speakers; for those for whom (112b)
is still bad, incorporation apparently does not ‘help’  to salvage the resultative). Since it is the only way that
will deliver in the case of middles, the need for incorporation follows —  and with it the fact that the secondary
predicate must be strictly adjacent to the verb in middles (though not in the corresponding transitives: you can
hammer this metal easily flat or you can put these books easily on the shelf are perfectly acceptable; see
e.g. Johnson 1991 for relevant discussion).

So far we confined our attention to the case of resultative middles.62 But it is worth stressing that our
approach has the additional advantage of carrying over to nominalisations. Thus, (111b) is ill-formed because
the verb’ s E-role fails to be assigned —  the noun placement is derived from a verb of the destroy class, and
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63 Note that (111b) is acceptable on the (irrelevant) reading in which on the shelf is a locative adjunct; but this aside, there does not
appear to be any variation in judgements when it comes to resultative ‘passive nominals’  —  i.e., the ‘incorporation’  effect noted in (112)
does not materialise in nominalisations. This is presumably due to the fact that incorporation is severely restricted in nominalisations to
begin with.

64 Mark Baker (p.c.) points out, however, that adjectival resultative secondary predicates do not seem to be very easy to embed in take
serials —  at least, not in Edo; we do not have evidence from Fongbè or related languages, and Baker’ s observation definitely does not hold
for Mandarin. In other contexts as well, one typically finds that prepositional resultatives are freer in their distribution than their adjectival
counterparts. We are not aware of any successful attempts in the literature aimed at explaining this difference between PPs and other
resultatives. It is conceivable, from the perspective of our overall approach, that non–PP resultatives are subject to tighter locality
restrictions on their binding than PP resultatives. Specifically, what one might envisage is a story which says that non–PP resultatives
must find a binder for their dependent E-role in the VP that immediately dominates their small clause, while PP resultatives are happy
to settle for a binder in v. (This would perhaps make PP resultatives similar to ‘long-distance’  anaphors, and non–PP ones to ‘strict’
anaphors.) Notice that, whatever its worth, this suggestion will make sense of the difference between Edo and Mandarin when it comes
to AP resultatives in take SVCs: since in Mandarin it is the second verb (which is local to the resultative secondary predicate) which must
always have an E-role, local binding will always be satisfied there; not so in Edo (which is like Fongbè), however: here, it is v which brings
in the E-role which is to bind the resultative secondary predicate’ s dependent E-role.

nominalisations based on such verbs feature binding of the verb’ s dependent E-role by D.63 Not all
nominalisations feature E-role binding, however. There is one class of nominalisations in which the base
verb’ s E-role is effectively assigned, to the Num–head inside the nominal phrase: the case of tomatoes’
growth on the ergative construal of growth (see the lower half of the ‘internal causation’ /nominalisation cell
in Table 2, above). An interesting question that comes up, then, in connection with examples of this type is
whether these should allow for the addition of resultative secondary predicates.

Let us check what the facts are:

(113)a. the tomatoes’  growth to unprecedented proportions
b. the beanstalk’ s growth all the way up to the sky
c. his entry into the United States
d. his ascension to the throne
e. the possessor’ s ascension to direct object

The nominalisations in (113) are all grammatical —  and this confirms the approach to the licensing of
resultative secondary predicates taken here. In particular, it shows that the dependent E-role of a resultative
secondary predicate must be bound by a higher E-role which is assigned —  the nature of the node to which
the latter is assigned being inconsequential: both T and Num will do.

Serial verb constructions are different from middles and nominalisations in showing no ban on resultative
secondary predicates —  examples such as Fongbè (1a) or Mandarin (1b) from the introduction (both glossed
as ‘NP take crab put on the table’ , where on the table is the resultative phrase) are perfectly grammatical.64

This follows from our approach, though in different ways for the two languages (given that the
representations of root verbs and v in the two languages are not the same, as we pointed out above).

For Fongbè the answer to the question of why there is no ‘resultativity restriction’  in take SVCs is that
its SVCs feature a v which always introduces an Agent external argument, which is tantamount to saying that
its v (the ‘take’  verb) always has an E-role. It is this E-role which will be able to bind the dependent E-role
of the resultative secondary predicate, without any difficulty.

For Mandarin, we concluded that v (ba) systematically lacks an E-role; it is always ‘just’  a causativiser.
Correlatively, we found, the root verb in a ba construction must always possess an independent E-role. And
it is this which in turn makes it entirely unproblematic for the dependent E-role of a resultative secondary
predicate in ! V’ s complement to be appropriately bound, by the root verb’ s independent E-role.
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6.6 Effected objects

We can follow up these remarks on secondary predication and its licensing with a brief note on the oft-noted
fact that, even though constructions like (114a) are indubitably temporally delimited, for many speakers (see
the caveat made in connection with (112b)) these nonetheless do not form middles (cf. also  Khalaily’ s
1997:182 *beautiful smiles smile easily), nor do they feed nominalisation (cf. Roberts 1987:215):

(114)a. he created this picture (in an hour)
b. %this picture creates easily
c. *this picture’ s creation

The mystery of the ungrammaticality of middles and genitival nominalisations based on delimited VPs such
as these vanishes once we grant that ‘effected object’  constructions are resultative constructions by their
very nature —  in the structure of (114a), there is a resultative secondary predicate present in the complement
of the verb.

Two possibilities present themselves when it comes to determining what is the predicate in question: it
could be some abstract predicate (something like ‘into existence’ , abstractly representable as ‘ý’ ), or it could
be the ‘effected object’  itself, predicated of some abstract subject (‘he created something which has the
property of being this picture’ ). We need not decide between the two options; for our purposes it is enough
to recognise that ‘effected object’  constructions are resultative constructions. Hence (for reasons explicated
in section 6.5), they could undergo nominalisation only in ergative grow type contexts, but this possibility
cannot materialise since ergative grow type verbs never give rise to ‘effected objects’  to begin with (cf. *it
has grown a beautiful tomato, on the ergative reading). And ‘effected object’  constructions predictably do
not undergo middle formation for many speakers either — though for others, the fact that, on one of the two
approaches to the representation of ‘effected object’  constructions sketched out immediately above, the
resultative secondary predicate is abstract and arguably incorporated into the verb makes examples such
as (114b) acceptable (see section 6.5).

It is worth pointing out at the end of this discussion of restrictions on medialisation and nominalisation
imposed by resultative secondary predicates that the facts in (111)–(114) argue against an analysis which
reduces all ‘affectedness’  to resultativity — in particular, an analysis which says that affected arguments,
by definition, are the subjects of small clauses in the complement of certain types of verbs. If this approach
was correct, it would predict that middle constructions and ‘passive nominals’  should be systematically
impossible for those speakers who reject examples like (112b) — i.e., for speakers for whom incorporation
of the resultative predicate does not make a difference. This prediction is obviously false: middles like this
city destroys easily are perfectly acceptable to all speakers. The discussion of resultativity restrictions in
sections 6.5 and 6.6, then, leads us to confirm the approach to affectedness taken in section 5.9: although
there certainly is a link with resultatives (in the sense that all subjects of resultative secondary predicates are
affected objects),  affectedness is not defined in terms of resultative small clause complementation but rather
in terms of a VP–external aspectual functional projection (our FP, present in all resultatives).

7 The definition of a middle, and the ‘bare’ vs reflexive middle dichotomy

This basically completes our discussion of the analysis of middle constructions and the verb and event
typology that it has given rise to. In closing, we would like to address the question of what it is that makes a
middle the way it is —  in other words: what is the definition of a middle?
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65 Nominalisations also feature E-role binding most of the time —  but not always: cf. the case of the nominalisation of ergative grow
type verbs, which involves E-role assignment (to the DP–internal counterpart of Tense, which we tentatively identified as Num) rather
than binding. Nonetheless nominalisations like the tomatoes’  growth are not eventive: assignment of an (independent) E-role per se is
not a sufficient condition for eventivity; the E-role must be assigned to Tense in order for eventivity to ensue (cf. (116a)).

7.1 ‘Bare’  middles defined, and the non-eventivity of ‘bare’  middles explained

For a ‘bare’ , morphologically unmarked middle of the type found in English and Dutch, the answer can now
be given, in the light of the results of the foregoing discussion:

(115) a ‘bare’  middle construction is a v–less structure involving E-role binding

The E-role that undergoes binding, in accordance with our binding theory of event roles, can be either a
dependent E-role (as in destroy type middles) or an independent one. In the latter case, 2-binding
(coindexation of the E-role with one of the 2-roles of the modifying manner adverb) is the only option when
it comes to binding the E-role; in the former, binding by a c-commanding negation, modal or focus is possible
as well. Due to the fact that middles lack a projection of a transitivising light verb v, their structure radically
lacks an external argument. This explains the lack of ‘implicit agent activity’  effects in middles. Affectedness
effects are also an immediate reflex of the analysis we have assigned to middles —  precisely those verbs
whose functional structure can include an inchoative F–head (see the typology in Table 2) are eligible as input
to middle formation.

Our approach to ‘bare’  middles converges in important ways with Hale & Keyser’ s (1987:23) hypothesis
that ‘the middle form of an English verb is nothing other than the unaccusative ... member of an ergative
alternation’ . In our analysis, middles and ergatives share the property of lacking a projection of the
transitivising light verb v; in this respect they are on a par. We have introduced an important distinction
between middles and ergatives, however: middles differ from ergatives in the fact that their E-role is bound
(in one of the ways offered by our binding theory of E-roles). It is this E-role binding which is the
quintessential characteristic of middles, as distinct from ergatives.

E-role binding also affords us an explanation for the fact that ‘bare’  middle constructions are always
generic, non-eventive ‘world-structure’  statements (cf. (33), above). While eventive constructions involve
assignment of an (independent) E-role to Tense in Infl, middle verbs do not have their E-role assigned to
Tense; rather, it is bound, either under 2-binding or under syntactic c-command.

(116)a. eventive constructions involve assignment of an (independent) E-role to Tense
b. the E-role of ‘bare’  middles is bound, not assigned; hence ‘bare’  middles are non-eventive

(cf. Hoekstra & Roberts 1993)

The very fact, then, that the E-role of ‘bare’  middles (be it dependent as in the case of destroy or an
independent one as in the case of grow and break) is bound, by definition (cf. (115)), ensures that these
constructions are necessarily non-eventive —  the desired result.65

7.2 Reflexive middles

As it happens, ‘bare’  middles differ from reflexive middles of the type found in Romance, German and
regional varieties of Dutch with respect to one or more of the defining properties that we discussed and
explained in the foregoing. Though in present-day French, adding a by-phrase to a se middle is possible only
under very specific circumstances (see (117a,b), taken from Mélis 1985), in earlier stages of the language
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66 In connection with the French facts, also see Cinque (1988) for similar effects in Italian si middles; the main text discussion of
Romance reflexive middles will be confined to the French data here (see fn. 67 for brief discussion of Spanish).

67 Roberts (1987:193) notes that Spanish se-middles are likewise insensitive to the Affectedness Condition, quoting las lenguas romances
se adquieren facilmente ‘(*)Romance languages acquire easily’  and las montañas se ven facilmente ‘(*)the mountains see easily’ .
Consistent with this, they can also be formed on the basis of epistemic ECM complementation constructions (esos problemos se
consideran faciles en MIT ‘(*)these problems consider easy at MIT’  —  an example which shows also that no easily type manner adverb
is necessary in Spanish se-middles. In addition, Roberts points out (p. 192) that Spanish middles allow for rationale clauses and agent-
oriented adverbs, which suggests that their external argument is syntactically ‘active’ , much like in French se-middles.

68 In both these respects, German sich middles are robustly different from standard Dutch ‘bare’  middles, as seen in (i). But Hulk &
Cornips (1998) report facts which indicate that Heerlen Dutch, which is a dialect of Dutch which features reflexive (zich) middles, is like
German. There may be reason to doubt that (120) is a genuine middle: English (ii) seems to have essentially the same status as German
(120) (Claude Mottier, p.c.), yet the presence of the reflexive itself and the temporal adverb in (ii) shows that it is definitely not a run-of-
the-mill English middle; see also Hale & Keyser’ s (1987:17, fn. 4) example in (iii), which they correctly note is distinct (like (ii)) from
the itself examples mentioned in our fn. 73, below.

(i) a. *Bach heeft gisteravond bij uitzondering eens heel goed gespeeld
Bach has yesterday evening by exception once quite well played

b. *de Eiffeltoren ziet {gemakkelijk/van verre}
the Eiffel Tower sees easily/from afar

(ii) this piece of music played itself quite well today
(iii) a plan is beginning to formulate itself

examples of this type were readily found (see (117c,d); Zribi-Hertz 1982, Fagan 1992:58–59):66

(117)a. le programme doit se distribuer par l’ ouvreuse avant 20:15
the programme must SE distribute by the usherette before 8:15 pm

b. ce plat sacré ne peut se préparer par personne d’ autre que par une vierge née un jour de
this dish sacred NE can SE prepare by nobody else but by a virgin born a day of
plein lune
full moon

c. cependant par Baucis le festin se prépare
meanwhile by Baucis the feast SE prepares

d. les permissions de copier les tableaux du musée du Louvre s’ accordent par le directeur
the permits to copy the paintings of-the museum of-the Louvre SE grant by the director

French also shows no affectedness, adverb and genericity/non-eventivity effects in its se middles, as shown
in (118)–(119) (cf. Zribi-Hertz 1982, Fagan 1992):67

(118) la Tour Eiffel se voit {facilement/de loin}
the Eiffel Tower SE sees easily/from afar

(119) la question se traite actuellement à l’ Assemblée
the question SE treats at-the-moment in the Assembly

Steinbach (1998) reports that German sich middles can also be used to refer to a particular event in time,
as shown in (120). In German, violations of the Affectedness Condition in sich middles are found as well (cf.
(121)).68 Note, though, that German differs from French in not allowing the manner adverb to be absent in
these middles (see Fagan 1992:63 for German).

(120) der Bach hat sich gestern Abend ausnahmsweise mal ganz gut gespielt
the Bach has SE yesterday evening exception-wise once quite well played
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69 It is tempting to think that a similar analysis is possible for so-called let-middles in Dutch and German, illustrated in (i):

(i) a. dit boek laat zich (gemakkelijk) lezen
b. dieses Buch läßt sich (leicht) lesen

this book lets SE (easily) read

Note that let-middles (discussed in detail in Fagan 1992:Chapter 6, and also in Steinbach 1998) are different from ‘bare’  and reflexive
middles in Dutch and German. We will illustrate this with the aid of Dutch example material, where the contrast is more dramatic. While
Dutch ‘bare’  middles demand the presence of some sort of modifier (a manner adverb, a negation, modal, or focus), in (ia) gemakkelijk
is omissible. It also seems marginally possible to add a by-phrase to let-middles, to violate the Affectedness Condition (also in the absence
of a modifier; so basically as in French se middles but unlike German sich-middles), and to interpret the construction in an eventive way:

(ii) dit boek laat zich zelfs door eerstejaarsstudenten lezen
this book lets SE even by first-year students read

(iii) een kluizenaar laat zich zelden aan de buitenwereld zien
a hermit lets SE rarely to the outside world see

(iv) dezelfde vraag laat zich ook op internationaal niveau stellen (attested; NRC Handelsblad 21 March 1998)
the-same question lets SE also on international level pose

(v) hij liet zich gisteren beetnemen door een oplichter
he let SE yesterday trap/betray by a con man

70 Given the v–VP structure of transitive sentences of Chomsky (1995:Chapter 4), a potentially interesting perspective arises with
respect to the difference between passive and antipassive (the latter involving demotion of the object to ‘chômeur’ ): while passives feature
a pro/PRO in SpecvP, antipassives might feature a pro/PRO in object position raised to our SpecFP position (between v and # VP). An
approach along these lines may also prove fruitful in the analysis of one type of unaffected object construction so far ignored in the
discussion: the John ate apples type (i.e., the type of eventive transitive in which the indefiniteness of the object is responsible for the
lack of event delimitation/affectedness). We suggest (taking the lead of French de+D+N constructions: Jean a mangé des pommes ‘John
ate apples’ ) that these are basically antipassive constructions, the object being an oblique ‘chômeur’  in adjunct position; the ‘real’ ,
structural object is an arbitrary pro/PRO which itself is incapable of delimiting the event and which cannot be coindexed with the ‘chômeur’

(121) der Eiffelturm sieht sich {leicht/*von weitem)
the Eiffel Tower sees SE easily/from afar

German sich middles also differ from their French counterparts in resisting the addition of a by-phrase, as
seen in (1229) (cf. Steinbach 1998):

(122) das Buch liest sich leicht (*von einem kleinen Kind)
the book reads SE easily by a little child

We can envisage two possible accounts of reflexive middles, sketched in (123):

(123)a. SE = SpecvP (external argument)
b. SE = F–element (aspectual particle)

An analysis along the lines of (123a) will assimilate reflexive middles to passive constructions; the term
‘mediopassive’  (often used in the literature on Romance middles) will then be more appropriate than the term
‘middle’  per se. For the French middles exemplified in the above, an approach along these lines seems
reasonable (cf. Cinque 1988, Kayne 1990 for analyses of Romance se-constructions built on the hypothesis
that se is the external argument).69 The fact that French middles allow(ed) for the addition of by-phrases and
basically show not a single sign of middle-type restrictions makes them parallel to passives, whose analysis
arguably reads as in (124), where the external argument is assigned to a null element (pro or PRO) in SpecvP
(cf. Hoekstra & Roberts 1993 on pro in SpecVP; cf. REFS —  recently, Goodall 1997, 1998; see Cardinaletti’ s
Chomsky paper —  for concrete analyses of passives along the lines of (124)):70
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for basically the same reason why *John was killed by himself is ungrammatical. We will leave these notes at the level of tentative
suggestions here.

71 Cardinaletti (1998) gives examples of German impersonal reflexive middles in which control is possible: hier tanzt es sich sehr
angenehm nackt ‘here dances it SE very nicely nude’ . She suggests that control is possible thanks to es being an external argument; so these
are actives, not middles.

72 While Heerlen Dutch zich can behave as an aspectual particle, it would seem untenable to claim that it is always an aspectual particle
—  cf. the minimal pair (from standard Dutch; the facts are reproducible in Heerlen Dutch) in (i); of these, the zich-less example is specific
to the register of linguistics (it is the way the Dutch say that an NP moves), while zich verplaatsen is the ‘everyday Dutch’  rendition of
move. Note, crucially, that there is no obvious aspectual difference between the examples in (ia,b): both are resultative; zich does not seem
to play an aspectual role here.

(i) a. de rups verplaatst *(zich) van de tak naar het blad
the caterpillar moves SE from the branch to the leaf

b. (de NP) de rups verplaatst (?*zich) van SpecVP naar SpecIP

73 There is perhaps a third type of reflexive middle which deserves pointing out —  the English ‘middle reflexive’  illustrated in (i) (cf.
Lakoff 1977, Hale & Keyser 1987:17; examples taken from the latter). The small capitals on -self are meant to indicate nuclear stress,
which obligatorily falls there in these constructions. This fact alone makes it clear that itself here does not behave like French se or
German/eastern Dutch s/zich; the fact that, unlike aspectual s/zich (cf. Hulk & Cornips 1998), itself is combinable with a particle, as seen
in (ib,c), also sets (i) apart from the main text cases. Hale & Keyser (1987:17) claim that ‘[t]he meanings of these forms are not unlike

(124) [NPi [vP {pro/PRO} [v (...) [VP V ti]]]]

For German (and Heerlen Dutch; cf. Hulk & Cornips 1998 for a discussion of its reflexive middle con-
structions), a ‘mediopassive’  analysis of the reflexive middle seems less likely to be on the right track. After
all, German reflexive middles resist the addition of a by-phrase;71 and even though they can violate the
Affectedness Condition, they nonetheless require the presence of a manner adverb in those circumstances
(though not when the Affectedness Condition is complied with; see Steinbach 1998:21ff.).

A more likely approach to reflexive middles in German and Heerlen Dutch would be one along the lines
of (123b), as also suggested in Hulk & Cornips (1998). Such an approach assimilates these reflexive middles
not to passives but rather to ‘resultative se constructions’  of the type illustrated in (98) (see also Reed 1997
on French ce as ‘pronominal aspect’  in ‘unbounded, non-habitual, perfective states of affairs’ ).

(98) a. Juan se comió la manzana [Spanish]
Juan SE ate the apple

b. Jan at zich de appel [Heerlen Dutch]
Jan ate SE the apple
‘J(u)an ate the apple up’

In such constructions the reflexive is an aspectual particle, belonging in the FP that is erected on top of the
root–VP (cf. the structure in (99)). Reflexive middles of the (123b) type, then, need not be larger than FP
—  in effect, their top structure may well be identical with that of ‘bare’  middles. That they differ from ‘bare’
middles in violating the Affectedness Condition will then be merely apparent —  as Hulk & Cornips (1998)
point out, on an analysis of the reflexive as an aspectual particle responsible for ‘event delimitation’  (in
Tenny’ s 1994 sense), examples like (121) actually comply with the Affectedness Condition thanks to the
presence of sich, which introduces a resultative FP on top of an otherwise unaffecting root.72 Finally, the fact
that French (118) is grammatical without a manner adverb while German (121) seems not to be can also be
made sense of if French and German reflexive middles differ in the way suggested here, the adverb in
German (108) being necessary as a 2-binder for the otherwise unbindable E-role of the root.73
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those of the middle counterparts ..., and the lexical conditions on their occurrence are similar, perhaps identical. For the most part, verbs
which form good middles also appear in the middle reflexive, and vice versa.’  One apparent difference between run-of-the-mill (i.e. ‘bare’ )
English middles and the examples in (i) would at first blush seem to be the fact that the former, but not the latter need some sort of
modifier (a manner adverb, negation, modal or focal stress) —  but note that (i) actually meets this requirement on middles, in virtue of
the fact that -self is obligatorily focally stressed. Note also the necessary presence of virtually in (i), an adverb which otherwise does not
license a middle (*this book virtually reads) and blocks the use of easily (*this bread virtually cuts itself easily).

(i) a. this bread virtually cuts itSELF

b. this tent virtually sets itSELF up
c. this wood virtually splits itSELF up

If indeed the ‘middle reflexives’  illustrated in (i) are entirely on a par with ‘bare’  middles in the constraints that they are sensitive to
(and they certainly are not nearly as ‘liberal’  as French or even Heerlen Dutch reflexive middles; cf. e.g. *the Eiffel Tower virtually sees
itself), the question of how to treat the reflexive in these examples cannot be answered along either of the lines suggested in the above.
A possibility worth considering may be to say that the focally stressed reflexive in these constructions is a focus particle. But questions
of various sorts remain; we leave them open.

Whatever the correct analysis of reflexive middles, one thing should be clear: reflexive middles, by virtue
of the fact that they impose substantially fewer restrictions on their distribution, are ‘simpler’  than ‘bare’
middles. On a scale of restrictiveness, nominalisations are the most complicated, ‘bare’  middles following suit;
reflexive middles are closer to passive constructions (certainly in Romance, where middles have often been
labelled ‘mediopassives’  in the literature), hence to more extensive syntactic structures, than their ‘bare’
counterparts. This is all we will say here about reflexive middles; it is not our objective in this paper to present
a full-fledged account of these. From our ‘inside-out’  perspective, starting out from the most restrictive verb-
based construction of all (the nominalisation), reflexive middles are less of a challenge than the ‘bare’  ones
—  their properties can be made to fall out in either of the ways mentioned in (123), the details of the analyses
built on these premises being a topic for future research.

8 Nominalisations, or the consequences of poverty of structure

8.1 The distribution of reflexives in nominalisations

In the previous section we considered two possible approaches to reflexive middles (given in (123)), and
concluded that they seem both to be attested in natural language. The differences between the two need not
concern us at this time; what we would like to draw attention to in this section is that, on both approaches to
reflexive middles, the reflexive marker finds itself outside the root–VP —  either in FP or in vP. In order for
a particular construction to be eligible for reflexive se, therefore, it had better have sufficient structure to
accommodate the reflexive. FP will be needed at the very least.

In the foregoing we presented an analysis of genitival nominalisations which is built on the premise that
they lack a projection of F, featuring the root–VP embedded under D without any verbal functional structure
intervening. The immediate prediction that this approach makes is that these constructions should be unable
to cater for a reflexive marker; put differently, in languages featuring se, this element should be unable to
show up in their counterparts of English genitival nominalisations. In (51)–(54), repeated below, we already
came across evidence bearing out this prediction —  the nominalisations in (52) and (54), from French and
German, respectively, are ungrammatical with se/sich.
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(51) a. la porte s’ ouvre
the door SE opens

b. cette ville se détruit facilement
this city SE destroys easily

(52) a. la (*se) ouverture de la porte
the SE opening of the door

b. la (*se) destruction de la ville
the SE destruction of the city

(53) a. die Tür öffnet sich
the door opens SE

b. diese Stadt zerstört sich leicht
this city destroys SE easily

(54) a. die <*sich> Öffnung <*sich> der Tür
the SE opening SE of-the door

b. die <*sich> Zerstörung <*sich> der Stadt
the SE destruction SE of-the city

Not all nominalisations are necessarily ‘bare’ , however. Our claim that genitival nominalisations in English
and their counterparts in other languages feature no more verbal structure than the bare root–VP leaves open
the possibility that nominalised constructions can be found which have substantially more verbal structure.
And when it comes to the distribution of the reflexive marker, we then expect it to be possible to find se in
these nominalisations.

Infinitival nominalisations are excellent candidates for the possession of more verbal structure than
genitival nominalisations. And indeed, we find that in infinitival nominalisations, both in Romance and in
Germanic, the reflexive marker is possible. The Italian example in (125a) was provided to us by Ian Roberts
(p.c.); the Dutch example in (125b) follows the pattern of the German example in (54a), this time with a
nominal infinitive in place of the derived nominal.

(125)a. lo sporgersi è pericoloso
the lean-out-SE is dangerous

b. het zich spontaan openen van de deur veroorzaakte grote hilariteit
the SE spontaneously open-INF of the door caused great hilariousness

From the grammaticality of the examples in (125) we can conclude that the verbal structure of nominal
infinitives is larger than that of genitival nominalisations.

8.2 Nominal infinitives, gerunds and the distribution of ‘passive’  in DP

English does not have nominal infinitives, unlike Italian and Dutch. Instead, it typically uses gerunds in
contexts in which Italian or Dutch would use a nominal infinitive. For the latter, we just came across an
argument to the effect that their structure is substantially larger than that of genitival nominalisations —  they
must minimally contain a projection of F. For English gerunds, there is also plenty of evidence that their
structure is much larger than the bare $ VP. We will not go through all this evidence here; the fact that they
allow accusative-marked objects and aspectual/temporal modifiers (as in John’ s constantly kissing Mary)
is sufficient evidence to carry the point home.

What is interesting to note with respect to both nominal infinitives and gerunds is that they differ from
derived nominals in resisting forms in which the internal argument of the verb shows up in the prenominal
genitive position (cf. Grimshaw 1990:83 for gerunds):

(126)a. *Rome’ s destroying
(cf. Rome’ s destruction, the destroying of Rome)

b. *Romes verwoesten
Rome’ s destroy-INF
(cf. Romes verwoesting ‘Rome’ s destruction’ , het verwoesten van Rome ‘the destroying of
Rome’ )
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74 While this example is indeed ungrammatical on the intended interpretation, with the infinitival verb interpreted as a middle, it is well-
formed (especially with gemakkelijk ‘easily’  left out) as what is often called an ‘infinitival passive’  construction —  cf. more regular
examples such as ik laat het huis schoonmaken ‘I let the house clean’ , corresponding to English I have the house cleaned. There are two
approaches to these ‘infinitival passives’  in the literature, one on which they really are passives (cf. Coopmans 1985, Vanden Wyngaerd
199x) and one on which they are active, featuring a null subject (cf. Petter 1998). We need not make a choice between the two analyses;

From the perspective of an analysis of ‘passive nominals’  such as Rome’ s destruction as genuine passives,
the ungrammaticality of the gerund and nominal infinitive in (126) seems entirely mysterious. Why should
passive, which is an otherwise quite unrestricted operation, be unavailable in gerunds and nominal infinitives?

We are not facing that question, for our analysis of ‘passive nominals’  does not in fact involve passivisation
at all —  rather, what is usually referred to as a ‘passive nominal’  is analysed here essentially in terms of a
middle construction, featuring binding of the nominalised root verb’ s (necessarily dependent) E-role by the
determiner head. So what we need to say to explain the ungrammaticality of (126a,b) is that  E-role binding
apparently fails in English gerunds and Dutch nominal infinitives. If we put the generalisation in these terms,
we correctly ensure that ‘raising’  gerunds featuring unaccusative verbs like come are actually grammatical:
in examples of the type in (127), in contradistinction to the one in (126a), there is no E-role binding going on;
instead, the root verb’ s independent E-role is being assigned to the nominal-internal counterpart of Tense
(which we tentatively identified as Num). A particularly interesting case is (128a), which is a grammatical
gerund, but only on a reading corresponding to unaccusative (128b).

(127)a. John’ s coming and going
b. John’ s leaving

(128)a. London’ s burning [Tunaccusative, corr. to (128b); *middle, corr. to (128c)]]
b. London is/was burning [unaccusative]
c. London burns easily [middle]

The contrast between (126a) and (127)/(128a) thus makes it clear that there is no general ban on NP–raising
in gerunds; rather, that what is causing havoc in (126a) is the binding of the root verb’ s dependent E-role by
the determiner head. Apparently, then, the problem with (126a) is that the requisite E-role binding fails in
English gerunds; the same is true for Dutch nominal infinitives, as (126b) shows.

This property of gerunds and nominal infinitives arguably is a consequence of the presence of the
morphology found in these constructions: -ing and -en, respectively. For it turns out that in no context in which
-ing is attached to a verb in English does it allow for medialisation (cf. fn. **21**, above). The same holds
for other morphologically inflected non-finite forms:

(129)a. *bureaucrats brib-ing easily (is a big problem in Russia)
b. *brib-ing too easily, this bureaucrat will soon lose his job
c. *the bureaucrats are brib-ing easily again
d. *an easily brib-ing bureaucrat
e. *brib-ed too easily, this bureaucrat lost his job
f. *bureaucrats have always brib-ed very easily
g. *an easily brib-ed bureaucrat is not hard to find

(130)a. *een bureaucraat kan gemakkelijk omkop-en
a bureaucrat can easily PRT-bribe-INF

aN. een bureaucraat koopt gemakkelijk om
a bureaucrat bribes easily PRT

b. *men laat hier bureaucraten gemakkelijk omkop-en74
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what is worth pointing out, however, is that tertium non datur —  ‘infinitival passives’  cannot be analysed as middles, as the
ungrammaticality of (130b) and the other examples above demonstrates.

one lets here bureaucrats easily PRT-bribe-INF
c. *te gemakkelijk omkop-end verliest een bureaucraat zijn baan

too easily PRT-bribe-PRESPTC loses a bureaucrat his job
d. *een gemakkelijk omkop-ende bureaucraat

a easily PRT-bribe-PRESPTC bureaucrat
e. *een gemakkelijk omgekochte bureaucraat

a easily PRT-bribe-PASTPTC bureaucrat

And notice once again that the generalisation in question cannot be phrased in terms of a ban on NP–raising
in the relevant contexts: after all, examples of the type in (131) are perfectly grammatical.

(131)a. the (slowly) grow-ing plant
b. de (langzaam) groei-ende plant

the slowly grow-PRESPTC plant

The ungrammaticality of Dutch (130a) (see also Khalaily 1997:178, where a parallel example from
Palestinian Arabic is provided as well) looks particularly surprising at first glance, given that in English there
is no particular problem combining a middle verb with a modal (cf. this bureaucrat may bribe (easily)). The
only difference between Dutch and English that it seems possible to hold responsible for the deviance of
(130a) is the fact that Dutch infinitives have a suffix which their English counterparts have lost over the
years. The presence of infinitival morphology on the verb apparently makes medialisation impossible.
Likewise, the addition of gerundial -ing or the past participial suffix -en to the verb systematically blocks
middle formation in English, as seen in (129); and the same is true for all infinitival and participial verbal forms
in Dutch, as seen in (1).

In the light of (129) and (130) we can now broaden the scope of the original generalisation as in (132):

(132) E-role binding fails in morphologically inflected non-finite forms

A way of making sense of this generalisation in analytical terms is the following. Let us assume that -ing and
that ilk introduce functional structure. More specifically, let us assume that -ing and other such morphology
sits in a functional head immediately outside the root–VP, and that their projection counts as a barrier for
the binding of the root verb’ s dependent E-role (while the F–head itself is perfectly able (though not forced)
to receive a root verb’ s independent E-role, in constructions with unaccusative verbs). The intervention of
non-finite morphology will then make it impossible for the root verb’ s dependent E-role to be bound in
accordance with BT–A of our binding theory of event roles. This straightforwardly accounts for the
ungrammaticality of the relevant examples given in the foregoing, on the additional assumption that there can
be no binder of the verb’ s dependent E-role below the projection of the functional head introducing the
inflectional morphology —  in particular, that easily type adverbs cannot be adjoined to the root–VP. But
recall from the discussion in section 5.2 that this assumption is independently necessary: if it were possible
for easily type adverbs to adjoin directly to $ VP, it should be possible to use them in derived nominals, quod
non (cf. the ungrammaticality of *the city’ s <easily> destruction <easily>).

Of course, saying that -ing and the like introduce a barrier for E-role binding is a way of accounting for
the facts noted in this section; but we are still begging the question of why these morphemes should behave
the way they do. Since we have no insights to offer with respect to this question, we present our story as a
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tentative proposal, leaving it to future research to anchor it as part of a more principled account. But whatever
the merits of our suggestion, the point to stress is that, while an analysis in terms of passivisation leaves the
ungrammaticality of (126) a complete mystery, the middle approach to ‘passive nominals’  taken  in this paper
allows us to draw an immediate link between (126) and (129)–(130), and moreover offers at least the
contours of a solution to the problem.

8.3 Matters of aspect

Grimshaw (1990:82–83) presents the ungrammaticality of (126a) as evidence for her claim that ‘passive
nominals’  are never what she calls ‘complex event nominals’ : gerunds are always complex event nominals;
they disallow ‘passive’ ; hence ‘passive nominals’  cannot be complex event nominals. The logic of
Grimshaw’ s argument is delicate, since she does not offer even the glimmerings of an explanation for why
(126a) and the like should be ungrammatical. But we certainly agree that ‘passive nominals’  are not complex
event nominals: Grimshaw’ s best arguments to this effect, coming from the ban on temporal and aspectual
modifiers in ‘passive nominals’  (cf. (40a,b), repeated here), are directly accommodated by our analysis, as
discussed above; and so is the fact that middles do cater for ‘time frame’  adverbials, as seen in (40bN) —
whereas genitival nominalisations lack FP and all other verbal inflectional structure on top, middles do have
FP, which is the locus of aspect, hence the projection with which aspectual modifiers like in x amount of time
are construed.

(40) a. *the city’ s constant/frequent/ongoing destruction (by the enemy)
(cf. the constant/frequent/ongoing destruction of the city)

b. *the city’ s destruction {in/for} five days
(cf. the destruction of the city {in/*for} five days)

bN. this city destroys easily {in/*for} five days

We pointed out above that the fact that genitival nominalisations lack FP, combined with the hypothesis
that noun phrases raised to SpecFP are interpreted as ‘affected objects’ , may seem to make it difficult to
account for the fact (Anderson 1979) that genitival nominalisations are subject to the Affectedness Condition.
But we also pointed out that, as a matter of fact, genitival nominalisations are subject to restrictions tighter
than those imposed by the Affectedness Condition. Our analysis of genitival nominalisations as bare $ VPs
embedded in DP, in conjunction with our typology of verbs, allows us to capture these restrictions —  as seen
in Table 2, genitival nominalisations can be formed only in those cases in which there is a $ V with a dependent
E-role eligible for binding by D, or a $ V with an independent E-role which can be assigned to the DP–internal
counterpart of T (which we have labelled Num). No other attempts at genitival nominalisation yield
grammatical outputs, for principled reasons. It is basically the poverty of verbal structure which is responsible
for these severe distributional restrictions —  restrictions which are so severe that they make all genitival
nominalisations which come out as grammatical ‘vacuously’  comply with the Affectedness Condition.

In sum, the fact that genitival nominalisations lack FP does not entail that they cannot show the effects
of the Affectedness Condition. What we are claiming is that any noun phrase which raises to SpecFP in the
course of the derivation is interpreted as an affected object (cf. (97), above); we are not saying is that any
noun phrase which is interpreted as an affected object must be raised to or through SpecFP —  there may
be other structural positions in the tree in which a noun phrase is interpreted as an affected object. The facts
of genitival nominalisations in fact confirm that the formulation of the relationship between affectedness and
F in (81) is the appropriate one.
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8.4 Evidence for verbal structure in genitival nominalisations

What we have done in this section so far is confirm our earlier claim that genitival nominalisations lack FP,
and to consider some further consequences of their structural poverty. All of these consequences are
compatible with an even more radical claim: genitival nominalisations lack all verbal structure. In this section,
we set out to argue that this latter claim is false, and that VP–structure is crucially present.

One immediate indication that genitival nominalisations have VP–structure comes from our extended
argument to the effect that their properties —  and hence their analysis —  are parallel to those of middles.
The success of this argument leads to the conclusion that ‘passive nominals’  have argument structure (contra
Grimshaw 1990; see our critique of Grimshaw’ s arguments above). And since, arguably, ‘pure’  noun phrases
have no argument structure (see Grimshaw 1990), it must be the case that there is some amount of verbal
structure present in genitival nominalisations.

This is an essentially theoretical argument, though; one that, moreover, is heavily dependent on the view
that simple noun phrases lack argument structure (a claim for which there is a good deal of support but which
may nonetheless have made some readers skeptical about the force of our argument). So let us ask at this
time whether we can find concrete empirical evidence to underpin the idea that there is a VP in the structure
of genitival nominalisations. We believe that there is. The argument needs a bit of an introduction, however,
so some patience is called for.

Fu, Roeper & Borer (1998) present an interesting and novel argument to the effect that there is verbal
structure in derived nominals, based on the distribution of do so replacement:

(133) his removal of evidence in the morning, and her doing so in the afternoon
(134)a. Hankamer: I’ m going to stuff this ball through a 6-inch hoop

Sag: I don’ t believe you can do so/do it
b. [Hankamer attempts to stuff a ball through a 6-inch hoop]

Sag: I don’ t believe you can *do so/Tdo it
c. he removed the evidence in the morning, and she did so (*the counterevidence) in the afternoon

They point out that examples of the type in (133) are grammatical, and note that this argues beyond doubt that
there is a VP present in the derived nominal —  after all, (i) do so needs a linguistic antecedent (cf. (134a,b);
Hankamer & Sag 1976), and (ii) do so’ s antecedent must be larger than just V (cf. (134b)).

Fu, Roeper & Borer confine their discussion to showing that gerundial doing so can replace the VP
present in derived nominals like removal of evidence. But there is no a priori reason to expect do so
replacement to work in these cases only in gerundial contexts —  we may expect finite do so to also be able
to replace the VP in nominalisations. And as a matter of fact, this indeed turns out to be possible, as (135a)
shows. What (135b) adds to this is that even VP–ellipsis is possible in this context —  something which fails
in gerundial contexts for the simple reason that the dummy do has no gerundial forms (see Fu, Roeper &
Borer 1998 for discussion of the consequences of this fact for the internal functional make-up of gerunds).

(135)a. his removal of evidence today was less successful than when she did so two days ago
b. his removal of evidence today was less successful than when she did [VP i] two days ago

Now that we know this, we can go on to ask how ‘passive nominals’  fare when it comes to Fu, Roeper
& Borer’ s (1998) VP diagnostic. Two things need to be checked: (i) whether any do so replacement or
VP–ellipsis works at all in these cases, presenting evidence for a VP in ‘passive nominals’ , and, if so, (ii)
whether that VP behaves like a passive or an active (i.c. a middle) VP.
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The facts are as follows:

(136)a. ?a PostIt’ s removal is easy, but Scotch tape does ?(so) much less easily
b. *a PostIt’ s removal is easy, but Scotch tape isn’ t very easily

(137)a. a PostIt removes easily, but Scotch tape does ?(so) much less easily
b. a PostIt is removed very easily, but Scotch tape isn’ t (very easily)

The example in (136a) is quite acceptable with do so. This immediately suggests, in the light of the Fu,
Roeper & Borer test, that there is indeed a VP present in the structure of ‘passive nominals’  —  a VP which
is eligible for do so replacement, just like the one found in (133). This is an important conclusion; it shows that
‘passive nominals’  are not ‘pure’  nominals, and is entirely compatible with our claim that they have argument
structure (contradicting, at the same time, Grimshaw’ s 1990 claim to the contrary).

But we can go further than this: the facts in (136) and (137) give us even more specific information. What
we see in the b–examples is that there is no evidence supporting a passive analysis of so-called ‘passive
nominals’  —  while a passive VP can easily undergo VP–ellipsis, as seen in (137b), there is no way of
matching an elliptical passive VP with the VP inside the ‘passive nominal’ , which hence cannot be passive.
On the contrary, the grammaticality of (136a), in parallel to (137a), shows that there is a direct link between
the VP in genitival nominalisations and the VP in middle constructions. The connection even extends to the
fact that VP–ellipsis seems degraded both in (136a) and in (137a). What we see, then, is that the Fu, Roeper
& Borer test, when appropriately extended, supplies us with support for two important ingredients of our
analysis of genitival nominalisations: (i) genitival nominalisations have internal VP–structure, and (ii) genitival
nominalisations have the VP–internal syntax of a middle construction.

9 Back to transitives — On the difference between between serialising and non-
serialising languages

Now that we have addressed in detail the properties of ‘detransitivised’  constructions (middles and genitival
nominalisations), in this section we will concern ourselves with a number of broader questions triggered by
our approach to transitives and serial verbs, starting out from (I), then moving on to a broad theoretical
perspective (developed against the background of our binding theory of event roles) on (III), and eventually
working our way to the difficult question of optionality posed in (II).

• in the introduction we suggested that serialising languages differ from non-serialising languages with
respect to the possibility of raising V to v: the latter can do it, the former cannot and have to
lexicalize v with a verb meaning ‘take’ ; questions arising here are:

I what prevents V from raising to v?
II how can a serialising language have a regular alternation between serial and non-serial

constructions?
III what is the difference between serialising and non-serialising languages?

9.1 Two paired generalisations

The key to the answer to the question of why V cannot raise to v in serialising languages (I) may be found
in two general properties of serialising languages, originally identified by Muysken (1988) and capitalised on
in Déchaine (1993:sect. 4.6), Law & Veenstra (1992), Veenstra (1996:sect. 5.5) and Baker & Stewart
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75 Veenstra (1996:147–49, fn. 30) considers the possibility that there are two classes of serialising languages, one class having independ-
ently lexicalised Infls and the other having a multiply specified Tense feature in Infl (cf. Collins 1995).

76 Creoles are paradigm cases of this negative correlation. Yoruba is a case in point, too: it is very rich in SVCs and at the same time has
very poor inflectional morphology. The exact opposite situation is found in Igbo, which has exceptionally rich inflection and lacks some
of the most typical serial verb constructions (using so-called V–V compounds instead; possibly V–V compounds result from movement
of V to independently spelled-out v, à la Déchaine 1993, from which work the generalisations about Yoruba and Igbo were distilled). Richard
Campbell (p.c.) points out, however, that Akan does not fit into this picture —  it has relatively rich inflection, yet also features serial
verb constructions. On the account of the generalisations in (138) and (139) and their interconnection to be presented below, the link
with richness/poverty of inflection (the part of (138b) to the right of the semicolon) will eventually turn out not to be as important as
it is sometimes made out to be; so the case of Akan does not counterexemplify the account of the distribution of verb serialisation laid
out in this paper. Potentially more of a problem are the Kru languages (see Koopman 1984), which feature V–movement to I yet also
seem to instantiate serialisation. From the perspective of our overall approach to the ‘serialisation parameter’ , languages featuring v–to–I
movement should be unable to have serial verb constructions proper —  at least, the Theme take variety, to which our analysis is basically
restricted. We have not studied the facts of the Kru languages in any detail. Should it be found that they have Theme take-SVCs with
properties essentially similar to those found in Kwa and Mandarin, their V–movement properties will stand out as a problem for the
approach. If it turns out, however, that the second verb in Kru-type serials is transitive (rather than middle like) and not subject to the
Affectedness Condition, serial verb constructions in these languages involve a different structure from the ones investigated here, which
will prevent the consequences of our analysis from (wrongly) carrying over to Kru. An investigation of Kru cannot be undertaken in this
paper.

(1997:section 6) in their (independent) accounts of the difference between serialising and non-serialising
languages:75

(138)a. serialising languages lack V–to–I movement
b. serialising languages lexicalise Infl with independent morphemes; they have poor inflectional

morphology

Instead of hosting a raised verb at some point in the derivation, the I–node of serialising languages is typically
spelled out independently by some morpheme; there is no verb movement to Infl at any point in the derivation.
Parallel generalisations can now be made with regard to the v–V relationship —  parallel but not identical
ones, because of the fact that no language, to our knowledge, resorts exclusively to take  serialisation in
transitive sentences (see section 9.4, below, for discussion).

(139)a. serialising languages may fail to perform V–to–v movement
b. serialising languages may lexicalise v with independent morphemes

The two pairs of generalisations are arguably connected, not just when it comes to comparing different
language systems but within one language as well. A particularly interesting indication to this effect comes
from Edo, the language studied by Baker & Stewart (1997, 1998). This language has V–to–I movement in
one particular tense but in no others; and, as Mark Baker (p.c.) points out, even though take serials are wide-
spread in the language, it looks like precisely in this particular tense Edo lacks take serialisation (though this
correlation needs more careful verification).

On the assumption that the two pairs of generalisations in (138) and (139) are indeed linked, we capture
the fact that, as Baker & Stewart (1997) put it, ‘there seems to be a direct negative correlation between the
presence of overt morphology and the possibility of serial verb-like constructions’ .76 And the presence of
inflectional morphology, in turn, is directly correlated with V–to–I movement. The resulting picture is that
whenever there is V–to–I movement, there is no serialisation. We will show that analysing serialisation in
terms of independent spell-out of the v and V heads in a Chapter 4 type structure of transitive clauses allows
us to connect serialisation to general properties of the inflectional system of serialising languages along the
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lines of (138) and (139), a desirable result.
This also opens up a perspective on the more general question (III) as to what the difference between

serialising and non-serialising languages might be. Lexically speaking, the two language types differ in that
serialising languages dispose of morphemes that independently lexicalise the ‘non-substantive’  heads Infl and
v in the structure of the transitive clause; non-serialising languages lack such morphemes and will amalgamate
V and v, and v+V and Infl, in the course of the derivation. With this lexical approach, we are still begging a
fundamental question, though: why should it be that (138) and (139) are linked? It is this question which our
binding theory of event roles will eventually be seen to give an answer to.

9.2 E-role binding and the one-event interpretation of take serials

Let us take the case of destroy type verbs as our paradigm case —  effectively the only case in Fongbè type
serialising languages, where the lower verb in a take SVC is always of the destroy type, i.e. has a dependent
E-role. This dependent E-role is subject to Principle A of our binding theory of event roles —  it has to be
locally bound. From the literature on reflexive binding, we are familiar with two types of reflexives: the ones
which are associated to their antecedent via movement (like French se; cf. Pica 198x for detailed discussion),
and the ones which are linked to their antecedent via binding. The difference can be illustrated with reference
to the French examples in (140), where (140a) involves linking-via-movement and (140b) features linking-via-
binding.

(140)a. Marie se connaît bien
Marie SE knows well
‘Marie knows herself well’

b. Marie est fière d’ elle-même
Marie is proud of her-self
‘Marie is proud of herself’

The choice between linking-via-movement and linking-via-binding is straightforward in French —  se can be
used only in contexts in which movement towards the antecedent (to I, on common assumptions) is possible;
in contexts in which movement fails (such as (140b): French disallows P–stranding), linking-via-binding is the
only possibility.

Since we are drawing a parallel between anaphor binding and binding of dependent E-roles in our binding
theory of event roles, the possibility presents itself that dependent E-roles can be linked to their ‘antecedents’
in either of two ways as well, in principle: movement or binding. It is this which caters for a straightforward
way of distinguishing between serial and non-serial constructions: the relationship between v and $ V is
establishable via either binding or movement, the two scenarios corresponding to serial and non-serial
constructions, respectively. Let us flesh this out in some more detail.

The light verb v in our representation of transitive sentences with $ destroy type roots performs the same
function as the modifiers present in $ destroy type middles —  it binds the dependent E-role of the root verb.
The root verb’ s dependent E-role will always end up bound by the E-role of the c-commanding transitive light
verb v in a transitive clause. This is why transitive sentences are not sensitive to the modification constraint
on middles and can have an eventive interpretation. What happens in a simple transitive sentence like (141a)
is that the root verb’ s dependent E-role is bound by the light verb’ s event role, getting a FREE RIDE on the
movement operation that raises the base verb to the light verb in non-serialising languages like English. This
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77 We have not included ‘FP’  into the structure in (141b). The discussion in section 9.4, below, will make it clear that in non-serial
constructions FP does not find itself between v and % VP. The representation in (124b) will hence turn out to be accurate, and not just a
convenient simplification.

78 This is reminiscent of Hale’ s (1991) approach to the one-event interpretation of serial verb constructions in terms of Higginbotham
type & -identification; though on the right track, Hale’ s specific approach is odd in that it assumes identification rather than binding —
the first verb’ s event role is effectively assigned (to Tense), hence unavailable for identification (cf. Ackema & Schoorlemmer’ s 1995
critique of Hoekstra & Roberts’  analysis mentioned above).

We should point out here that one-event interpretation is not necessarily a property of all serial verb constructions —  serialisation
is unlikely to be a structurally homogeneous phenomenon; while take serials qualify for an analysis in terms of the Chomskyan light verb
structure outlined in this paper, other serial verb constructions (and presumably even a subset of the take serials, especially the instrumental
ones) are not readily amenable to this type of approach.

79 The discussion to follow owes its inspiration to Baker & Stewart (1997); but the execution of the basic idea differs considerably.

is depicted in (141b).77

(141)a. the enemy destroyed the city
b. [vP NP [v '  [v<2, Ei> + Vi<2, i>] [VP [V (  ti NP]]]]]

In serialising languages, the binding relationship between the two event roles is not established via syntactic
movement — after all, in serial verb constructions the lower verb does not raise to the light verb at any point
in the derivation (cf. section 9.1). Instead, it results from a 2-binding relationship established under syntactic
c-command:

(142)a. the enemy took the city destroyed
b. [vP NP [v (  [v<2, Ei> [FP NPj F [VP [V (  Vi<2, i> tj]]]]]

It is this 2-binding relationship between the event roles of the verbs of a take serial construction which is
responsible for its typical one-event interpretation (cf. (116b)), a property of take SVCs whose account has
long puzzled scholars working on serialisation (cf. (143)).78 The 2-binding relationship between the take verb
and the base verb in a take SVC is, of course, also responsible for the fact that no modifier or operator is
necessary in the root VP in serial verb constructions, as opposed to middles.

(143) the one-event interpretation of take SVCs is the result of 2-binding of the verbs’  event roles
(cf. (116b))

9.3 (Non-)movement of ) V and the difference between serialising and non-serialising languages

This said, let us return to the fundamental question of why some languages resort to movement to establish
the link between v’ s E-role and that of * V while others do not. Put differently: what is it that makes some
languages serialise and others not? The question at stake, then, concerns the parameter(s) that distinguish(es)
serialising languages from non-serialising ones.79

Our binding theory of event roles states that dependent event roles are anaphoric. BT–A as extended
to dependent E-roles thus demands that they be locally bound. This locality condition is met in a structure
of the type in (142b), on the assumption that the local domain for E-role binding is vP in this structure. Binding
of the root verb’ s E-role by the light verb’ s E-role arguably breaks down, however, if v raises to I and * V
stays in situ. The trace of the raised v cannot act as a binder of * V’ s E-role — a head trace has no features
(cf. Chomsky’ s 1995 claim that traces cannot act as attractors and cannot be attracted either). It is tempting
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80 A caveat is in order, though: as Khalaily (1997:170) points out, it is possible to move how easily in interrogative and exclamative
contexts (cf. how easily does this meat cut? and how easily this meat cuts!). Miki Suzuki (p.c.) suggests that this can be accommodated
on our locality approach to E-role binding on the assumption that in these cases, the easily part of the complex wh-phrase is reconstructed
into the extraction site at LF, so that binding can proceed without difficulty. Why such reconstruction apparently fails in (145b) is a
question we cannot address here.

81 We also believe that this hypothesis makes an approach to SVCs in terms of binding preferable to one in terms of LF movement,
which is a conceivable alternative to ours (the difference between serialising and non-serialising languages then lying in the point in the
derivation at which verb movement takes place). It is not at all obvious why + V should be unable to make its way up to v at LF if v raised
to I in overt syntax —  such movement should essentially be unproblematic, v’ s trace presenting no obstacle to LF feature-movement of
+ V to v (in I; see Chomsky 1995). If + V-feature movement to v in I succeeds, there is no account of the empirical link between (138) and
(139) (see main text below). Our analysis, by contrast, does yield the desired link, v–to–I necessarily going hand in hand with + V–to–v on
pain of a binding theory violation.

82 In Europe, the Mainland Scandinavian languages seem plausible candidates for languages lacking verb movement to Infl. The
expectation that the above gives rise to, then, is that these languages should feature serial verb constructions. This expectation is borne
out; see Johnsen (1988), Anward (1988), Wiklund (1997) and Den Dikken (1991) for discussion of constructions which deserve the label
‘serial verb construction’  in Norwegian and Swedish. English seems to allow for ‘serialisation’  to a limited degree as well (cf. the aspectual
come/go construction: I go fetch some milk; see Jaeggli & Hyams (1993) and Pollock (1990) for discussion.

A particularly interesting case is posed by la-causative constructions in Scandinavian of the type illustrated in (i) (thanks to Peter
Svenonius, p.c., for reminding us of the Scandinavian causatives in the context of our approach to serial verb and causative constructions).

(i) vi la <fangene>1 henge <fangene>2 (Norwegian)
we let prisoners hang prisoners

to think that something along the same lines underlies the impossibility of movement of the licensing manner
adverb in a middle construction, pointed out by Roberts (1987:261, fn. 20) for English wh-questions (see also
Khalaily 1997:170), and by Khalaily (1997:169, fn. 7) for Dutch Verb Second sentences:80

(144)a. this meat cuts easily
b. *how/why does this meat cut?

(145)a. dit vlees snijdt gemakkelijk
this meat cuts easily

b. *gemakkelijk snijdt dit vlees
easily cuts this meat

The immobility in middles of adverbs which are not otherwise immobile suggests that the special role that
these adverbs play in middle constructions (licensing the root verb’ s E-role via binding) is responsible for the
ill-formedness of (144b) and (145b). We believe that (144b) and (145b) provide independent support for our
hypothesis that binding of the root verb’ s E-role by v fails whenever v raises to I and * V stays in situ (on the
assumption, once again, that the local domain for E-role binding here is vP).81

As a consequence of this hypothesis, E-role binding without movement of * V will be possible only in
languages that do not raise their (light) verbs to Infl. This immediately allows us to capture the generalisation
in (138a) —  serialisation is possible only in languages that lack v–to–I movement. In languages where v does
raise to I, on the other hand, E-role binding in a v–* VP structure can proceed only if * V raises to v, thereby
ending up in the local domain of the binder of * V’ s E-role.

The last step to be taken concerns the link between the generalisations in (138) and (139). How exactly
are these connected? Our binding-theoretic perspective on the distribution of serialisation gives us a
unidirectional link between head movement to I and serialisation —  whenever there is head movement to
I, serialisation is blocked (for reasons of locality); whenever there is no head movement (of v) to I, on the
other hand, serialisation is possible but by no means obligatory.82 And it turns out that there is good reason
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‘we have the prisoners hanged’

The embedded infinitive, though not formally passivised/detransitivised, behaves like an intransitive/ergative verb —  it has only one
argument (the internal one) expressed, and, in Norwegian, this argument can show up either in V’ s complement position or in a specifier
position to its left. This cluster of properties suggests an analysis for (i) according to which la spells out v and henge is the lexicalisation
of the root verb + V; viewed this way, (i) would be the periphrastic, ‘serial’  counterpart of the English morphological causative we hang
the prisoners.

The three mainland Scandinavian languages differ amongst each other with respect to the word-order pattern found in la-causatives.
While Norwegian allows both word orders exemplified in (i), in Danish fangene can occur only in position 1, and in Swedish only position
2 can host the internal argument of the infinitive. Interestingly, the same word-order distribution is found in the mainland Scandinavian
verb–particle construction:

(ii) vi kastade <hunden>1 ut <hunden>2 (Norwegian)
we threw dog out dog

Again, Norwegian allows two word-order patterns, while Danish and Swedish feature only patterns 1 and 2, respectively (but see Vinka 1997
for a more careful discussion of the Swedish facts). This enhances the approach to (i) in terms of a serial type v–+ V structure, on Harley
& Noyer’ s (1997) assumption (see fn. 27 (??), above) that verb–particle constructions feature a structure of the type that we proposed
for transitive sentences in general. Details remain to be worked out; but the parallel is highly suggestive.

Note that, even if Scandinavian la-causatives qualify for a ‘serial’  type analysis, this is not to say that all analytical causatives are
monoclausal serial verb constructions with the causative verb spelling out v and the causativised verb being a lexicalisation of + V. In the
bulk of cases, the causative verb in an analytical causative construction represents a v–+ V structure in its own right, embedding a clausal
constituent which itself features another v–+ V structure (if the causativised verb is transitive). Choosing a ‘serial’  or multiclausal represen-
tation for a particular analytical causative construction is an empirical matter, to be determined on the basis of the cluster of properties
which this causative construction exhibits vis-à-vis serial verb constructions.

to state the connection between head movement and serialisation unidirectionally.

9.4 On the parametrisation of the location of the aspectual FP vis-à-vis the transitivising light verb

* V–to–v movement is never actually blocked wholesale, in any language, it seems; we are not aware of any
serialising language which altogether lacks simple, ‘synthetic’  transitive constructions.In some serialising
languages, pairs of serial and ‘synthetic’  transitive sentences are semantically indistinguishable; in others there
are interpretive restrictions on the serial construction. Mandarin as a case in point when it comes to the
former type: here ba and non-ba transitives live side by side, in the bulk of cases (on a class of exceptions,
see below). Fongbè is an instance of the second type —  as we pointed out in section 2.1, above, the subject
of a take SVC in Fongbè is necessarily interpreted as a volitional Agent, while there is no such necessity
of a volitional reading in the case of the corresponding simple transitive (cf. DaCruz 1992; a representative
example pair was given in (8), above). We can make sense of the interpretive restrictions on Fongbè take
SVCs with reference to the fact that the take verb (acting as an E-role binder) always possesses an
independent E-role, hence always assigns an Agent external 2-role (see the discussion in section 6.1). But
that aside, both Fongbè and Mandarin exhibit a regular alternation between serial and corresponding non-
serial, ‘synthetic’  transitive sentences.

So serialisation (i.e. the possibility of not raising * V to v) does not eliminate the possibility of amalgamating
* V and v. The other way around, the link is much tighter: a language that raises its v’ s to Infl will have to
raise its * Vs to v, hence cannot employ serialisation. This follows from our binding theory of E-roles, as
discussed in section 9.3. In languages in which v does not raise to I, * V need not raise in principle, and when
it does not, an SVC results. But what determines whether * V raises or not, in languages lacking v–to–I move-
ment?

Here it seems plausible to assume that it is the distribution of our aspectual FP that is crucial. In our
discussion of serial verb constructions we pointed out that we needed a functional projection between v and
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* V, whose specifier position serves as the landing-site for the NP–movement operation that results in the
‘sandwiching’  of the object typical of take SVCs. The existence of this FP is well motivated; we formulated
a configurational approach to ‘affectedness’  in terms of this phrase, and pointed out parallels with work by
Travis, Borer and Koizumi, among others. Also, the idea that FP can occur between v and * V is well
supported, by the properties of take SVCs in particular. But there is no particular reason to assume that FP’ s
structural position should be fixed; that is, there is no reason to believe that FP can be inserted only between
v and * V. Suppose we generated FP outside vP. The ensuing configuration would then feature a * VP directly
embedded under v; with FP between v and * VP, by contrast, there would be an F–head between the two
lexical heads v and * V. Arguably, this minimal difference has an important consequence with respect to the
licensing of * V. With F present between v and * V, F can take care of functional licensing of * V. But when
FP is inserted outside vP, * V cannot be so licensed; instead (following Baker 1988, in essence), we assume
that * V must incorporate into v in such circumstances in order to get licensed. The basic idea (also found in
unpublished work by Teun Hoekstra) is that in an L–LP configuration (where ‘L’  stands for ‘lexical’ ), the
lower L–head must incorporate into the higher L; but in an L–FP–LP configuration, the lower L–head cannot
raise to the higher L, being licensed instead by the intervening F–head.

So while in non-serialising languages FP must always be generated outside vP (or else * V would violate
the binding theory of event roles), it is the variable location of FP which, in serialising languages, can be held
responsible for the choice between serialisation and ‘synthesis’ , in the general case. Whenever FP is below
v, a serial verb construction results; conversely, whenever FP is outside vP there can be no serialisation. The
overall approach to the distribution of serialisation (i.e., E-role binding via movement or not) taken here is on
a par, to all intents and purposes, with the one taken to reflexive, as in (140). The choice between movement
or binding is always categorical, and wholly determined by syntactic structure.

With this in mind, we can return to Lefebvre’ s (1991) generalisation about Fongbè take SVCs in (22): 

(22) V2 must take a Theme argument

In section 3.3, where we first presented this generalisation, we managed to explain that, given that there is
an FP present below v which is responsible for ‘object sandwiching’  in SVCs, the object will be interpreted
as an ‘affected argument’ , in virtue of its landing in SpecFP. But we left one question unresolved at that point
in the discussion: why is it that the ‘sandwiched object’  must be affected; or, put differently, why must there
be an FP (between v and VP) in the structure of SVCs? This question now receives an immediate answer
—  whenever v and * V do not come together and amalgamate as one simple transitive verb, * V must be
licensed in situ. It is our F–head that takes are of the functional licensing of * V —  whenever F is absent
between v and VP, incorporation of * V into v is unavoidable; and whenever the facts tell us that no * V–to–v
movement is taking place, there must be an FP between the two. With FP, the aspectual projection in whose
specifier position objects are interpreted as ‘affected arguments’ , necessarily present in all Theme-take
SVCs, the generalisation in (22) follows —  the ‘sandwiched object’  of a take SVC is always interpreted as
an ‘affected’  object because it systematically raises to SpecFP.

9.5 On further restrictions on serialisation

Our approach to the distribution of take SVCs capitalises on the links between it and the distribution of verb
(v) movement to I: serialising languages lack head movement to I (in any event in those contexts in which
they sanction serialisation). This generalisation does not necessarily extend to other cases of head movement
—  there is no implication, that is, that serialising languages should lack all types of head movement in their
overt syntax. While the paired generalisations in (138) and (139) might perhaps give the impression that the
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83 An alternative way of putting the above is to say that in the complex head [v+[ + V+P]] the preposition’ s Case-feature is too deeply
embedded to still be checkable; it is along these lines that Baker’ s CFPP can be derived in a checking-based Case-theory.

choice between serialisation and non-serialisation is entirely a matter of generalised head movement yes or
no, the way in which we have derived these generalisations and their interrelation does not give rise to such
a conclusion at all. In particular, languages may be serialising (i.e. lack v–to–I) while still executing * V–to–v
movement as well as all sorts of head-movement operations inside * VP. Mandarin is a case in point: (i) it
often shows free variation between ba–SVCs and ‘synthetic’  transitives; and (ii) it obligatorily incorporates
resultative small clause predicates into * V. Let us take a closer look at this in closing.

The first of these points is illustrated in (146), a pair of semantically indistinguishable examples showing
that the ba-construction and its ‘synthetic’  counterpart often coexist side by side in Mandarin. As argued in
the previous section, the alternation in (146) is a reflex of the fact that FP can be placed either below or
above v; in the latter case, * V is forced to incorporate into v in order to be licensed while in the former * V will
not so move and v is realised independently with the aid of the ‘dummy’  ba.

(146)a. wo ba Zhang San gan-zou-le
I take Zhang San chase-away-PRF

b. wo gan-zou-le Zhang San
I chase-away-PRF Zhang San
both: ‘I chased Zhang San away’

There are contexts, however, in which the otherwise quite free variation of serial and ‘synthetic’
constructions breaks down. Locative resultatives are such a context in Mandarin; here, only the ba
construction survives:

(147)a. wo ba zhei-ben shu fang-zai-le zhuozi-shang
I take this book put-at-PRF table-top
‘I put this book on the table’

b. *wo fang-zai-le zhei-ben shu zhuozi-shang
I put-at-PRF this book table-top

c. *wo fang-{le} zhei-ben shu zai-{le} zhuozi-shang
I put-PRF this book at-PRF table-top

The reason why ba is obligatory in locative resultatives must be that raising of * V is impossible in this kind
of construction. What will turn out to be crucial here is the fact that the locative preposition, zai ‘at’ , is
obligatorily incorporated into the root verb (for reasons which do not concern us here). The result of the
combination of zai ‘at’  incorporating into * V and * V+P moving up to v would be a complex head [v+[ * V+P]]
which, given Baker’ s (1988) Case Frame Preservation Principle, will be capable of discharging or checking
exactly as many structural Case features as its simplex (v) counterpart —  i.e., one.83 This will be one too few
—  after all, in a transitive locative construction featuring a locatum and a location NP, two structural Case
features will be necessary to license the two NPs, each of which possesses a structural Case feature which
needs to be checked.

Plainly put, then, incorporation of P into * V followed by movement of the complex root verb up to v,
yielding (147b), leads to a violation of the Case Filter (i.e., to a violation of Full Interpretation: an uninterpret-
able structural Case feature is left uneliminated). Two alternative scenarios now present themselves in
principle: either (i) P does not incorporate, and * V raises to v on its own, or (ii) P does incorporate into * V and
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84 There is no visible P–incorporation in Twi; as a matter of fact, there is no visible locative preposition at all in locative resultatives.
For general reasons (having to do with the configuration of , -role assignment in locative resultatives), we postulate a null-headed locative
PP in the structure of Twi locative resultatives; the invisibility of P can be held responsible for its obligatory incorporation into - V (for
licensing purposes).

then . V+P does not raise to v, the latter being spelled out independently as ba. For entirely independent
reasons, scenario (i) fails in Mandarin; so the ba construction is all that is left at one’ s disposal when one
wants to say something like ‘I put this book on the table’ .

A situation similar to the one in Mandarin is found in Twi (cf. Lord 1993). In some sentences, Twi shows
a ‘take’ /non-‘take’  alternation, just like Mandarin:

(148)a. wo-de no yee osafohene (Twi)
they-take him make captain

b. wo-yee no safohene
they-make him captain
‘they made him captain’

(149)a. wo-de no sii hene
they-take him set king

b. wo-sii no hene
they-set him king
‘they set him (up as) king’

However, in locative resultative cases, the alternation is not possible and the ‘take’  variant is the only option:

(150)a. Kofi de atadee no senn dadewa so
Kofi take dress the hang nail top
‘Kofi hung the dress on a nail’

b. *Kofi senn atadee no dadewa so
Kofi hang dress the nail top

Assuming that predicative NPs do not need case and that osafohene ‘captain’  and hene ‘king’  in (148)-(149)
are predicative NPs, the reason for the ungrammaticality of (150b) may be the same as for the
ungrammaticality of (150b): one of the two NPs, atadee no ‘the dress’  or dadewa so ‘nail top’ , will fail to
check its Case feature.84

This suggests that the difference between serialising and non-serialising languages is a double-sided coin:
on the one hand there is a general tendency not to raise (cf. sections 9.1 and 9.3). And on the other hand
there may be additional factors which ban . V–to–v raising, forcing lexicalisation of v.

At the end of our return to the realm of serial verb constructions, we have come full circle. What remains
for us to stress is that our analysis of take SVCs keeps clause structure in serialising and non-serialising
languages maximally parallel. Rather than appealing to gross structural differences, which are not easy to
parametrise with reference to non-substantive lexical categories, the present approach localises the difference
between the two language types in the ‘richness’  of their lexicons, to which the complexity of the syntactic
derivation is inversely proportional — serialising languages possess lexical material to spell out Infl and v on
their own and as a result do not move their verbs around to check features of VP–external non-substantive
categories; non-serialising languages, on the other hand, lack the means to independently lexicalise Infl and
v and must, as a consequence, raise their heads to v and Infl in syntax. The link between v–to–Infl and
. V–to–v was established along the lines of our binding theory of event roles, which, besides guaranteeing the
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single-event interpretation of SVCs, thus proves its worth in the domain of serialisation as well as that of
middle constructions and nominalisations.

10 Concluding remarks

In this paper we have argued that the Chomskyan approach to transitive sentences in terms of a light verb
projection embedding a base VP lacking an external 2-role fits the syntax of take serial verb constructions
like a glove, and also yields a straightforward analysis of middle constructions and genitival nominalisations.

In the structure of take SVCs, the two verbal slots in the Chomskyan representation of a transitive
sentence are independently lexicalised, the light verb v by a verb of the take type, and the lower verb V by
a verb which, although it may look transitive, has properties closer to those characterising middles than to
transitive verbs proper.

Middle constructions have no more lexical structure than the root–VP of the Chomskyan transitive
sentence. That is, middle constructions are ‘unenlightened’  transitives; or, conversely, transitives are middles
with a light on top. The same is true, mutatis mutandis, for so-called ‘passive nominals’ , which are the
counterparts of middle constructions inside the nominal phrase. Where middles in clauses and middles in
‘passive nominals’  differ is in the presence vs absence of an aspectual functional projection FP. It is this
structural distinction which is largely responsible for the more restricted distribution of ‘passive nominals’  vis-
à-vis sentences in the middle voice.

In the course of the discussion of serial verb constructions, we lightly adapted Chomsky’ s light verb
structure by adding an aspectual functional projection (FP) between the transitivising light verb v and the
root–VP. It is the specifier position of this projection which serves as the landing-site of overt-syntactic
NP–movement in take serials, resulting in the typical ‘sandwiching’  of the ‘shared object’  (so-called, but
wrongly so) between the take verb and the root verb.
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